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ERthe International Council on Health, Physical
Education and Recreationserves as one .of the priu7
cipal- outlets for the international efforts of the
AAHPER. One of three international members of the
World Confederation of Organizations of the Teach-
ing Profession (WCOTP), the .Council is dedicated to
the purpose of bringing together individuals- profes-
sionally engaged in health, physical education, recrea-
tion, sports, and related areas throughout the world.
Membership in the ICHPER is available to individuals,
institutions, and libraries, as well as to national and
international associations and contributing members.
Your membership will keep you appraised of the in-
ternational happenings and events in HPER as it in-
cludes four issues of the quarterly ICHPER Bulletin;
foul issues of the ICHPER review ; Gymnasion; and
the proceedings of the annual international ICHPER
congresses. For further information, please write
ICHPER, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.
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MESSAGE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR SPORTS AND YOUTH
OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

During recent years there has been increasing interest in the study of va-
rious dimensionspf health, physical education and recreation, and -a number
of-scholars are now becoming interested in the social and political aspects of
these disciplines.

Inasmuch as all nations are engaged in some form of national development,
and inasmuch as health, physical education, recreation and sports have an im-
portant role to play in such development, it is hoped that,this piiblication will
be of interest to all those concerned with the development programmes of
their countries.

It-iS with great pleasure that the Directorate General of Sports and Youth
presents these Proceedings, in the hope that the XVIth Intethational Congress
of the-ICHPER will mark a milestone on the way to more serious and intensive.

- studies on -the- role of health, physical education and recreation in the social,
economic and cultural development of nations.

a

Jakarta, August 1973

R.F. Soedardi
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EDITORS' FOREWORD

Editing is more of an art than a science. Nowhere is this more evident
than in a_compilation such as these Proceedings, where-contributors' come from
all patts of the world. When one realizes that changing the placement of a
single comma can subtly alter .the connotations of a sentence, the job of editing
becomes one of great responsibility.Furthermore, since language and thought
,are so intimately bound up in each other, kis occasionally impossible to express
precisely and grammatically in one language a thought which was originally
formulated in another language: Add fo this the impossibility of consultation
with the authors, who had returned to their home countries before editing began,
and the undertaking becomes a truly formidable One,

Throughout these Proceedings,, editing has been done from the viewpoint

o of the reader. Wherever a choice had to be ,made between grammatical or
stylistinleinents and precise .meaning, the editors chose to err on the side of
-the latter. In cal where meaning was ambiguouS or open to interpretation, the
text was 144-1 its original form. It is sincerely hoped -that no alterations in
originahneaning were made through such changes as seemed desirable for ease
of reading. Since the editors make no claim to infallibility, it seems -wise at this
point to apologize for any oversights or mistakes on their part.

It must -be noted that these Proceedings consist of selected presentations.
Much as the editors wished to include all papers, limitations of time and
_financing -made this impractical. The editors feel, they have succeeded in-pro-
viding a comprehensive view of all presentations, but occasionally an arbitrary
choice_had to be made of which papers could or could not be included. The
editors deeply regret the necessity for such choices, and further regret that- the
full texts of several .presentations were not received in time for publication.

Despite these shortcomings, the editors hope that they have contributed
in some small way to the cause of international understanding in the areas of
health, physical education and recreation.

I

Jakarta, September 1973

Sic, Swan pb
Mary W. Sic
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ADDRESS HAMENGKU BUWONO IX
Vice President

The Republic of Indonesia

First of all, I would like to express my gratitude that Indonesia was chosen

as the site of this International Congress. I consider this as a great honor for my

country and its people.
I mould like, on behalf of the Indonesian government, to extend to you a

warm welcome and wish you a pleasant stay in our country.
Iconsider myself fortunate to be here among scientists, educators and spe-

cialists in health, physical education, sports and recreation, since I myself am

not a total stranger ii the area of physical education and sports. The theme of

this. Congress seems to me to be,a timely one, given the social and economic
problems besetting the world today.

I, think that each country represented in this distinguished gathering,is cur-

rently engaged in national development.
National development may be defined as a process of social changes in a nation

which results in progress in desir directionssuch as an increase in the income

of the people, stabilization of Mica! and ideological structures within the

social system, and modernizatio of the economic and educational systems of

the country. I am of the opinion that national development requires as one of'the

priorities education and health. I am sure that health, physical education, sports
and recreation can play an important role in national development when policies

-and,- programs are carefully researched and planned, and are adapted to the
specific situations existing in a country. The implications of health, physical

education, sports and recreation for economic, social and cultural development,
particularly in assisting to bring about desirable social ,chinges, mint not be

neglected when comprehensive national policies and development plans are

formulated.
As you.all know, social changes are both a slow process and one which in-

volves complex changes in attitudes ana values. If health, physical education,
sports and recreation are to contribute substantially to national development,
,the attitudes .and values which they propagate must be geared towards the
desirable social changes and the priorities of national development.

It is in this context that I consider this International Congress a valuable

undertaking. Here we have the opporttunity to learn from each otherto share
experience and research, to analyze policies in the light of varying social con-
ditions, to discuss common problemi and to suggest practical solutions.,

I strongly urge the participants of this Congress to make recommendations
concerning innovations in the areas of health, physical education, sports -and

recreation, especially for the elementary and secondary school.levels, and for
those who.are drop-outs. I further urge you to suggest methods of bringing

about a broader and more intensive involvement of youth in the areas of health,
physical educatiod, sports and recreation.
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Our youth is of crucial importance-to the future of. oui..nations and...that
the world. Thus, the involvernent of youth in national development should be/of
primary concern for us-all. Through participation in health, physical education,
sports and recreation, our youth can be encouraged to contribute to their corn-
-males and nation's and, to the cause of international understanding and
friendship, while learning the skills, attitudes and values so necessary to. the
future peace and stability of the world. It is to you, the scientists,.educators and
leaders of your field, that we look for inspiration and guidance in this vital
undeaking.,

May this CAngressltie successful; and may you carry back with you pleaSapt
recollectionsof your stay in ,our,coun try.

I hereby declarer the Sixteedth Annual International Congress of the Inter-
national Council on Health, Physical Education, and Recreation open.

3



_WELCOMING_ APDRE$S_
G. A. SIWARESSY

Acting Minister for Education and Culture
The Republic of Indonesia

, .

It is my great ,pleasure and privilege today to welcome you to Bali, one of our
country's most beautiful islands. As host of this International Congress, I ask your
understanding and forebearance should any difficulties arise during the pro-
ceedings of the coming week. I assure you that we will do our best to ina'-e your

stay\ itt Bali both ineinorable and enjoyable.
Achieving the goals of national development requires not only economic and

industrial development, but the development of human resources as well. Modern
economists and national development experts agree that health and education
are highly important factors in economic development, and consequently in
national development. Therefore, the theme of this Congress, "The Role of

.
_Health, Physical Education, andMecreation in National Development, " seems
an especially appropriate .choice at present time; when economically and

, industrially developed countries are facing the dangers of an unbalanced
national development, while the developing nations are struggling for economic
andsindustrial growth, sometimes at the expense of such important factors as

health, education and recreation.
It is ,apparent that there exists at present a diversity.of opinions ps to what

constitutes the functions of health, physical education and recreation. This
diversity of opinion is a natural phenomenon since Ahe disciplines of healtfl,
physical education, sports, and recreation have grown out of a complex of social,
,economic and political forces, and have been influenced by historicaloccurrences,
scientific discoveries and inventions as well. As a result, any attempt to relate
health, . physical education arid recreation to national development without a
limitation of subjectaNas would.result in endless discussions.

The subject. of national development likewise arouses diverse opinions, espe-
cially concerning priorities in various areas during the different stages of develop-

ment.
What is urgently needed at present is delineation of the praCtical applications'

of:health, physical education and recreation to the social, economic and moral
development of societies, radii; than a priori philosophical speculation concern-
ing the value of such disciplines.

It is therefore my hope that the distinguished specialists gathered h&c will
make a tialuable contribution to the nations of the world by demonstrating the
scientific and practical implications of heaith, physical education and recreation
for national development in both the developing and the developed countries of
the world.

It is ,my pleasure t,o extend to you the best wishes of Dr. Soemantri
Brodjonegoro, Minister for Education and Culture of The Republic of Indonesia,
wbo is now in the United Slates, and to wish you success in your Congress.

4
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__WELCOMING- ADDRESS

a

SUTARMAN

Vice President
The Indonesian Coordinating Body for

Physical Education, "Health and Recreation

-It is -with the-greatest pleasure that I, in the absence of our president, on his
behalf and on behalf of the Indonesian Coordinating Body for Physical
Education, Health and Recreation, today welcome you to this gathering, the
Sixteenth Annual Congress of the International Council on Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.

Most of you have come a long way to this beautiful island of Bali to exchange
ideas, views and experiences with your fellow workers from other countries, to
discuss mutual problems and to ft solutions in your particular fields. The very
fact that you. have come shows that there are problems to discuss and that you
expect to hear new ideas and findings, or that you wish to shafe yours with
others.

Indeed, in many countries, not the least developing countries such as Indo-
nesia, the matter of physical education, health and recreation needs clearer
definition to serve as a basis for establishing adequate priorities in national
efforts for development and construction.

Some ten years ago the relevant government bodies in Indonesia changed
their names from Pendidikan Jasmani (lit., physical education) to 0lahraga
(sports), although the_Armed Forces continued to use Pendidikan Jasmani. What
is in a name ? you might ask. Indeed, there is much in a name if it means a dif;
ferent,stressing of the matter.

If physical education aims at the formation of individuals who are physi-
cally, mentally and socially fit to adapt to the various conditions of life which
they are likely to encounter, then the concept of _sports, as it is understood
today, covers only part of the means to arrive at the projected aim.

It is true that the medium of physical education is physical activity; however,
as an educational institution, physical education should reflect and embody the
social purposes and ethical aspiration:3 of all educational efforts prevailing in
individual countries. 4,4Ar

The human relationships, social values, and moral stamlaids embodied in a
suuety are intimately bound up in and associated with the activities of physical
education, whether this takes the form of play. dance, games, sports, gymnastics,
camping or mountaineering.

What Maher!, Director General of binesco, said of sports in his "Message" in-
troducing the Declaration of Sports of the ICSPE (International Council of
Spurt and Physical Education), concerns in its totality the essentials of physical



education'. AC-Cording to`Matieu:

[Sports and physical education is a world wide social phenomenon
Whose roots ramify deeply into the young and adult lives of men
and women.

. It is closely linked with the great problems`upon whose solution
the future of ou: Civilization,depends: the rejuvenation of popula-
tions, urbanization, community organization, in rapidly developing
societies, the building up of structures in States that have suddenly
becciMe independent, the use of leisure provided by the mechaniza-
tion of work or by underemployment.

Maheu continues :

Today the economic forces behind recreation, particularly in free
enterprise countries; the Stateoparticularly in planned economy
countries; and, in all countries:the trade unions, political parties and
even churches are taking an increasingly active interest in sport,,
,[andf.physical education] --to serve.it, naturally, but also to use it
for their own purposes.

Again Maheu

It is perfectly natural, and even a cause for positive satisfaction that
sport [physical, eduCation] having entered the main stream of
social evolution, should now have joined up with the forces and-*
strUctures that command that evolution.

To- prevent :abusive exploitation, Maheu recommends reconsideration of the
organizational aspects of sport (physical education) and even more important,
reconsideration -of its purposeits contribution to the formation of modern man-
with due regard to his basic physic- psychological originality and the profound
alterations and changes of dimension that are occurring in the social substratum
of societies.-Maheu goei on to stress the importance of the "Declaration;! in
that it endeavours to define4the place and role of sport (phySical education) in
the educational efforts of.,the individual.

The theme of this Congress.is"The Role of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation in National Development." It is reasonable, then, to expect the
following questions..to arise :,

1. Does health, physical education and recreation have something to contri-'
bute to national developmer9k?

2. If the answer is "yes", then : What role can it play in this national effor,t?
What considerations have priority ? When and how should progranis be
carried; out?

3. Finally, what can and should we do to enhance, to strengthen this role,
in order that health, physical eciu..cation and recreation may be an
accelerating, even determining factor in national development ? -

6
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Let us try to rmd the answers to these questions and to formtilate resolutions
which may be used by national planners and administrators as guidelines for
economic and developmental projects. This is a challenge, indeed.

Allow me- now to compliment the, Organizing- Committee of this Congreis.
Besides doing an excellent job of organizingthe Congress venues, this committee
did not forget to include a number of recreational activities which I am sure all
of you -- Indonesian participants not excludeiltwill enjoy. Your mental exercises.
during the Congress will find ample counierbalance in these recreational
activities.

do sincerely_ hope that this unique aspect of the Congress will long endure
in your remembrance, and that you will take home with you happy recollections
of Bali and its wonderful people.

May God the Almighty bless you all.

7



WELCOMING -ADDRESS
D. SUPRAJOGI

Acting- President
The National Sports Committee of Indonesia (KONI)

First of all allow me, on behalf of the National Sports Committee:of Indo-
nesia with all its national sports federations, to extend our warmest vrelcome to
the participants in this International Congress. It is my hope that your presence
here will give-rise to innovation arid new inspiration in the development of sports
throughout the world, and particularly in Indonesia. I am very grateful for this

.opportunity -to say a few words to the scientists, educators and specialists in
health, physical education and recreation gathered here today.

It is clear that on this occasion, we of KONI put the greatest emphasis on the
prnblem of sports achievement. In this context, it should be understood that
there prevails an opinion in Indonesia that our national sport achieyement should
exist not as an isolated endeavor, but should be dynamic in keeping with the
rhythm of development in international sports achievements, which are adVancing
towards unknown limits. The continuous search for perfection is ahinnin inclina-
tion Trom which we cannot divorce ourselves. The reaching out for performance
in sports, as in cultural and social life, cannot be carried out in a vacuum. Top
performance in all fields is both a result of progress and a causative factor of
further progress. The desire to jump higher, to run faster or to tlirow farther than
any man has done before is only one example of Man's bask drive toward perfec-
tion. Achievement in the field of sport has developed in such' a way that it has
become a focus of attention within societies and a form of national pride in the
international foran as well.

Modern performance training needs,increasing support froth scientific research,
and in turn must make use of new research findings. Within this frame of referen-
ce, we feel the results of an investigation made by the International Olympic
tomthittee on "Average Age of Olympic Champions andiTime of Preparation
from the Day of Their Official Appearance at Con until Their Olympic
Victory" to be of special significance. We are of the opinion that promotion,of
performance should be commenced at an early age. If the 'programme of physical
educttiOn at the schools is carried out in the most effective manner possible, then
national sport cadres are naturally produced.

Sport achieYement is a long process which should bei commenced at an early
,iage.,Vie believe that it should be commenced in the schools. Countries with high

sport achievements have applied this theory and have succeeded in harmoniously
integrating sport exercises with general education.

It is our conclusion that sports and physical education, integrated within the
framework of general education, should be further promoted by schools, societies
and ,families, with a view towards assisting the development and growth of the
child towards maturity. Physical education in the schoOls should be based on prog-
ramifies which are adapted to the skills, interests and abilities of individual

8
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students, and Should allow for specialization in an ever increasing number of
sports which --yoting people can continue to practice long after leaving school,
even for the rest of their lives. In this way, school sports, can supply an impor-
tantlinIc_with the sports of athletic associations, both for, filling up the ranks'of
perforthance athletes, and for propagating mass participation in sportsactivitieS.
Experience has shoim that it would be.unrealistic for Indonesia to attempt to
promote performance in all sports. Those sports activities with the most carry --

over values should be givemplriority attention.
Filially; -the ultimate valu ). of sports and physical education, as expressed by

Baron Pierre de Coubertin, lies in its role "as the unique school of moral perfec-
tion, and ase,the main theanafouthe acctuisitiot and formation of a strong per-

sonality, good character and noble sentiments; only men with these moral
virtues can be useful members-of society."

With these thoughts, I wish full success to this Sixteenth Annual International
Congress of the ICHPER. I am certain that during the discussions which follow,
many views will. be expressed whith will be of great importance to those respon-
sible for sportt and physical education.

An enjoyable stay to you all and pleasant memories of Indonesia. ti

t
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ICIIPER PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

KLAAS, RIJSDORP

President //
International Council on/

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation-

In our International Council, health, physical education and recreation are
always mentioned in an educational framework. This means that motoraction
physical activitymust be tested-on the basis of its value for man's well-being.
The activity itself is not the most important point of consideration; rather, the
human being is central in cIr conception of health, physical education and rec-
rea tion. This starting point has far-reaching consequences, some of which I will
mention:

--High performance, higher performance than other people, even the highest
performance in the world is no satisfying motive in itself. The point is whether
we can answer the question : What does performance in this field mean to the

. performer and/or to the people in general?,
1,1 Doing the same as other people, having he same equipment as other coun-

tries,, involving the same numbefs of participants within the same types of
organization, are not important. Instead, we must answer the question: What
do -the people in my country, in my cultural area, need to be healthy and
happy and to relax from their daily cares?
Uniform educational goals, uniform methods of learning, uniform applica-
tions of scientific results are not the aims for which we must strive. Rather, we
must search for answers to the question : How does each personwhether
child; youngster, adult, or golden-agerattain satisfaction of his needs and full
development of his potentials for creativity, independence, and responsibility,
for healthy life habits; hol,v/does he reach real maturity ?

Congress Theme
The Congress theme is "Health, Physical Education and Recreation in National

Development." From what I just said, you surely must understand what this
means. Our duty in health, physical education and recreation is to discover what
is beneficial to the well-being of individual men and nations, in our own coun-
tries, in our own societies. The approach to motor activities, games, sports, rec-
reational activities depends not only on people and the participating groups, but
also on the organization and the atmosphere in- which it occurs.

Health education requires attention to different problems in our host land In-
donesia than in Liberia or America. The, primaiy health problems of Europe and

7:.Brazil'are different.
The educational aims of physical education too interrelate with specific cultu-

ral spheres, social problems, and national objectives. In these affairs uniformity
is impossible: impossible not only from the point of view of life philosophies, but
also because of differences in the historical backgrounds and social realities of

10



our countries. k

Recreation is no entity in itself. It depends on the constraints and benefits
which exist within the framework of labour ands on the stresses inherent in
societies. Both of them differ from country to country.

If all this is true, if all' factors are so fundamentalljt, different, if every country
has to solve its own problems in its own way and work out its own direction and
course, what are we doing here together? Why have we come to Denpasar from
countries all over the world, from each of the five parts of the globe, if every
nation's development has to be an unique development ? Why do we bother to
have an International Council at all ? Why don't we solve our problems by our-
selves, every country on its own?

. Answer: because we are men, and because men are the point in health, physical
education and recreation. Men search each other out, and men need each other.
Tire wider the perspective in which we live, the wider the circle of men we need.
The small child is still able to live within its family circle. The simple community(
Jives within the circle of its village. But the circle enlarges as soon as we begin to
develop ourselves and A soon as our vision of life broadens. When this happens,
the circle in Which we live widens step by step to include our region, our country,
our part of the world, the whole wide world. sa

In a sense the world becomes smaller and smaller. Communication is easier;
taking messages through drums. from village to village is replaced by journals,
telephOne, telegraph, radio, television, radar, telex, and satellites floating around
the earth through space. Distances which used to require journeys of three or four
months by ship involving many dangers and discomforts are now bridged in one
day, and we take our meals together with three hundred other men in the air, and
plan our arrivals exactly. In the modem world we find it easy to bridge geographi-
cal distances.

But in the educational field we have to work, we have to work intensely, to
bridge the distances between men.

In spite of all the differences between people and countries, there are so many
similar problems, so many similar needs, that international contacts are more and
more necessary. We have to be prepared to learn from each other, to exchange
scientific results, practical knowledge and experiences, to help each other insofar
as we are able.

This does not mean that we all try to become identical. Within the framework
of international intercourse there lie three possibilities:

1. We can consider other persons as objects which we may construct., recon-
struct.repair or develop until they are just the same as we are.

2. We can lose ourselves in the international intercourse, lose our identities,
until there remains no one who continues to be the man he has been. All
is reduced to an international pulp of unity (bubur international). This is a
real danger in sports.

Finally, we can encounter each other as person to person, as group to group,
maintaining our own identities, in this way enriching ourselves and others.

ICHPER will bring its members tozethei in this last way.



Interestingly enough, in the language of our hosts there are two words for the
notion "we". I sometimes explain to friends and colleagues in my own part of the
world the subtle, but important differencb between these Indonesian words, kami
and kita.

Kami is "we" excluding the person to whom we speak. Kita is "we" including
the person to whom we speak. Kami can be interpreted as meaning : we speak,
you listen. Kita can be interpreted as meaning : we speak to each other. The kita
model is the basis of real dialogue, and this is what the ICHPER encounter is all
about. The world would more easily arrive at fruitful discussion if the kita model
of thinking would dominate.

In education it is always kita. If the educatorhandles his pupil as an object, he
is not really an educator, but at best a mechanic. Health, physical education and
recreation will grow only within the kita model of encounter.

International Ctioperation
ICHPER is the largest and most extensive worldwide organization of teachers

and professional people in the field of health, physical education and recreation.
There are many international organizations, small and large, and sometimes

they do not even have knowledge of each other's existence. ICHPER believes it
desirable to foster good cooperation between international organizations.

In this area as well, the kita model is important. Cooperation is not a matter of
being dominant or being dominated, of being first or highest, or of being swallow-
ed into a vast "everyman's" organization. Cooperation is dialogue, learning to
know and to evaluate each other. Coopersation, is dependent on the goodwill of
the participants more than on formal regulations; therefore, to be successful,
efforts toward cooperation must avoid the idea of hierarchic organization schedu-
les and be based on the free choice of the organizations involved.

Each Organization has its own history, its own atmosphere, its own connec-
tions to groups and organizations within and outside the field of physical
education and sports, its own accents of interests and its own traditions. This
means that there is a reason for each organization to maintain its independence,
insofar as the concept of unification is not interpreted to include cooperative
relationships between organizations.

In the area of international organizations concerning physical education and
sports we can distinguish the following :

general- organizations covering the whole field of physical education and
sports;

--categorical organizations functioning within a specific discipline;
-.categorical organizations focused on specific groups;
categorical organizations focused on specific activities;
regional organizations.

;In many respects there is good cooperation between ICHPER and several of
these international organizations. The older girls' and women's organization,
IAPESGW, has been an ICHPER member for years, as has the international
organization of physical education teacher training institutions, AIESEP. These
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organizations are repr nted in the Executive Committee of ICHPER, along with
the International Sch lski Committee. Just two weeks ago a new international
ofganization- for the tory of physical education and sports, HISPA (Zurich,
Switzerland), requ ed an exchange of executive officers with ICHPER. The. vice
Resident of the -' ernational equipment organization, IAKS, is present in our

.Congiess now, an I'm sure he will share with us his knowledge in this particular
field.

I
T Some weeks a o I visited the Congress of FIEPin Brussels, Belgium. As ICHPER
president I sere as,a member of their Committee of Honour, and presented a

van address at th it meeting. FIEP has a member in. our Executive Committee,
i we have one in t of FIEP.

I also visit the meeting of the Research Committee of ICSPE, in w h the
cordial relati nshin between`` our research committees was stressed. It is interes-
ting to note a personal link/among the research committees of ICHP R, ICSPE/

i_ and FIEP; at is, one Man, namely Prof. M. Hebbelinck from the niversity of
...----" Brussels, is e secretary of all three committees. /

There xists also a working relationship among ICHPER, 1CSPE and FIMS,
though we could wish it to be more working than it is at present.

ICHP R in its turn is an independent 'member of WCOTP, and through this is
related' o UNESCO.

Fro all this we may conclude that there are great potentials for progress in
coope ation. Still, we believe it must be possible to make this cooperation more
effici nt. The ICHPER Executive Committee will deliberate here in Denpasar on
the ys and means to thi§, objective. It should be possible to think in terms of an
ad tnistrative centre to act as a clearing house and as an avenue to more efficient
co peration:

/There are additional important items on the agendas of the Executive Commit-
t e and the Delegates Assembly this year. As a follow-up to the London Congress,
he bylaws of ICHPER will be reviewed. These must define a new and more
dependent structure for ICHPER, working from the viewpoint that the national

organizations are the roots of our ICEIPER tree.
For the first time in its history, ICHPER has organized its Congress in a diffe-

rent place thin WCOTP. While this alone is an important precedent, the resolu-
tions concerning internal and external organization to be made through the
Delegates- Assembly may further serve to place Denpasar as an historical land-
mark in ICHPER life.

Our Congress Hosts

Returning at this point to the Congress theme, I wish to remark again on the
situation in our host land.

The Indonesian people have a magnificent symbol for the fundamentals of
education. These fundamentals are combined in the panca site: and are as the five
fingers of one hand: five units, coming from one root, making together a viable,
working unity as a hand

13



As explained in 1968 by the Indonesian POsident, General Soeharto, these
fundamentals are: belief in God, humanitarianism, national unity, democracy,
and social justice. I mention these only in a short summary, but this is enough to
understand that Indonesia wants an education, including a physical education,
rooted in a common concept of men-insocietty. So must every nation search for
its common concept of men-insociety. In this way the national developmenfof
health, physical-education and recreation will result' in productive educational
and recreational programs.

Motoraction in an agogic framework-A.e., human movement, understood as
human behaviour, applied to all areas of lifeis the object of the scientific
discipline which is the basis of our praxis. There are different terms applied to
this discipline : philosophy and science;of physical education, sports-science,
gymnology. Personally I regard gymnology as the most universal among them.
Gymnology includes the pedagogical and ortho-pedagogical aspects of motor
activities (physical education), sports; recreation, the application of motor
activities within- a social framework, institutions, and therapeutic aspects.

In Indonesia they have *basic term for the whole praxis in this gymnolo-
gical field, namely olahraga.

Olah means farming the land, and also cooking, cultivating, governing, leading.
Raga means body, but also the man as a whole. So I might translate olahraga as
\`physical activity for the use of edUcation, activation and therapy. Specific terms
include olahraga pendidikan ,(physical education), olahraga presta(competitive
sports), olahraga rekreasi .(recreafion), olahraga cacad (physical education for the
handicapped) and olahraga penxambu (therapeutic applications of physical activi-

Farming the land is the base of culture. So I dare say olahraga is the base of all
education, for man begins and maintains his relationships with his surroundings
only in his subjectivei.e., ,corporalexistence. In this way physical eddation
is the:starting point, the base of all education.

Education is a vulnerable matter. What is more fragile than the right develop-
ment of a child and human happiness ? If you will allow me at the end of my
address to play a bit with words, I might say: Education is Plan dengan barang
halus, walking with fragile luggage, travelling with chinaware, carrying a child in
your arms.

14
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SPEECH

G. A. SIWABESSY

Minister for ,Health
77ze Republic of Indonesia

As with other developing countries, Indonesia faces serious problems in its
,efforts to achieve prosperity and a hign level of social welfare. The human factor
is a very decisive one in the achievement of these goals. Health, as the primary
basis of human' activity, is a condition evaluated not only in terms of the absence
of disease, but in terms of physical, mental and social well-being as well.

In Indonesia the following activities are being carried out in an effort to raise
national health standards :

1. Implementation of a family planning program to curb population growth.
Family planning programs areleing carried out in Java and Bali, which
are among the most densely populated islands of Indonesia, and will soon
be extended to other islands as part of our national development prog-
ramme. In addition to family planning, the government is promoting
transmigration to achieve a more even distribution of the existing popula-
tion.

2. Public Health Education. Health is the concern and responsibility not only
of the, Ministry of Health, but of every citizen as well. Therefore, an
essential part of our health services is provision o information and educa-
tion to the public concerning their role in person and community health
affairs.

While some programs are underway- in the following areas, more intensive
development is needed:

I. Control of communicable diseases and the improvement of community
health care. Communicable diseases, although radically reduced in recent
years, still remain a very important health problem in Indonesia. The im-
provement of community health care is verymuch needed.

2. SyeCial emphasis should be given to the development of the younger
generation. This constitutes a great responsibility on thepart of government
and service agencies, and includes:

a. health supervision for the growing child;
b. proper nutrition programs;
c. health education programs adjusted to present levels of knowledge;
d. ;ado-psychological support and therapy;
e. development of creativity;
f. improvement of physical fitness; and
g. safety programs.

It is in the latter areas that recreatibn plays an extremely important role.
Health and physical fitness are interrelated. Maximum physical fitness cannot
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be achieved in the presence of disease, while sub-normal physical fitness is a con-

trihutoryactor in susceptibility to disease.,
in the past year, the World Health Organization has given serious consideration

to inatterilelating to health and physical fitness. In Indonesia this interest has
led-to,,establishment of a sport health laboratory which collects data with a view

towards incorporating physical exercise into efforts to raise national health

standards.
We realize that in Indonesiadata are still incomplete, particularly concerning

phySicalfitness-leveli and environmental factors. We are thefefore also using data

from other counties as guides in our research and development progratns.
Advances in medical technology and improved health measures are causing

marked changes in disease patterns in some countries: i.e., a lower incidence of
infectious.diseases and a higher incidence of diseases relating to physical inactivi-

ty, pollution and occupational activities. It is our duty to take early preventive
measures in the form of:

physical education programs,
health education programs, 4

deVelopment of competitive sports to encourage public participation,

research programs in physiCal education, healthand recreation,
environmental improvement and protection programs.

It is my sincere hope that this Congress will provide us with the opportunity

to exchange scientific information and work on solutions to common problems

in these areas.
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SPEECH

M. PANGGABEAN'

Minister for Defence and Security'
Commander--- in- Chief of the Arined Forces

The Republic of Indonesia

It is a-well known fact that during these last decadesthe problem of health dare,
physical educatidn and recreation for the pursuit of phySical, mental and social'
.well -being has been a scientific prOblem which has been given much attention and
thought all over the world. People are becomin&more and more aware of the im-
portance of- this matter in all aspects of human life, and it is only logical that the
intensity of work, research and discussion on these problems has also been in-
Creasing, for althoUgh great advances have been made in the past, there are new
questiOns 'arising which need to be answered.

Taking into consideration that health, physical educatimi and recreation cover
so many problems, I would like to limit my discussion mainly to physical, mental
and social -well being as a goal of health care, physical education and recreation
not highlighted from the scientific point of view, but in connection with the prac-
tical side of the problem.

Health; Physical Education and Recreation

It is familiar to this distinguished audience that the World Health Organization
defines health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well being, not
merely the absence of disease and infirmity. From this point of view I should like
to stress that ,social well being could be interpreted as the ability to play one's
sole as a respectable member of society in one's respective field and function, and
that this ability can be fostered and promoted providing physical and mental
fitness are not lacking. It is therefore easy to understand that proper attention to
physical and mental fitness should be paid by everyone who.has some respon-
sibility in the field of health care. Furthermore, it goes almost without saying that
preventive and curative health measures should be carried out hand in hand with
activities in the field of physical fitness and mental care.

As far as physical education is concerned, I would like to mention that histori-
cally some form of physical education has been practiced by every race and nation.
It has been widely used to develop physical strength and skill in war, to prepare
and stage religious rites and athletic competitions, and in the treatment of disease.
Howevef, it was not until the dawn of the nineteenth century that the importance
of physical education was recognized, not primarily for the development of
strength and skill as a preparation for war and competitive sport, but rather,
because of its contribution to the harmonious growth of body and mind.

It is indeed regrettable that what was recognized one hundred and fifty years
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ago has since remained relatvely vague and undcfined. It can be seen in daily life
that emphasis un spot t is laid more and more upon "records" and fame, while the
importance of harmony between body and mind fades Into the background. I am
not saying that "records" should not be rewarded, but rather that they shouldnot
be overemphasized. In this connection. I am of the opinion that the time has
come for 'Us to take a more enlightened attitude toward physical education as a
means in the pursuit of a higher goal.

In a broad sense, recreation encompasses all actiAties, indoors as well as out,
which differ in nature from daily work and which'hav the aim of/restoring the
mental- and physical energy of the Individual. In this sense, it should be regarded
as a Means or a mechanism of restoring equilibrium to the human body and
mind when such balance has been th.,ropted in the course of daily work. It is in
this context that reaeation is a must if a high standard of performance and
efficiency is to be expected. To achicv: this, not only should_opportunities for
recreation be provided. but such itacs should be well directed and organized
so as to restore. equilibrium, not pash it further and further out of balance.

It can be concluded, therefore, that health care, physical education and
recreation have important contributions to make in the pursuit of human well
being in the broad sense of the word. Activities in these areas should be planned;
diiccted and organized in order to facilitate,maximum achievement of our
common goal.

Physical Fitness

Having given sonic consideration to health care, physical education and
recreation, I would now like to focus your attention on the problem of physical
fitness. Many definitions have been formulated of physical fitness. It is not my
intention to discuss these definitions, as I am sure they are all familiar to this
distinguished audience. I would like only to mention some aspects of physical
fitness which are relevant to the matter being discussed.

It has been mentioned briefly before that in the absence of disease or illness,
and in the presence of skill and an optimal environment, physical fitness is a
tondit io sine qua pun if maximum efficiency and achievement ere to be expected.

. Zt is therefore imperative that not only should proper preventive and Curative
Health care be provided, not only should skill training be carried out and an opti-
ma/ environment maintained, but also a systematic effort should be made to
;awl and maintain adequate standards of physical fitness.

Ph _pica! fitness is a condition which can be achieved only through long
systenAtic endeavour. It is therefore important to take into consideration that a
physical ,fliness program should be started as early in life as possible. How early
is still a matter of discussion, but it is well known that the earlier a habit is
established, the easier it is incorporated into a way of life. From the manpower
point of vievi, physical fitness training should. be started sufficiently early to give
young people the opportunity to be physically fit by the time they enter the
labour force.
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Physical fitness is not a static, but a dynamic state. It will increase, stay at the
same level or even decrease from time to time, due to the influence of internal
and external factors which vary in individual or community life. To stay at the
same level; a maintenance program should.11,cgried out as long as physical
fitnest is required. In this connection, it should be noted that a physical fitness
maintenance program must take into account a psychological problem. Because
of-its continuous and extended character, such a program should be planned and
carried -out in a Manner which prevents boredom on the part of trainee and
t Taint r.

As a result of research by scientist's all over the world, many methods are
knOwn today for both the training and evaluation of physical fitness. In addition
to sophisticated methods requiring expensive equipment, high skill levels..and
large outlays of money, there exist lest sophisticated and reratively easy (but still
scientifically justified) methods. In cases where quantity is a main condern, as in
mass physicatfitness programs, the search for and utilization-of easy and simple
methods should be stimulated.

Because of the close interrelationship between physical fitness, physical
,educatiOn,arid recreation, it is worthwhile to stress that these aspects of physical
fitness should not be neglected in Physical education and recreation programs.

Future Considerations

Thought should be given to the matter of comprehensive national policy in the
field of health, physical education and recreation. Consfdering the role of these
activities in the pursuit of human welfarec011ective as well as individual
programs in these areas should be directed and conducted with this goal in mind.
Leaders as well as the, public should be made conscious of their respective roles
in these activities, andadequate facilities should be established.

Because of their great influence upon performance and work efficiency,
health, physical 'education and recreation should be given proper weight in the
organization and conduct of work activities. Sedentary and physical workers,
school children, and members of the Armed Forces should all be.provided with
adequate opportunities to take part in well planned health care, physical educe.
tion and recreation programs. Furthermore, since it has become apparent that
the hazardous influences of modern life are becoming larger in scope and greater
in intensity year by year, the policies and conduct of these activities should not
be defensive in nature, but offensive.

Many factors contribute to the national defence capabilities of a country ;
the health of the people is of no less importance than the technology, economy
or the Armed Forces. In fact, a strong Armed Force can be built only from a
physiclly and mentally fit people. National resilience depends to a large extent
on the physical and mental capacities of the average citizen. It is therefore the-
duty of the Armed Forces to participate in and promote activities which con-
tribute to the physical, mental and social well being of their people, and also to
work towards creation of an environment in which their people may prosper

19



Concluding Remarks

It was mentioned at the beginning of this.discussion that although much work
has been done in the field of health, physical education and recreation, there are
still many questions that need to be answered. Communication between nations
and the scientists and'experts working in this field has to be stimulated if these
answers are to be found. It is the interchange of ideas, knowledge and 'experience
which makes international meetings such as this one so valuable.

6
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SPEECH

SUBROTO

Minister for Manpower, 7'ransnzigration and Cooperatives
The Republic of Indonesia

It is with great pleasure that I take this opportunily.to speak today, for the
simple reason-that health, sport and recreation are interwoven with the fabric of

modern life and affect cveryoneriot least the labor force, which is the foundation

of all economic development.
When speaking about health, one is always inclined to think iti4erms.of the

definition-of the World Health Organization: that health is a state of physical,-
mental and 'social well being,,and not merely the absence nf disease Indinfir-
mity. 'The-big question, of course, is finding ways and means to reach that State.
Though the Department of Health take's major responsibility in this area, My
department also plays an active role. Since Our primary concern is the labor fOrce,

we are doing:our best to bring into practice a concept of occupational health

-formulated by the joincommittee of the WHO/ILO :

The promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical, mental
and social well being of workers of all occupations ; 9

The -- prevention among workers of departures from health caused by their

Working conditions ;
The protection of workers in their employment from fadtors adverse to

health;
The placing and maintenance of the worker in an occupational environment

adapted to his physiological and psychological equipment : in short, the
adaptation of work to man and of each man to his job.

In order to -reach maximum productivity workers need, in addition to good
health, job skills and physical fitnels. Recently, time studies have been made
,concerning the adaptation of work to man. These studies of time and movement

have Jed to development of a new discipline, ergononlics, which utilizes the

sciences of anatomy, physiology and psychology to forMulate work procedures
which achieve maximum output with minimum effort. 'These studies have also

been applied to sport.

It is an accepted fact that physical fitness prevents not only fatigue, but also

accidents. The skills required in Manual jobs call for strength and coordinated

muscle work, and motor skills developed at an early age form a solid basis for the

learning,, -of- manual skills later in life. This not only helps shorten the period of

apprenticeship, but also contributes to ultimate work efficiency, i.e., the greatest

output -with the minimum effort. Futthenhore, physical education, through eXer-

cise and sport, contributes to the qualitative aspects of ,human behaviour, which

in turn have a bearing on work efficiency.
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"All-murk-and no play makes Jack a dull boy," says an English proverb,,and
this is very true for the labor force. Workers-must have time for relaxation_in-
order_ to gain strength to -_perform again. Though many countries, including
-Indonesia, still have a forty -hour work week, there is a growing trend in developed
countriesitci reduce work hours, leaving-more time for leisure and recreation. We
-hope that thistongress will be-able to formulate policies' and recommendations
concerning recreation which will stimulate development equality recreational
activities for the masses and the. economically weak,_not only for. those who are
economically strong.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen,. I wish io draw your attention to the
folldwini facts :

4Iealth is everybody's business.
.

Physical can be of aid in the Maintenance of good health.
.Good-health, phyiical fitness and skills help make a man an efficientworker..
Recreation is a necessity, not a luxury, in this. age of increasing production

and developMent.
PleaSe accept my best wishes for a successful Congress' and a pleasant sojourn

in our country.

p
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SUMITRO DJOJOHADIKUSUMO

Minister for Research
The Republic of Indonesia

It is indeed an honour for me to be able,to address this international con-
ference on such an important aspect of national deVelopment. For quite some
time there has been little research into the desirability and effects of sports,
physical, eduCation and recreation when integrated into or incorporated within
national develOpment programs, _especially =in developing nation's. Public health
is also interrelated with sports and recreation, for it is only with a sand public
health program that sports and recreational activities on -a nation-Wide scale can
be'successftil. The importance of research into the areas of public health_ , sports

and recreation in the development of nations. Must be stressed. The physical
fitness, and preparedness of a nation's people is of paramount importance when
the problems being faced, including that of breaiing the barrieis of poverty and
economic backwardness, seem to be so insurmountable. The spirit of the people
:must be in tune with national develop,. t programs, but this is only possible
through having fit and strong bodies, which in turn are a result of vigorous

activity in sports and participation in physical education addrecreation programs.
The belief is widespread that recreation is imprtant only to people living in

urban communitiesthose who are deprived' of opportunities to engage in
.recreational activities due to lack of space, lack of facilities and laCk of appro-.
priate organizatiOns. It is all too true that recreation is of vital importance to
city dwellers; however, I believe that .recreation when properly organized can
also :be- enormously beneficial to rural people, whose labour leaves them little

time and energy for recreation, especially those activities involving physical
exertion. Withgreater effort on the part of the government and local authorities,
rural people should be able to derive enjoyment from activities not directly
related to their daily subsistence labour. In this way, with a more positive attitude

brought-about by greater satisfaction with life, the farmers and peasantry may
feel themselves direct participants in the national development effort and not

just cogs of a vast" and overwhelmihgly remote government machine.
Another significant result of greater, emphasis on physical education, sports

and recreational activities could be the effect on the attitudes of youth. Youth are

an important asset of developing nations, for from their ranksemerge the nation'c

future leaders, intellectuals, scientists, military officers and so forth.The "Estab-
lishment" of the future will be founded and based upon the young people of
today. However, it is important for these young people to have instilled in them

a moral spirit and a positive attitude towards society, which more intensive

national programs in sports and physical education could perhaps partially pro-

vide. An objective of further.research efforts, therefore, is to find out whether

such programs could indeed havesuch apositive influence.
Before governments can start planning extensive programs in physical education

and sports, a healthy citizenry is imperative, the establishment of which could be
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realized by continual promotion* of principles and measures safeguarding the
physical and mental health of the community as a whole. Public health programs
should therefore be accelerated and research applied to seek better means of
executing public health policies, and to .determine .alternatives and potential
results. The immediate objective would be to improve the facilities of the com-
munity. Programs should be ea: sled out to improve drainage and sewage systems in
both urban and rural areas; to ensure the-provision of adequate water supplies
free of contamination; to provide alternatives to scavenging by the poor; to com
bat infectious diseases; to supervise housing facilities, community hygiene,
clearance- of slum_ -areas; and to .provide the people with open spaces, public parks
and a generally healthy environment. Greater emphasis should be placed on the
control and inspection of food; meatpacking and slaughtering. In these sectors,
there is a clear need for higher standards of hygiene and hence, for further
research by government agencies or private organizatiOns into the means by which
the handling, and distribution of food can be brought under closer supervision.

With the overall objective of attaining higher standards of health and hygiene,
it -is imperative that awareness of problems be developed at the.earliest age pos-
sible, ire., at- the primary school level. For instance, pupils could be taught stan-
dards of personal hygiene, including a practical routine of dental hygiene, and
eleMentary principles, of pioper nutrition. Such efforts would ensure future
generations of-healthy citizens who would be in a better position to participate
actively in the development,9f the nation.

In further ensuring the physical and mental well being of our youth and
future generatiOns, governments and concerned organizations must now also
contend- with-the wide-spread Use of drugs. An attempt should.be made to draw
the attention of our young to more constructive and meaningful activities : rec-
reational and physical activities, for example, which could alleviate feelings of
alienation, a sense of apathy and boredomResearch into the social/sociological
a spects of the drug problem as well as into the medical aspects is no doubt essen-

z-.tial.

Some years ago I was invited by the former Secretary General of the United
Nations, Mr. U Thant, to be part of a panel to study and propose solutions to the
problem of protein shortage in the world..I was appalled to find that the protein
shortage is of an extremely urgent and acute nature, particularly with regardito
the developing nations. This acute shortage of protein, if not resolved within the
next few years, could result in extreme cases in the mental retardation of future
generations, in stunted growth and slowness in grasping interrelationships between
facts and figures. This possibility can .,befall innocent children even at the pre-
birth stage due to insufficient protein in the food-intake of the parents.

Realizing-that the protein shortage is an urgent problem which needsour im-
mediate and careful attention, governments, should continue to stress the impor-
tance of research in this arearesearch into the availability of new food resources,

. for instance, which could positively influence the lives of countless young
children and .those yet to be born. If solutions to this pressing problem are not
promptly sought, it will be of no avail to us to talk now of programs in sports,
physical education and recreation.
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An equally important aspect of public health, and one which is of increasing
immediacy as industrialization continues, is the effect of development on the
environment, particularly its detrimental aspects. With industrialization 'comes
pollution of the seas, the rivers and the air. Every day we see billowing smoke
pouring out of the exhaust pipes of motor vehicles. We. see all the ugliness of
urban sprawl and the related danger of unplanned urban growth. Because of the
urgent-need for' industrialization, many countries are inclined to neglect or even
ignore the problems of pollution. Many developing-countries tend to be quite
unaware of the dangers, and thus,lilve not taken appropriate precautions to safe-
guard their environment and hence protect the health and lives of their citizenry.

If developing nations are to avoid the massive pollution found in more develop-
ed nations, then now is the time to start taking preventive measures. Here again,
we see the paramount importance of research to provide us with realistic alterna-
tives in order to deal effectively with the problems. Industrialization is necessary
to developing nations to improve, among other things, the standard of living of the
ordinary citizen, but its negative aspects must also be taken into account.

Developing nations must learn from the mistakes of the technologically
advanced countries and apply whatever modifications are necessary to each parti:
cular situation. Research is a means by which situations can be seen in their
proper perspectives and it is through research, that solutions and alternatives can
be found. The pooling of research knowledge among the various nations would
be undoubtedly a step in the tight direction.

Physical education and physical culture, particularly as related to sports, are
of enormous 'value to every nation. Although their importance is widely recog-
nized, it seems that only in the more developed nations are there large-scale,
systematic, state-organized programs which aim at instilling a spirit of sport
awareness among. the citizenry. Physical education programs and recreational
activities should be promoted on a national scale as part of the development
efforts of developing nations. In so doing, the people should be made to realize
that active participation in sports and meaningful recreation by both the urban
and rural populace influences, directly or indirectly, their performance and their
contribution to the betterment of society.

Sports and recreation, almost inseparable fields of activity, promote not only
the physical fitness of the participants but also, among other things, their mental
alettness, their. self-confidence and their sense of cooperation. In affording their
citizens opportunities %%engage in recreational forms of physical and mental
activities through well-organized schemes, governments and concerned private
organizations can regard their efforts as an investment in resources for develop-
ment. A wellmotivated, physically fit and mentally alert people -would be an
invaluable source of manpower for national development programs. With added
consciousness of the significance of their role in such programs, the people
would further develop a sense of useful participation and national identity.

In promoting physical education, sports and recreation on a nation-wide basis,
governments .and concerned private organizations could plan practical programs
on the community level. Such programs could comprise the setting up of adequa-
tely equipped recreational centers where cultural and recreational activities as
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well as sports activities could be pursued, the distribution of whatever equipment
is required, and the leadership training essential for the initial stages of program
implementation. By including cultural pursuits in the national jrograms, the
authorities or organizations concerned need to keep in mind such facilities as
public auditoriums, concert halls and museums. Governments could also include
as part of their development plans the active promotion of an appreciation for
the outddors among the urban populace. National parks, wild-life areas, city parks
and Playgrounds are only some aspects of that particular form of recreation.

Sports, recreation, and the prerequisite of sound health should be regarded as
important interrelated aspects of national development. Through active participa-
tion in sports and recreation one exerts oneself both mentally and physically, and
in so doing, learns to utilize more fully one's physical and mental faculties. A
physically and mentally capable people can not only contribute to the develop-
nient of their nation, but also benefit from and enjoy to the utmost the fruits of
development efforts.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
KLAAS RIJSDORP

President, ICHPER

The theme of our Congress is "Health, Physical Education and Recreation
in National Development."

In my Presidential Address I elaborated one aspect of the theme : that eve:y
nation, basedton its own philosophy, has to work out the best system and
methods tO reach its goal. This point of view demands individual development,
individual objectives, individual meant and individual tools for national
development.

However, this individuality does not go so far as to exclude the help of other
people. People need people. The world with its different cultural areas is con-
nected ir. so many ways that isolated development must be considered impossible.
It-is exactly the same with isolated objectives and methods.

We can learn much from one another's scientific work, professional experiences,
and practical results. Systems, ideas, developments in organization and didactics,
and the successful programs of other countries can be adapted to our own
requirements and failures can be avoided. The work, enthusiasm and disappoint-
ments of other nations sometimes inspire new and better ideas which we can
apply in ourown way of life, in our own circumstances.

In these introductory remarks I wish to elaborate another aspect of our
theme : the function of physical education and sports as a social tool in the
advancement of national development.

Among the contributions that physical education and sports can make are
the following :

L At the very beginning, physical education and sports develop the habit of
moving oneself with pleasure and regularity, encouraging an active attitude
and a willingness to exert oneself, as well as a sense of fair play.

, Physical education and sports promote awareness of beneficial ;cisure time
activities.

3. In addition, physical education and sports lead to consciousness of the
benefits of healthy habits and good hygiene and a feeling of responsibility
for one's own health.

4. When engaging in physical education and sports, participants willingly
enter into a framework of group activity, playing against (i.e.,With) teams
of. other villages, islands, cities, or countries. Within this framework they
learn to:keeP the rules of the game, to cooperate for a comrnbn objective,
to divide- functions, to function within a team, and to gOvern their
emotions in games with other groups.

5. Participants in physical education and spoil activities learn not on-
ly to accept guidance, but also to function in leadership capacities, both
in small groups and larger organizations. They have a good opportunity
to learn leadership skills in physical education and sports since failures
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are not as earnest in their consequences as in the larger society. Partici-
pants learn that not all things are possible, which any individual should .
want to do. They learn also that there are often more possibilities in f
Working together than in carrying on alone. , 1

6. Working and playing together, participants learn to worry about each
other and to adapt themselves to community and group standards. They
learn also to understand the value and the hardness of selection and to bear
discomfort and pain. Furthermore, they learn the limits of what they are
able, to do and what they are not, and an acceptance of their limitations.

Physical education and sports serve in all these capacities as an educational :
power in social management. With people who have learned how to cooperate
within a social framework, it becomes possible to build up a nation and a state.

The accents, and emphases will differ in many places. I am reminded of the
wise comment of one of our executive members in our Congress in Abidjan, Ivory.
Coast. This point was made by Sylvester Thomas, Liberia, who is present here ins-
our session,today.

In Western countries the stimulus to physical exertion is one of the primary
motives for encouraging physicfrfncation and sports. But in my country
people are moving satisfactordy, often dancing for a whole night. Physical
education and sports, however, teach them to move with self-discipline, in
a well-measured and efficient way, focusing their attention on concrete
tasks.

III this way the accents may differ with the times, according to the particular
values physical education and sports hold for individual national development.

That physical education and sports can contribute to national development
goes almost without saying, for they develop important'attributes such as motor-
activity and skill; self-discipline; responsibility for one's own health and leisure
activities; social adaptation; leadership skills; a sense of fair play; a willingness to
perform; perseverence, endurance and self-esteem.

It is vital for us to remember, however, that physical education andsports
advance all these. areas only under the umbrella of a competenrind.wel
focused leadership.
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A NEW ERA IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION: COMMITMENT TO' CHANGE

MYRTIS E. HERNDON

. Associate Professor & Chairman
Department of Physical Education:-Women

Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio, U.S.A.

The Educational Enterprise in the Post-Modern Society

'/ Better ways must be found for more 'people to
know more in less time through more avenues
for reaching the individual, at the point of
greateit 'need. Benjamin Willis

Change is inevitable, and in a fundamental sense, the future is already in the
-present. The future citizens and leaders of a highly complicated, technological,
advanced modern society ale already present. Their hopes, goals, and beliefs are
already being shaped in great measure by the life about themby the circum-
stance4 in which they live and try tdget along in the world.

The world is changing at an ever accelerating pace. In fact, new and powerful
forces in ,society are becoming more -highly complicated and are demanding a
rapidly increasing rate of change. Since.these forces affect and shape men's lives
and determine how and to what extent they Move in society, man, must be pre-
eared to harness and manage the direction of these forces toward the best
interestsof,all people.

Tomorrow's world will'demand :

. . . a person with genuine. flexibility and freedom,
a person who thrives ,on sensing and solving pro-
blems as complex and subtle and new as-the tech.'
nological environment of toniorrow. In This new
world, rigidity may actually

1

he a greater barrier
to 1.1r-ogress than ignorance.

1 Quote by Peter G. Peterson, and modified by Edgar L. Morphet and David
L. lesser, "The Educational Program: Part One;' Emerging Designs for Education'
,(New York: Citation Press, 1968),,p.2.
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The kind and quality of decisions made by the citizens of the post-modem
society will be greatly influenced by the type of educational experientes provided
by the educational systems of today: Such experiences depend :pun effective
leadership in all areas of the educational enterprise. Indeed, effective leadetship
today is crucial if tomorrow's citizens and leaders are to be prepared loi the
roles and responsibilities demanded of them.

What lies ahead ? What will be the nature of tomorrow's world ? As the new
kind of education enierge3 to keep pace with the rapidly changing enviioninent
of tomorrow's post - modern society, how can effective leadership today pi epaie
man to meet the challenges that lie ahead?

A Look Ahead at Post- Modern Society

The challenges facing the inodgm society of today the rising population, the
increasing urbanization of the people, the rapid acceleration of advancements In
technology, and the rapid accumulation of new knowledge-will chart the
direction of change in the future. Although no one can foretell accurately the
future in a rapidly changing world, certain trends are discernible trends which
make future predictions of prospective changes in society both feasible and
desirable.

Population trends, The population growth rate throughout the world will
continue to increase at an alarming rate. By the turn of the century the popula-
tion of the world will have doubled. As a result of new and rapid advancements .

in medical technology, infant mortality rates will steadily decline while that of
life expectancy at birth will continue to rise. Marked shifts in the composition of
the eopulation.niay be expected to continue. The average age of the population
will be younger, but the proportion 65 years of age and over will continue to
increase.

The- iverld wide mobility oT the population will probably be greater than at
any other time in the history of the world. People will become increasingly con-
cerned bout marketable skills in a more !uglily competitive labor market and
will seek the best occupational position available, regardless of geographic
location.

An advanced technological society will reach a standard of livinig much higher
than that experienced by any nation in the past. More wealth and prosperity will
also mean an increase in leisure time. Easy access to rapid systems of travel and
transportation will make the world, and even certain aspects of the universe, an
international playground. Such world wide mobility will demand a better under-
standing of the cultures, institutions, mores, languages, alid goals of all people in
the world.

Mass migration of people to vast centers of population complexes urbaniza-
- tion will create new problems dealing with intricate and explosive human

relations. The forces of society-representing social, cultural, political and
econoic dimensions -will become more complex and yet interrelated in deter-
mining the direction of change. All indiliduals will be active and vital members
in society.

s.
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Automation and industrialization. The, technological revolution of the present
era has ushered in a new era of increasing specialization and expanding techno-
logical and economic complexity, Unprecedented technological developments in
the future will °cuu at an even greater pace and will demand decisions involving
grave moral, ethical and socialconsequences. New relationships between people,
education, work and leisure time will develop in an effort to "catch up, keep up
and move ahead" of the scientific and technological explosioh. Technical
skills and knowledge, mental alertness, and creative capacities will become top
priorities as man struggles to direct and control his own destiny.

The direct effects of advanced technology and automation upon economic
development are evident in the following projections. 2

I. The Cross National Product will continue to increase, and will more than

double by the turn of the century.

2. Employment will approach full capacity and will include a greater propor-
tion of women and older people in the labor force. Education and training will
he a continuous and integral part of the employment process. The work week

will he reduced, and at the same aline, more flexible hour arrangements of the
working day will be provided.

3. Business enterprises, supported by heavy capital investinents,will continue
to produce an increase in consumer goods.

4. New industrial echelonsperhaps those involving health services and
participatory recreation serviceswill appear and are expected to create pro-
found effects upon economic development.

5. Linployees, including professionals, technologists, paraprofessionals, and
white collar workers, will become powerful forces in the power structure direct-
ing business enterprises.

6. The phenomenon of automation will continue at an even swifter pace.
Increased dependence upon pre-employment and mid-employment education
and -naming of workers procurable will accompany this phenomenon.

1,0,rmation revohttion and knowledge explosion. The information revolution,
generated by the tremendous technological advances in man's capabilities to,
"encode, record, reproduce, and disseminate" information, will flourish in the
post-inodern society. The information processing capacity for preserving and
transmitting information will be greatly increased through new technological
developments. Even now the electronic computer is providing electro-mechani-

2Lawrence D. Haskew, "What Lies Ahead," Cooperative Planning for Educa-

don in 1980 (New York: Citation Press, 1968), pp. 18-- 19.
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cal. capabilities for modify ing and reprocessing stored information. Such doelop-
ments will continue to further the "explosion" of knowledge.

The information revolution will have a tremendous ..apact on eely field of
human endeavor. As new knowledge rapidly develops, learning becomes a life-
long process necessary to maintain the pace required by, such deselopments.
Perhaps the greatest bjnefits to accrue from information processing ft:L.111101o;
gy will be tlit increasing capability of man to understand and sure human
problems. The possibilities of new and different human endeavuis indeed stimu-
late the imagination.

The importance of information takes on new significance as it doel,ops into
a new bask resource comparable with a nation's natural resources. There is even
the possibility that the control of information stores and proLessing facilities
may well become the primary source of a nation's social and economic power.

The Educational Enterprise in the PoSt illodt;rn Society

The educational enterprise in, the highly complex post-modern society will
take on new significance and new dimensions in the process of merging with
that society. A new kind of eduk atiun will be imperative to produce the new
kind 01 man required to direct and control the dynamic forces of a.fast-moving
society. New structures, goals, and methods will emerge in order to effectively
deal with the rapid and extensive economic, political. and social changes
anticipated.

The educational system will comprise all systematic programs and processes
of education and training that exist in society. Such would include all formal
and Imnformal educational activities. 3

If education is to be effective, it is, for the purpose of facilitating change and
learning. Carl Rogers has stated: -

We are . . . faced with an entirely new situation in education where the

goal of education, if we are to survive, is the facilitation of change and learn-

ing. The only man who is educated is the Man who has learned how to
learn; the man who has learned how to adapt and change; the man who has

realized that no knowledge is secure, that only the process of seeking

knowledge gives a basis for security ...
I see the facilitation of learning as the aim of education, the way in which

3 Philip II Coombs, The World Educational Crisis : A Systems Analysis (New

York : Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 8.
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we might develop the learning of man, the way in which we can learn to
live as individuals in process. I see the facilitation of learning as the
function which may hold constructive, tentative, changing, process answers
td some of the deepest perplexities which beset man today, 4
The "new kind of education" will include universal educational opportuni-

ties for all individual members of society. Such opportunities suggest a continuous
educational process throughout ones lifetime. Indeed, Kingman Brewster, in
referring to the "tombstone degree", has suggested that "there need be no
terminus before the grave and it need never be too late to start or, having
stopped, to resume. "5

The more formalized educational activities ,those "consciously organized for
the express purpose of achieving certain prescribed educational and,training ob-
jectives" will become less formally confined to a timetable.6 The- develop-
ments in information technology will make it possible for every individdal to
receive individualized instruction, thus perMitting everyone to learn in one's own
way and at one's own pace.

The real revolution which will alter the function, the structure, and the pro-
cesses of all educational institutions, will be the result of developments in
information technology. Kingman Brewster vividly illustrates this in the following
statements :

. . technology is potentially available right now to permit
us to record on tape visual as well as spoken materials in little
portable packages which would permit every household in the
country to watch the best expositions the best drama, the
most complicated medical and scientific demonstrations, and
to comprehend the,most complicated conceptseall of this from
animated visual rnpdels; and to do all this at its own conveni-
ence, on its oaen time, on the family television screen.

When the student can latch a little black box on to the
back of his own set and through that set view and listen to
the entire course of lectures, demonstrations, and illustrations,
the opportunity to acquire information, understanding of the

a.

4 Carl R. Rogers, as quoted in Emerging Designs for Education, op. cit., p. xiii.

5 Kingman Brewster, "The Future of Formal Education," Educating for the
Twenty-First Century (Urbaha . University of Illinois Press, 1969), p. 15.

6 Coombs. op. cit., p, 9.
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methods of analysis, and concepts of thought will then be
truly universal, limited only by desire of the individual or by
his capacity to absorb.

Already with us is the electronic typewriter which can con-
verse, discuss, and even argue with a computer-a computer
programmed to respond to the infinite variety of questions,
errors, and false starts which the student respondent may feed
into it. So the really far out vision contemplates the tape
lecture beamed to the student at his visual convenience. The
students' responses are then answered by computer, ever alert
to the nuances of half-truths, half understood. 7

r.

It is apparent that educational programs of the future will rtAlect a "strong
emphasis upon problem-solving, Upon learning how to meet new situations,
upon the skills of observation, analysis and communication, and- upon the
development of attitudes appropriate to change." 8 It is essential that the indivi-
dual learn to.assunie more responsibility, at an early age, for directing his own
educational experiences.

The world of instant travel and communication will make it possible for
students to .become world scholars. Travel and field trips to any place in the
world will become commonplace. The international dimension of education will
become a necessity. Inter national education 7"knowing how to travel, knowing
how to understand, knowing how to hear the other man's voice, and hardest
of all, knowing how to hear your voice as it sounds in his earwill be funda-
mental to a liberal education." 9

Financial barriers in obtaining an adequate education will be eliminated
when a new system of international financing of education is established.
Built into the system will be a universal "educate" to help the student meet his
personal expenses and to reimburse the institution for instructional costs. 10

Large complex university centers, including clusters of colleges, will be the

7 Brewster, op. cit., pp. 12.14,

8 Ralph W. Tyler, "Purposes, Scope and Organization of Education," Impli-
cations for Education of Prospective Changes in Society (New York: Citation
Press, 1967), p, 36.

9 Charles Frankel, "The Future University: Tool or Maker of Foreign Policy?"
Educating for the Twen,ty-First Century (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,

196?), p, 52.

10 Brewster, op. cit., p. 12.
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dopinant force of the vast metropolitan community, They will radiate society's
own, estimate of its achidements, of its failures, of its successes. They will

, generate "the new concepts,- the new methods, the new data, the newdescrip-
lions, the new analyses of man and of the cosmos which are worth commu-
micating. '11

The university center will prOvide opportunities for scholars to discover a bet-

ter truth in their search for more satisfying explanations of the nature of man
and the universe. The sharing of discovery, of .testing new hypotheses, of
searching for human purposes and human value's will be the focus of the live

teaching situation.
;It will be the task of the large complex university centers to unleash the

talent, effort, and participation of all members of the great universipccom-
triunity. Kingman Brewster illustrates the nature of the intellectual learning

environment,

. . . Even though much information can be conveyed by animated images,

words, and numbers, the process of their incremental. and cumulative
discovery will require a critical mass, a neighborhood, a community of old

and young minds devoted to the quest, in intimate informal relationships.

. few great thoughts are born in total isolation. Rather ... they bubble

to .the surface after being pushed and shoved and shaken and bounced off

the rocks and reefs of other minds scattered along the not entirely clear

channel of common exploration. The more mature minds are kept alive

only by being forced continuously to rejustify their vested intellectual
interests accumulated over the years of their scholarship and research. And

even the most established-and distinguished among them need the ears of
friendly critics on which to try the new insight, the unproven hypothesis,

long, long before it isacommitted to print or to tape. But most especially

it is the young aspirant, the would-be scholar, who needs the company of
those who have gone before, not so much to accept passively the inherited
wisdom, but in order to have to test his new half-formed ideas by the

standard of the best. 12

The post-modern educational enterprise will offer stimulating, challenging,

and enlightening adventures for man's explorations of the future.

Eftective Leadership Today: A Crucial Link to the Future

The future citizens and leaders of the post-modern society are already

11 /bid.,i). 16.

12IbkL, p.16.
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enrolled in the educational systems of today. If they are to effectively assume
the roles and responsibilities demanded of them in the future, they must
receive an edUcation commensurate with the dynamics of a rapidly changing
environment. ,.Such an education must produce a "flexible, ever:learning,
problem-solving" type of man. As Bebell has indicated: " ... the citizen of the
future should be characterized by his ability to continue learning, his effec-
tiveness in dealing with problems and issues, and his flexibility in the many
complexities onife." 13

To -meet the challenges of a new era, the educational systems of today must
undergo significant changes. Such changes snug. be planned for by competent
people who are involved in the educational process, in order for significant

educational developments to occur.

In planning and effecting needed changes in physical education, health, and
recreation, attention must be directed to the teachers and administrators who

are presently in leadership positions where they can plan and conductineaning-
ful learning experiences. It is not only desirable, but imperative, that they be-,
come sensitive to the need for change and are aware of much that is new in
education. They must be able and willing to pave the wajs-for the new breed of
leadership personnel which must emerge to direct change in the fu,ture. v,

Fortunately, the new breed of leadership personnel is already beginning to

emerge. Clines. states :

Sometimes they.are relatively silent; sometimes they are rather noisyLbut
always they function in the role of ,a change agent, innovator, advoca) ; they

are on the move; they realize that their schools mirror them. They leek pro-
mising new opportunities and the challenge of exciting educational deve-

lopments. 14

Rogers provides further insight into the nature of the innovator. He states :

Innovators are venturesome individuals ... They are generally young ...
They are cosmopolite, even breaking considerable geographical distance
barriers to form groups ... They spread new ideas as their gospel ... They
are likely to be viewed as deviants by their peers ... They are in step with a
different drummer than their peers : . They march to different music. 15

13Cliffordy. S. Bebelf, "The Educational Program: Part One," Emerging

Designs for Education (New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. 23.

. 14 Don E. Clines, "Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in Individual

Schools;' Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in Education (New York :

Citation Press, 1968), p. 223.
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Both the trend of the times and the challenges of the future Indicate the
urgent need for fresh, new approaches in educational leadership today. The
attitude that education, including the subsystems of health, physical education
and recreation, can and should do a better job should aid the process of estab-
lishing "better ways of doing things." Time is of the essence!'

Eftective leaders in today's educational system are able to extrapolate from
the present to the future; and are capable of envisioning the role that education
plays in shaping the future of humanity. This entails a world wide vision and a
concern for adequate educational opportunities which will contribute to the
optimum developMent of each and every child.

Today's leaders view education as a "continuity of processes and goals. The
substantive goals provide real direction for the energies of the program, and
processes provide hope of progress toward such goals. '16.Goals and processes
are established in terms of long-range plat'sthirty-five-year plansin order to
prepare man for the challenges he will face in the future. There is a feeling of
urgency that significant educational improvements must take place in the imme-
diate future.

Leaders who are responsive to the times are "creative, innovative, and dedicated
educators. They take the time to reflect and to renew their own knowledge."
They reali4e the necessity of experimentation and of evaluation in determining
the results of their efforts. They are "in step with a different drummer than
their peers."
kr.

The dynamic leaders of today insist that the goal of education is to teach
people "how to think, how to judge, how to balance, how to perceive" ; rather
than "how to do things, how to perform, how to act. "17 They believe in pro-
viding the type of learning experiences which will enable individuals to become
"responsible, perceiving, self-directing, self-educating individuals who are capable

15 Everett Rogers, "What, Are Innovators Like ?, " Change Process In 77:e
Public Schooli, Center for Advanced Study of Educational Administration
(Eugene : University of Oregon, 1965), pp. 55.61.

I6Theodore Brameld, Education Is Power (New York: Holt,. Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1965), pp. 128 - 129.

1'7James Russell, Change and Challenge in American Education (Boston, Mass.:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1965), p. 47.
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of making decisions and value judgments. "18 The learning situation consists of
a variety of activitiesstudent selected projects, independent study, group work,
student research, class discussions, field trips, laboratory workwhich offer pos-
sibilities for greater student involvement. Students who reveal originality are even
encouraged to go in their own distinctive ways, regardless of schedules and
requirements, to nourish and release it. The rigidifies of traditional educational
programs can no longer be tolerated.

The creative thought-provoking leadereof today arc willing to "deviate from
curriculum, structures or teaching regularities, to try out provocative ideas, and
to make mistakes without fear of recrimination in the attempt to carry them
out. "19 They are willing to critically examine every commitment and are
anxious to correct every weakness that such examination may expose. They are
willing to take a firm stand on any issue against which, someone is bound to
protest.

Today's effective leaders are involved. They constantly try "to translate ideas
into action, to support experimental testing of projects, and to draw their program
directly into the channels of planried social change. "20

Today's leaders are informed and responsive to other members of the academic
community. They realize the necessity for much wider cooperation between -
faculty, students, parents, and administrators in the conduct of every institution
concerned with education.

The Mends of the times and the challenges of the future have placed new
demands upon the educational systems of today. Educators are being forced to
provide far-reaching educationalqnnoVitions aimed at modernizing educational
management, curriculum, teacher training, and teaching methodscombined with
a massive strengthening of nonformal education. Such far-reachinft innovations
require a serious look at improved administration, individual productivity, and
the cost-effectiveness of the educational enterprise, using methods that have
come to be known as operations or systems analysis. A systems approach in
physical education can present teachers and administrators with the opportunity
to face up more exactly to what they want to achieve, a program of how they
hope to go about it, and the courage to assess honestly the outcomes of their
actions.

The extent to which innovations will occur will depend upon today's leader-
ship. The challenges are there for all who wish to take up the quest.

18Don E. Glines, op. cit., p. 169.

19Theodore Brameld. op. cit., p. 125.

201bid., p. 141.
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IMPERATIVES FOR A FAVORABLE FUTURE

LEONA HOLBROOK

Professor
Representative of American Academy

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah, U.S.A.,

In our sessions we have spoken of education, philosophy, human development
and national development. We have given,support to health education, physical
education, sports and recreation. In all of these views and considerations there
are bases for man's action toward human progress, whether that, progress be
individual, national or international.

It is imperative that we pay attention to the faCts, to the. trutlis,.to the verities
of man's existence if we are to have a favorable future for health education,
physical education, sports and recreation.

What are the verities? What comes to your mind? What are the verities on th.,
earth ? What .are the verities in the long tested time span of man ? What are the
verities that will carry man through time forward?

Man himself is a verity. Man is the product of a long and developed line of
learning, selecting and adapting. Man himself may be an eternal verity. Upon man
himself depend many. of the eternal verities.

What manner of being is man ? That's a question such as might be asked in
church, or in a philosophy, class or in a sociology class or at this International
Congress. Ask yourself, "What manner of being is man ?" Think-bver the idea
that word "being" is it a nouna human lump; or is that word "being" a verb
describing what that human does ? Recall that starting question "What manner
of being is man?" Does not that word "manner" of being imply some known and
selected and directed ways 'of choosing and of responding?

Here is that verity, man. Together as educators and especially as educators
through health, physical education and recreation we can view him. The unvarying
aspects of the verity of man are his biological quality and nature, his ecological
condition and responsibility, and his ethical being and relationships.

MAN ,

Here is a man. He has a label on him MAN. (A projected
picture of man with a label across him, MAN, was used in
lecture.) To identify the aspects of man which we together
view, I will call the aspects by some made-up labels,
but this does not mean that with labels man is divided
up. Only the names are on separate labels. All of the labels
are on the same !Ilan.
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BIOMAN

Here is a label B/OMAN which we add to MAN.
This label is a labeliiii2ITAN=Cati on-a-part-of-him. Man is
not to be divided up as the sections of an orange. The label
BIOMAN is descriptive of all.men and is also descriptive
of all of,:ach man.

Each person is a biological being, biologically produced,
biologically sustained and biologically expressed. The quality
of-life of each human is partly premised upon the biologi-
cal quality which sustains that life. When man ebbs biologi-
cally, -life ebbs; when biological function ceases, so does
life. In heath, physical education and recreation we are all concerned with
BI0MAN.

But BIOMAN is more than bio-beast. There are some identifying qualities
which make man human and there are some select qualities which make him
truly human. As educators we should have the knowledge and we must employ
the means through health, physical education and recreation to help each
learner to advance toward the truly human condition and to express a fullness
and a quality of life under the label BIOMAN.

There are many adversities which come in to give a distortion of the aspect of
the verity. of BIOMAN. Here is a sample of another side or situation which
intrudes itself into the long, continuous, possibly beautiful chain of being for
humans. Here is an adversity personified by 29,200 punch dots from programming
Cards. (Illustrated with a round plastic case filled with punch
dots from compiler cards.) Those are enough punch dots to
control one person's whole life, eighty years, at one punch
dot per day. At that, a person sometimes might get to do what he might have
wanted to do,_ yet he will have to perform under the conditions in which the
prior punch dot put him.

Health educators, physical educators, recreation educators, teach people to
live and work and play in the fullness of accomplishment and in the expression
and fulfillment of BIOMAN.

ECOMAN

(This label is added across the MAN.) Man within all of
the systems" and balances of nature is responsive to his
environment and in fact le is dependent upon it. That
is what ecology is about. an must be as responsible for,
as he is responsive to, his environment. Man is ECOMAN.

Man is the only one of the biological beings who can
be held responsible for the environment. He must be held
responsible for that environment. Man is best able of the
aninial forms to appreciate the environment, to make his
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own selections and adaptations within himself and to develop his own app-
reciations for the enjoyment of nature's environmental presentation.Manwho
devastates the earth by his own abuses is riot an ECOMAN. Man does inherit
the earth. He must conserve its features and assure its functions. He must allow
the sequence of life for its creatures and its vegetation.Man to be an eternal verity,
must be a iiiod-ECO-4fAIV.---- _

That one who has been in classes and courses and activities in health education,
physical education and recreation education must become educated well as ECO
MAN.

ECOMAN must know the answers. ECOMAN must practice the ways
which guarantee survival of the desert, the rivers, the mountains, the lakes, the
oceans, the animals and birds, and of man himself.

There is an adversity that comes up for ECOMAN. Some of his fellow
humans already live in crowded apartments, take subways to work, walk in dark4.t
streets deep down between black buildings where the sun never shines. Maybe
they know sunsets in paintings, or they carry ideas of
them in their heads or analyses of them in their burden-
some briefcases. (Illustrated with a Folon picture.)

Health education; physical education and recreation
education in their objectives for man, their concepts for
learning, and their activities for teaching must sustain
the eternal Verity oiECOMAN.

ETHOMAN

(Label ETHOMAN now superimposed.) Ethos is
defined as "the fundamental or spirit of a culture; the
underlying sentiment that informs the beliefs, customs or natures of a group or
society; dominant assumptions of a people or period; the element . . . that
determines a man's action rather than his thought or
emotion; the character or disposition of a community,
group, person." (The Random House Dictionary of
the English Language 1966.)

ETHOMAN may be a little lower than the angels
but he may be a little'higher than the devils. For ETHO
MAN the fields of health, physical education and rec-
reation provide concepts, knowledges, objectives and
practices to direct him to a' life which is wide enough
and long enough and deep enough and full enough an
able life, a lived in life, a meaningful life and an express.
ed and appreciated life.

ThoSe who have been taught or led by us should know that there is some-
thing vital and significant in the ideas and activities which we exemplify and

which we encompass and espouse.
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E7710MAN learns from us, both by our example and by our teaching of
facts and skills, how to express himself, how to be accomplished, how to he
self realized, how to be fulfilled.

ETHO -MAN learns that the little things are little and the big things are
he learns, too, that some little things appropriately may be made big, and
appropriately some big things should be made more little.

ETHOMAN-will -learn -to- work-in- harmony with -other men toward a-sus-
taining of human dignity. and human spirit.

.ETHOMAr will discover or will be inspired to learn that governments wi th
legislative action, military units with armed force, citizens with protective might
cannot assure to each man a coverage of protection and security of safe conduct
through his life. Only 1:7710MAN accords human security and assurance to his
fellowman. ETIIO MAN does not threaten or endanger any aspect of my living.
ETHO MAN allows for my well learned and well considered expression and
expansion. ETHOMAN fends off or aids in times of peril and natural catas-
trophe.

An abiding faith and an active favor for ETHOMAN must be restored. The
recognition and the teaching for ETHO MAN must outpace the spawning of
Evil-man. ETHOMAN must be the eternal verity.

Health, physical education and recreation are ethical teachings. They relate to
ethical concepts, ethical conduct, and ethical outcomes.

The members of our profession and the members of 1CHPER have a respon-
sibility for ethical conduct and ethical leadership.

The American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation had,
at its AnnUal Convention in April of 1973, a Working Conference on Ethics.

I wil! quickly survey with you what I consider were the highlights of the
topics for discussion when the AAHPER individuals and groups concerned them-
selves with private and corporate responsibility related to the action of profes
sionals in our fields of health, physical education and recreation.

I. Commitment to Self

The teacher or leader in our fields of health, physical education and recreation
has a right to make sonic choices on his personal codes and styles and his modes
of behavior. His right is equally weighted with his responsibility under the titles
of "teacher" or "leader." He teaches what he isthat is the very nature of
teaci+ing health, physical education and recreation. The support for the teacher's
position is verified by his class work. Or take it the other way if you will. Wh it
he teaches in words and paper work and student activity is either confirmed or
denied by himself, the teacher, as model.

But this does not really deny fullness to the teacher in our fields. This com-
mands the, teacher to make the most of self- for the philosophy for our fields
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claims fullness for the participant and learner and certainly demands it of the-
teachet. Let the teacher develop competen..,J,charge ;tun to manifest wholeness,

give 111111 ail opportunity to gain wisdom and allow him to show versatility.

Let the !cachet be serious enough. e \pect him to express joy and humor,
know that he will represent timely self-discipline and he assured that he is fully'
accountablc tin (igh his meeting responsibility and the expectations for producti-

vity.

The commitment to the self made by 1:7110 MAN will more than outweigh
thc c\pectation put upon hon. The two patterns, one, of commitment to self and,

,two. tht, doinands of others may vary on the margins, ever so slightly, but count .
on E77/0 Alo measure up to the "Commitment to Self."

2. Common ent.to Others

A marked clialacteitstic of a profession is its commitment to the use of its spe-

cific skills and knowledges in the service of others.

Our best inloonation, our skills, our energies, our attentions during our
employed limns arc to be directed toward those who are in the endeavors for

which we have made a contract. Our contract is a business one
tration, but it Is an ethical and moral one with our learners.

Our obligations aic toward the enhancement of their Des through the learning
and growth e,geliences which we, can provide and conduct for them. We can

help t o t aist. them responsible in the use of free will. We can give them experience
in testing out I acts and truths to develop continuing rationality. We can help
incur to gain energy and ideas and we can aid them to develop, these into skills
and talents to bring themselves to fulfillment and self realization and respon-
sibility. We can teach them the beauty in order, in function, in movement and in

individual and group endeavor and productivity.

outwit mein to others is the manifestation of 1:7110- MAN. The success of
a teacher in health, physical education and recreation is marked by the develop-
ment 01 consciousness and conduct in his students toward the concept and
reap /anon of ETII0 MAN,.

3. Commitment to the Profession

the individual in our professions has a responsibility for himself and his own
professional conduct. Within a group he has a responsibility as a member and for

the group. There may be a time in our professions when one individual or a group,
either self designated or Ippointed, will he appointed, will be responsible for
checking or directing some professional action of some others who may need it,

There are highly held principles about recognition for writing, research and

other creative endeavors to which able and honorable professional people ascribe.

Full commitment to the profession by a fully able human and a fully able pro-
fessional call for the acquisition of important and related knowledge, a constant
application of best tliought and effort to the professional working situation and
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an attempt to advalicc !loth and knowledge and pioductRit of the highest
excellency which can be attained within that working. unit.

A "Commitment to the Profession- is a confirmation of our bath m the self
as /37/0 MAN, in fellow professionals as 1.7110 M.I.A. and to ton professions

whose highest purpose can be F17/0

4. Onnmitment toSocial Order

As ETIIO MAN / can know that my freedom is related to his fieedom, and
that my gteat freedom is guaranteed by my willingly establishing for myself some-
what the same boundaries that he would establish for me. In the name of fairness
and freedom I must establish for lum the same privileges I establish for myself.

We !earn about social order in many ways. Through sports and games we learn
of the rzason and purpose of rules and their application for all. Through facing;'%.
both as individuals and as groups. the problems of research, we learn of sequence
and logic and outcome.

Through training and action we learn of knowledge, skill and effort for pro-
ductivity.

We learii-that power is the ability to get the work done. We learn that claim
or force is not equivalent to accomplishment or ability.

We learn that health and beauty have no color such as red, black, yellow, or
white. -

We learn that a high bar stands the same height in front of any persoil of any
color.

We know that joy can come to a person of any race. We know that goodness
shines out at us through the eyes that lt,ok on its from black skins, that kindness
is given to us in yellow hands, that help may arrive on the feet Of a red skinned
ma , that words of understanding may be spoken by one of our own color or by
one of any color or in any tongue.

In our freedom, in our action toward the democratic ideal, we have found
brotherhood and we have built the enduring bonds which give us the background
for a Commitment to Social Order.

Our fields sustain us in our work winch is a personification of and an expres-
sion of ETIIO MAN. Our "Commitment to Social Order" is a verity for enduring.

avunitment to Education

Our fields are concerned with all of the guide words ;n education, optimum
growth, search for truth, advancement of knowledge, the whole man, teaching
and learning, learning by doing.

Interesting, isn't it, that so often used are the examples from our own fields to
illustrate how a person learns? Recently the Journal of Higher Education (Bayley,
David II. "The Emptiness of Curriculum Reform," Journal of Higher Education
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Vol. XLIII No. 8, Nov. 1972, The Ohio State University Press, p s. 591.600)
published an article on how to improve teaching and learning. Freque references

to experiences and methods in our fields were given to illustrate go d teaching.
This tells us that if we plan well and develop some meaning, following that up
with meaningful action, then we educate. And better still, if we further interpret
the meaning of the meaningful action we educate well. That is what the article on
education reform was all about. Can we do it ? (I) plan meaning (2) conduct
meaningful action (3) develop more meaning. That is our Commitment to Educa-
tion and to those whom we would educate. Our fields are directed toward ET110
MAN. Our educiional methods, content and objectives focus on ETHOMAN in
our "Commitment to Education."

Commitment to Fruit-oilmen! and Man
.

Nature and the systems of the universe were in a usable balance when man
lust came, along. Perhaps. there was once an orderly process and change. Man was
pact of that orderly process and he perhaps was part of the change itself. Did man
begin to chadge things more than the orderly process and change anticipated'

lc 1. and thought and planned to make the changes he did. He must
cvntinue to earn and think and plan and change, and only as he should. That
too is part of orderly ;vocess and change. if man is part of the orderly process
and change and has had the ability and the will to change he must have the
ability and the will to make the correct change for the present and for the future.

There are causzs and effects, there are acts and consequences, there are ''ptinial
resources for work and for leisure and kr life itself.

Man manages small units in his life and on his earth. He must with knowledge
and conscience and foresight be 1.7110 MAN and have a "ComMitment to the
I.11Varonment and Man for now and for all tne. 1.7110 MAN in this manner
will sustain MAN as an eternal verity.

7. Commitment to °writers and Business Relationships
e ,

The professional, as E7710 MAN. Nay be effectively operating as an employVl
p relation 144 the addimistr.tion where he works, as a fellow fikulry
n .mber with colleagues. as a erson conducting business relationships in many
ways( and as an individual in char IL social and community groups.

c"

The introspective and circunispective person will find implications for this
topic. He will say. "take a good look at the direct or the indirect honesties and

decencies and integrities in all of the nations in which you are judged, in which
you serve as model, and in which you affect others through your contra s'and
agreements." That's the verity. Man must he an 1:7710 11 th, phyiical
education and recreation can clearly direct humans toward ET110 -MAN.

it is imperative for human development .ind for Aational development that we
have sonic clear and decisive positive action for man- 1310 -MAN. ECO MAN.
and E7710-
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The imperatives for a favorable future fur health education, physiLal education,

sports and recreation arc that we clearly direct our professional auivities toward
man - toward 1310-MAN, ECO-MAN, end ET110- MAN.



THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH. AND

RECREATION IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

POINTS TO PONDER

SUTARMAN

Professor Emeritus of Human Physiology
University of Indonesia

Vice President, Indonesian Coordinating. Body
for Physical Education, Health and Recreation

I. National development embodies two aspects of a phenomenon, as the two

faces of a coinseparate and yet forming one unity:

a.' It is -the development of individuals for their own sake, for their own satis-

faction and enjoyment, for their feelings of security and their ability to

live a full life.

b. It is also the development of the individual as a member of society with

his right and duty to contribute to the well being of society through his

social and economic commitments.

poth aspirations have as their target the individual, the MAN, with all his
psychophysiological traits, his reactions and his experiences as they relate

to his environment and social background.

1.

3. It follows from the above that physical education, health and recreation, in

that they are directed towar s the individual for the initiation and accelera-Itm
tion of his developmentas i rue for all eeicationrequire an approach

which should be basically individualized.

4. The earlier education starts, the better the results which can be expected,

not only because of the higher resilience of the younger body and mind, but

also because of the great influence education can have in avoiding adverse

experiences in later life.

5. The teacher or trainer will act primarily as guide and demonstrator, rather

than as driller. "

6. The education of the masses (which should not be mass education, i.e.,

uniform drill) should be based on the activities of each individual. The

teacher should educate the self-propelling urge of the individual to learn

and train.

7. The attainment of health, physical and mental well being in their broadest

, sense is the basis for a healthy and active society, which should be enjoyed

by each and every member of society. Any weak link in the chain of national

effort is likely to become a cause for breakdown, and should be avoided.

8. All physical fitness movement to attain a high level of health will succeed

only if it constitutes a continuous, lifelong effort on the part of each indivi-

dual.
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9, Into the hands of the individual should be given the means of self-ecaluation
-of results, which will be the sIrongest impetus and incentive to him for
continuation and progress. The feeling of success gives him satisfaction and
enjoyment. The training will"become second nature to him.

Em_ ployers of a labour force which is exposed, to the debilitating effect of
pokinesis and monotony in its physical and mental capacities (office

workers !) should in particular be made aware of the need of providing for
their workers adequate facilities for physical aclivities and recreation.

11. Socie y consists of individuals of various ages of both sexes, of the handi-
cappe , the invalids, the dropouts, none of whom should be left out of the
national\ effort. They should not be made, the weak link in society (sge 7
above), w tich.may endanger the success of the national effort.

lb
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THE ROLE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SYLVESTER J. THO MAS

Assistants Minister of Defense
for Coast Guard Affairs

partment of National Defense
\ Monrovia, Liberia

Throughout the world today, as scientific development soars to its highest
peek and mankind strives for the conquest of space, the greatest emphases have
been placed oil national development. For the developed countries, it has meant
changes in ideologies and conceptspf human behaviour; for the underdeveloped, it
means striving to reach the goal of physical development, to develop human
resources, to improve health conditions, and to safeguard the right and privilege
of everyone to freedom of living, freedom of worship and freedom of learning.

In all these busy ptirsuits of life, the one outstanding factor has been the
ability of man to stand thf- stress and strain of this complex world which imposes
so much on his health an well being.

Health may he. defined as the beauty of life which enables 'lien to think
freely and accurately, move vigorously but cautiously, and act independently
wink; remaining mindful of the needs of others. Good health has been defined as
not only freedom from disease, but rather a state of existence in man and his
ability to perform. As we attempt to pursue the relationship of this vital attribute
of man to the development of society and the building of nations, we find that
good health and physical fitness is the keystone upon which any nation is built.

If we could turn the hand of history back a few centuries, we would be able
to sec that primitive man, in his attempt to develop a government, divided his
inhabitants into groups according to physical fitness. The strongest of all were
used is soldiers or protectors of the whole, agains,Linvading tribes, wild animals
or even weather. The second strongest group was used for the gathering of food
and the procurement of other necessities, for planting and hunting. The third
group were used simply as helpers, being the weaker ones. In some.primitivd
smieties. these weak ones were even put to death because of the feeling that they
were unable to help the community. Thus, in the early stages of human deVolop-
mem, we find that human behaviour did not condone bad health and drones in
community development.

Today, as never before, we are confronted with the same problem of having
physiLally fit citizens to participate in the development of any government. To
achieve this goal, accurate planning is very necessary at the beginning of a child's
life, for later he will be expected to serve his nation to the best of his abilities.

Programs. must be developed in our schools and communities to afford our
young people a sense of appreciation and capacities for creative thinking and
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Amstructive evaluation. The concept of developing a stioqg 'Immo Niue!),
depend upon the ability of its citizens and people to respond 10 their daily tasks
and_assigmpents with absolute involvement and kildkalloll. A healthy body must
lie required for all these assignments.

As we consider the role of health, ph } steal t'd Ma n in and leo catkin Hi national
development, we note that it is the challenge of %my mg with the
interests of man. However, we wish to identify ourselves with a system of pm.
viding adequate facilities for health and recreation to piomott pity skal
for all citizens in the nation, for we must continue to seek health and put sue good
health.

In the framework of our national democracy, inely one is taught to e
the privilege of freedom of choice in vocation and daily avocatom. In many
instabces, nations and communities have found it necessary and wise to !Mc
parks or recreation centers for various ages and sexes. This act 1101 only beau-
tines the cities, but also supplies one of the greatest needs of titan. It provides a
place where people can relax away from the busy pursuits of life, finding tone
to enjoy the beauty and breathe the free air of nature. It also provides an adtidote
to frustration and a means of wholesome recreation. The health aspect of pass
and recreation centers is far greater than their value in terms of dollars and cents.

Socially, friendly relations and withal associations are very prevalent at these
centers of recreation and health. In the area of physical fitness, we find that in
wholesome competition among the young or old, people tend to develop a strung
spirit of friendship and respect for each other, based on ability and skill. These
factors ofife tend to bridge the gap of racial, ethnic, or political bafflers, for
people'w111 always remember the pleasant,mtcration and refationslups developed
in a friendly competition.

Very (Alen at international onfereikes, problems relating to the subject matter
of the conference are discussed most of the time, instead of seeking solutions or
mediums for achieving goals and objectives. I.ollowing the theme of this confe-
rence, national developMent must embrace not only the ysoting, but also the old;
not only those in school,' but also the drop-out. For those of us in Africa, in ply
case West Africa, great emphasis is placed on physical fitness in all our activities.
This is characterized in all of our dances.

Finally, f like to think of recreation as the ability of man to re-create- to
re-create-within himself the forces of energy, mental stability and enthusiasm
which are so easily destroyed in the frenetic pace of today's world.

Physical education and sports is a practical and realistic philosophy of living,
forin it we find an integrated way of life, embracing the psychological, emotional
and the social. Furthermore, it develops self discipline, which is one of the main

'ingredients for national development.

As we struggle in this Twentieth Century to perpetuate peace and freedom

among all men, let us strive to develop in each and every person a high conscious-

( ness for a healthy body. Let us persistently struggle as well for improved relation-
ships among men and nations through the mediums of recreation, health, and

physical education.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
IN BRIEF

WU, WEN - CHUNG
Professor and Director

Graduate School of Physical Education
Taiwan Normal University

(Eds.: The full text of Dr: Wu's presentation
was not received in time for publication.)

Taiwansome call it Formosa, beautiful island. It is a province of the
Republic, of China and its capitol city is Taipei. There are about fifteen million
people in the nation.

The educational system of the Republic of China may be considered as
developed. There are more than two thousand elementary schools, and we have
nine years of compulsory education. Junior .and senior high schools number
over seven hundred.'We have ninety colleges and universities, and junior colleges
are included.

The physical education curriculum for boys and girls in various schools and
colleges is two hours per week, extra curricular activities 120 minutes per week.
Qualified teachers of physical education are working in the secondary schools
and universities, but in elementary schools the physical education teacheri are
not professionals.

. In professional preparation training for young physical educators, there are
six Institutes, from two-year system to five years. There is a graduate school of
physical education, established in 1970, at the National Taiwan Normal
University. It offers two-year advanced courses for post-graduate research to
study"for the Master's degree.

The National Society of Physical Education was re-established in 1972, and
has about two hundred members. In the community, for the public, there is the
National Amateur Athletic Federation, organized from central government to
town office levels. There is also the National Olympic Committee, which is
working to prepare participants to take part in the Asian Gaines, the Olympic
Games and other international sports competitions.

In addition to international physical education activities and sports, there are
many kinds of Chinese traditional exercises. Tai Chi Chuan is one example
(what Western people call shadow boxing). an art of self-defence which har-
moniously combines physical, mental and spiritual activity. It can be considered
similar to dance front the scientific point of view, and is a perfect exercise for
those who are old or sick.

Recent news in the field of physical education is that last month the Depart-
ment of Physical Education was established under the Ministry of Education.
We are now awaiting the election of officers.

This, in brief, is the situation of physical education in the Republic of
China today.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
TO NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EGYPT

IBRAHIM KANO, L

Chairman, Department of Physical Education
High Institute of Physical Education

Cairo, Egypt

This topic has been selected in accordance with the XVIth ICHPER 'Congress
theme and because it is felt that any conference organized by ICHPER should
follow two main roads :

1. Papers presented by representatives discussing the development and
problems of physical education in their countries so that experiences can
be shared by all.

2. Review of recent research so that ICHPER members will keep abreast of
the latest development:, in the field.

Values of Physical Education

In the speaker's opinion, wz should be specific and concrete about physical
education values and objectives. We should differentiate between what physical
education can do alone in terms of developmental physical and recreational
values, and those other educational values inherent in physical education which
are also shared with many other school subjects and which are affected by socio-
psychological environmental influences. Social, emotional and mental.develop-
ment are the product of many factors, and certainly physical educatiop with its
play drive and social atmosphere creates fertile soil for total personality develop-
ment. However, we need to do more research to ascertain our. contribution towards
educational values in definite scientific ways. For how long are we going to place
educational values as superior to those physical and recreational values which are
basic, life-long needs, of citizens? Especially when physical education is the sole
agent for their development ? They should be given paramount importance and

ti placed ahead of all other values.

Contribution of Physical Education to National Development

For physical education to play its role in national development and equip
children and youth with physical fitness, recreational sports skills, and good
posture, as well as contributing towards total fitness and citizenship, there should
be a well-graded curriculum of physical education that constitutes the minimum
following programs and activities :.

1. Sports. Bach boy or girl selects one sport to learn and play, one of which
should V recreational in nature.
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2. Physical fitness. Lat,h boy and girl should participate in a physical fitness
program adapted to his or her needs.

3. Combative activities. E.tch boy selects one activity of a combative nature
to -learn and play.

4. Posture. There should be a program of body mechanics directed towards
postural development and correction.

5. Swimming. Swimming should be a major part of the program, not only
for safety measures but for recreational purposes as well.

6. Intra and extramurals. There should be an extensive intramural and extra-
mural program adapted to the needs, abilities, and interests of the boys
and girls.

Problems &wing the Development of Physical Education in Egypt

I. The problem of a large nurnber of pupils.

Education in Egypt is free through college. As a result, the establishment of new
schools and facilities does not keep pace with the needs or large numbers attend-
ing schools. Some schools in crowded areas have to organize two shifts for
their boys and girls to attend school. Such a system gives very little time for
physical educ4tion programs, especially intramurals.

To help solve the problems of large numbers of students with shortages of
facilities, time, and leadership, it is suggested that`cach boy and girl work on his
own to acquire physical fitness and to4carn game skills. According to this plan a
booklet, including a physical fitness test and info:rnation concerning sports skills
for the popular recreational games, is distributed to pupils. A guidance center in a
central school with good facilities.is established in each area which can serve
5,000 pupils. The purpose of the center will be to interpret, publicize the program
and 'also help students in skill performance. Pupils from each school are allowed
to visit the center according to a fixed schedule. Awards and badges are given to
those who can arrive at any of three standards of performance planned for
physical fitness and sports.

21 The problem of grading in physical education.

Becausn of the shortage of secondary schools and university facilities to
accommodate all those who want to continue their education, high grades are ,
needed. For this reason there is great competition between students to get high
grades. Since pupils are not graded in physical education, they neglect it.

Grading students in physical education will encourage them to participate
fully in school programs.

These questions arise :

1. How can we grade students objectively in physical education in a
manner that will be conducive to equality of opportunity?

Nt*
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2. Shall we fail students in physical education?

It is felt that pupils could be graded in physical education with equality of
opportunity according to the following suggested system :

1. A physical fitness test
.

30 marks ;

2. A spOrts skill test 50 marks ;

3. A knowledge test 20 marks.

- I don't think that we should fail pupils in physical education, but each one
will receive a grade according to his abilities, and this should be added to his
total grades in all subjects. In this way, physical education will be one of the
roads which leads to college education.

Principlei of National Physical Education Planning .

1. Physical education should be a part of the national plan for development.

2. Each boy and girl should participate in a complete progressive'program of
physical educationand be evaluated and graded according to his ability.

3. 'there should be a minimum standard of physical education facilities in
each new school.

4. There should be a plan to coordinate the use of club facilities by schools.

5. For those schools that have no access to needed facilities, a central play-
ground should be established which each school could use according to

, a planned schedule.

6. Physical education institutes should share in planning and evaluating
school programs.
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PROBLEMS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
IN GERMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

FRITZ BALZ

Rektor
Vice President of the German Committee

of Sporteducawrs (ADO

It can hardly be expected to touch on all problems regarding physical educa-
tion in German elementary schools in a short lecture. Therefore I shall confine
myself to substantiating some thoughts on principles of physical education;
simultaneously singling out some problems which I presume may be of interest to
you.

At the present moment the German system of education, finds itself in a
transition stage. Our reformers want to develop the traditional three-type school
system into a better integrated and differentiated form, aiming at school justice
and equality of rights according to constitutional law. Many of our reformers
expect to realize the so-called "integrated joint-school" (Integrierte Gesamtschule)
which will demand an extreme standard of differentiating work, especially in the
higher year classes. This differentiated work refers not only to subjects of teaching,
but also to the selection and development of talents, and finally to achievements
of pupils.

Simultaneously, school curriculums are being, analyzed critically in order to
meet demands of new educational objectives, which is why our reform is full of
hope as regards democratic forms. Mutual responsibility of pupils is considered
important in creating a more active sc' I life. In connection with such measures,
our reformers wish to realize their desire to conquest the obsolete school spirit,

.characterized by its constrained dullness, and to attain a more liberal and cheerful
attitude.

"School life is to be of vital interest to pupils." This main idea supporting the
new school program can be realized only if our schools succeed in mastering the
realities of life. School time is an apprenticeship forming the personalities of
pupils.

1. This fact is, of course, of vital importance for physical education, which is
regarded as comprehensive to such an extent that it cannot be replaced by any-
thing else. It must be adnuited that so far the German science of education is not
always prepared to recognize unlithitedly the value of physical education because
obsolete ideas still prevail. However, there is a marked change quite recently, An
independent science of physical education is being more and more widely recogni=
zed, and is regarded today as a systematic, comprehensive knowledge of sports.
Physical education is considered as the ceptre of aspects completed by supplemen-
tary sciences such as pedagogy, anthropology, medicine, biology, hygiene,
physiology, psychology, sociology, history, etc.
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Sport science relics on experience without, however, excluding irrational
moments, speculations and interpretations.

Sport didactic in an extensive st...3e comprises investigation as well as teaching
and learning. In this connection I have to add a critical remark abstract theori-
zing involves a certain danger because it seems to lead to sterile speculations.

2. Each child is gifted with a natural pleasure of movement wind' we observe
already in the first days of life and which we hope will last for a whole lifetime.
Our civilization endangers this pleasure ..onstantly, hhich is why theresponsibility.
of the school is growing more and more important to preserve this pleasure of
movement during the anical years of growing up. Those remain poor who have
lost their sense for rhythm and forms of 1110i/einem, and who are unable to play.
Their leisure time will be void. They have lost not only part of their identity, but
also the capacity to establish contacts With fellow creatures. We must keep in mind
that famous sentence of the German poet. Friedridi "Man will be a human
being only when he is able to play."

This experience determines the whole school work, thus proving it indis-
pensable. Leisure time, often gained by means of long labour contests and nowa-
days by modern techniques, must be utilized reasonably. Our schools recognize
this fact inure and more and, in this Lonne..tion, their responsibility to increase
"the quality of life.",

However, German physical education an meet this demand only imperfectly
as long as our schools allow neither sufficient lesson hours nor necessary training
facilities or playgrounds. In Germany the tight goes on to attain the daily,sport
lesson and to establish inure playgrounds, gymnasiums and swimming pools.

In order to show the scientific evidence of the value of a daily movement
lesson, at least in the primary school, a careful investigation was carried out in
eight classes of (be first school year, and later on the same procedi. e in eight
classes of the second school year. Four classes had the privilege of a daily lesson,
and four Jaws were granted only the conventional two hours weekly. This
investigation was substantiated by medical and psychological tests. The results
proved the advantage of a daily lesson with regard not only to the physical, but
also to the mental aspect.

In view of the climatic conditions in Germany, especially the rain and cold,
our schools must fall back on gymnasiums. One gymnasium is required for each
(beginning) ten classes of a school. However, this requirement is met only by
about sixty percent of the schools. This involves a difficult problem because our
financial means are used to a large extent for sport constructions which are des-
tined only for professional or record sports. Therefore, the opinion grows that
more must be done for sports in school and for the masses.

3. The pre-school time and the first school years are especially suitable to gain
movement experiences. The methods applied begin with games, and later on more
sport forms are adapted. Each child is testing and training his powers, trying at
first to obtain achievements in an optimal sense. In the course of development,
when the I-you relationship becomes closer, children become capable of corn-
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paring their efficiencies ; they aim at matches and contests, and even records.
Growing experience of movement marks the way to this target, gained in per -
panent training, which here is by no means understood as the merciless and
morose form sometimes characteristic of record sports. In this connection it may
be mentioned that In German discussions it is sometimes asserted: training
aiming at top achievements ought to be valued as risky and must be rejected "as a
doubtful means of the ruling social classes, with a view to integrating human

.beings into a capitalistic society claiming nothing but efficiency." It is evident
that this word ,"efficiency" offers many ideologic interpretations.

With regard to our schools, this problem is of importance so far as it is necessary
to pay careful attention that the requirerhents of all pupils must be considered,
including the gifted ant) non-talented, and including even those who are indifferent.
In other words, our schools must not neglect the majority of pupils only to pro-
duce some outstanding talents with a view to enlarging the credit and reputation
of the school at the expense of other pupils, whatever ambitious sport teachers
may-argue.

4. In the schools of the Federal Republic of Germany, competitions have been
organized for many years. These school contests have their traditional place in
school sports. The so-called "Federal Youth Games" (Bunde Jugendspiele)
constitute a foriri of versatile as well as general contest, pedagogically justified,
and comprising especially athletics (such as running, jumping and throwing) and
swimming in summer, or competitions with apparatuses in winter. This contest
is often enlarged by various other branches of sport in which the single sportster,
as well as his class or even his school, participate. The results are valued according
to a general point system; about forty-five percent of the participants (comprising
some millions) acquire a victory document.

During the period of the third up to the eighth school year, these competitions
meet with a general popularity provided they take place in the summer. However,
winter sport (with apparatuses inside. the gymnasium) is of late being disputed
because many teachers and pupils consider it too formal. They rather prefer the

refreshing cheerful play.

"Youth Trains for Olympia" is a special competition appealing to the voluntary
sport groups among elder pupils, permitting talents to be supported individually.
However, only some of our pupils participate in this more extramural contest,
which is concluded with a celebration festival in Berlin. It has to be added in this
connection tifat here the cooperation betwea,school and sport club scores good
results.

In order to make the pedagogic aspect transparent for organizing contests, an
exemplary competition of German schools was announced in cooperation with

the German Teachers Union and the German `Olympic Society, with a view to
achieving as large a percentage of swimmers in a school as possible. In 1973, with
about 2,000 schools participating, good results were achieved.
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5. In our movement-limited civilization, keeping a large part of our youth in
towns foreign to nature, the problem of natural development is of the greatest
importance. The difficulties of this problem may be decisively modified by
systematic physical education. Whenever we hear lamentations concerning the
bad constitution of our youth, or physical weakness and defectiveness, and
whenever the general state of health is described as unsatisfactory and even as
endangered, physical education presents itself as a necessary remedy. In Germany
we have no special education for health as an independent field. Physical edu-
cation plays a more active role; biology confines itself to necessary verbal
information.

6. Physical education furnishes outstanding means to form the personality of
the growing child Directly experienced movements produce an increased self-
confidence whicb may turn out especially valuable in the t.vent of failures in
other spheres. /

r
It is in play that the growing child proves himself, and what is more, where

he has to 'tand the test of his community. He experiences his opponent with
whom he/ 'has to contest in a fair way, as well as his friend who is helping him
and whom he is prepared to help. In observing the rules of play he experiences
the sense of institutional law. He learns to accept failures calmly as well as to
remain modest in victory. Thus grows imperceptibly, but nevertheless effectively,
the sense for community and responsibility, transforming the playground into a
classical stadium of political education (Oetinger).

The secret of this educational result may be derived from the fact that sport
at. is presenting itself as a copy of life, furnishing situations in a reduced scale

comprehensible to the child. In the world of the child, with its own dimensions;
education is being realized by activity. Instructions and orders remain small
lights; only the chance to act may kindle the fire.

7. Summing up, I should like to furnish a survey of German sport in connection
with school activities.

German sport presents itself in three fields. Above all there is school sport,
for which the ministers of culture in eleven German federal states are responsible.
Our curriculums provide, on the average, three lessons weekly for physical
education. Unfortunately there are more deviations for less hours than for more
hours. While in former years primary and elementary school sport teaching was
performed mostly by the classroom teacher, nowadays the number of specialized
sport teachers is growing. School sport comprises nearly all children and
adolescents up to the fifteenth year of age, but not the elder pupils serving
their apprenticeships or attending professional schools. As to our secondary
schools, more and more facultative forms of participation in sports can be
observed.

The second field is club sport. The German Sport Association is the largest
free organization in Germany and comprises today more than 40,000 clubs
with more than ten million members in all kinds of sport. More than 600,000
voluntary assistants rerform their work in close cooperation with many thousands
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of professional sport teadiers and trainers. Since several million -pupils
NZ

are club
members, the time they dedicate- to sport activities makes a substantial contribu-
tion, according to the engagenient of the single pupil. Therefore our youth,
organized in sport dubs, contributes significantly to physical education, villa
is not adequately performed in our schools on acp,unt of the merburaened
cttrriculum plans of other subjects. Cooperation betien schools andelubs can
be improved, in many places there are already very good.contacts. Getman club.,

,sport must be valued as beneficial because the citizens of our state are filus
-granted a free form of sporting activity in adequate social surroundings.

The third field is the leisure sport of the masses, performed by millions of
people not attached to a club. Although maintenance of health is the prime
motivation in most cases, reLreation and personal development are more and.

more becoming pronounced motives. The German Sport Federation (DSB) has
.initiated the ,so - called TrimYourself:By-Sp mort action (Trim dich durch Sp iiJ'
which has met with surprisingly wide Oproval in all population classes. New
utensils, have been invented, communities care for wander facilities and training

, places,. encouraging exercises in free forms. In summer innumerable people fill

the aiiimung 'cools and beaches; in winter ski facilities are more and more
exploited. Wandering by foot, by bike and by boat is increasing.

As I intimated before, school must not remain secluded, but must look for
contacts with clubs. On, the other hand, it is the duty of the school to encourage
pupils to perform a life-time sport which will be of value to them throughout

their whole life. The pupil must get acquainted it an early stage with sport rules
and techniques which, when mastered, will ensure him self-confidence and
creative pleasure. Thus he remains faithful and loyal to sport.

The situation of sport in Germany as outlined here must necessarily remain a
shokt sketch only, but I still hope to have contributed to your own work and to

our mutual understanding.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN MOVEMENT EDUCATION IN HOLLAND
JAN C. WILMANS

Inspector General
Dutch Teacher Training Colleges

Meppel

The history of physical education in elementary education in Holland /during
the twentieth century can be divided into four periods.

I. Beginning in 1884 a kind of military inspired and rationally tho ght out
group of _mechanical-looking "movements" neither fish nor flesh- wa taken

, into the curriculum of the teacher training, however, only some of the rger
towns really introduced it into the elementary schools.

- 2. This situation lasted until 1920 when a complete program of physi al
education for element.ary,schools appeared. The law on elementary education of
1920 calls physical education an obliged subjej, however, there were no gymna-

..
siums, no playgrounds, no swimming pools, and no capable teachers. Because of

, this, the school boards and teachers, many of them still living in the middle of
rationalism, had no difficulties in asking for delay, while the government, seized
with' fright at the prospect of having to build for millions and millions, found
budgetary excuses for two decades long. Nothing happened; even around 1935
one of our ministers of education put physical educationexplicitly at the bottom
of his list. But reaction grew, "action groups" were born.

3. Then 1940 came. The delay stopped, and the government appointed about
sixty state supervisors (counsellors)young specialists in physical education to
promote Rhysicai education and tp help the classroom teachers teach it. Each
general inspector for elementary(education received the aid of two physical
education specialists (see Scheme A-I). They had nothing to work with, but they
did quite a good job. They inspired the classroom teachers through instruction
and helping visits. They inspired fife school boards to procure gymnasiums, play-
grounds, apparatus, etc. In this way in-service training for physical education got
quite a chance. However, how weak educational planning sometimes turns out to

t

Not more than eight years later a special state supervisor was appointed with
the job of building up a balanced physical education working program for a
hundred odd teacher training colleges for elementary school teachers. In the
eyes of the government, they did their job so well that gradually the number of
physical education supervisors was reduced. Having started the work with two
physical education men to each general inspector (for all subjects), in the late
sixties we see one physical education inspector to each two general inspectors
(see Scheme A II):

Of course, during the three decades after 1940 a hhe improvement can be
seen. Innumerable gymnasiums, sport halls, playgrounds and swimming pools
have been built and fitted up, as I mentioned during the ICHPER Congress of
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1971 in Jamaica. Generally speaking, in each elementary, school in the Nether-
lands two 45.ininute periods of physical education, and sometimes three, are
being given weekly. at .

4. The minister of education decided this year that we have developed such
quality that he could no longer defend the special place for physical education
in the state inspection structure that we have had during the last three decades.
The reasons that are given for this change are the following: (You are free to
change the order.)

Physical education has become a recognized subject in the curriculum.

After thirty years of special attention, the teaching quality has impro-
ved; physical education is not a backward area anymore. ,......--"'"

It is not good for physical education to stay in an exclusive, "apart"
position. This prevents the real integration of movement education into the
total school education.

The training of elementary teachers forsihysical education has improved,
at least to the level of the other subjects.

In-service training is not one of the essential tasks of th emmenta1
inspection; it ought to be done by the teachetraining, colleges and by
privatealthough state subsidizedadvisory organizations.

Money.

...
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5. Now let's ht.ve a more "myopic" look at the plans and at the situation.

A. Development of the state inspection structure :
.

1. In the forties (see Scheme A-I),

2. In the sixties (see Scheme A-II).

3. Probable situation in 1974: (see Scheme A-III)

a. About one of ten general inspectors are going to be found in the
field of physical education specialists. They will have to inspire
and inform their colleagues, not special physical edtication men.

b. A few physical education specialists will keep an advisory job in
the field of buildings, playgrounds, apparatus, etc.

B.- Until 1971 teacher training for elementary schools presented the struc-
ture of 1960. Every student had to prepare himself during three years in

every subject (see Part 13-1960*).

In 1971 teacher training changed (see Part B1971*). At the end of
the second year of their studies the students make a choice. Besides

theory of education, Dutch language, social-cultural science and recrea-
tional physical education, they havesto choose among:

one of the subjects history, geography, physics, biology and arith-
matics and

one of the subjects music, arts (drawing and handicraft) and physical
education

from which they have to study didactics. Till now about 25% of the

stu eve chosen physical education.

erhapiNlNhis structure will be refined into a far more versa
tile and flexible one. Very roughlyonly for the present purposeit is
outlined in Part B-1976. The choice has to be extended to four subjects
out of ten (twice 2 instead of twice 1), but the study of these subjects
already starts somewhere during the first year. There will be room for
new subjects. This structure is among other things based on the conviction
that a more profound study of subjects improves the possibility for
coherence or even integration.

C. During 1971 we used:

1. the first year after an unaltered structure of teacher training; the new
teacher training had not yet delivered graduates to the schools;

2. perhaps .one of the last years of the existence of a group of physical
. education specialist - inspectors who were able to be in personal

*very schematically
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conta t with the majority of the elementary schools in the country;
to test the quality of the daily work in physical education in the
elementary schools all over the country.

The "simple" purpose was to make an addition of the already
existing opinions in this field of the separate inspectors, that until
then had not beeh gathered systematically . Each of them got the in-
struction to attend at least 100 hours of physical education and lay
down a teaching record of each lesson on an identical blank.

An extremely abridged report of the result may be found in Part C.

D. Although in some towns advisory organizations for general' teaching
existed for many years, their rapid extension is more recent. We have now
about thirty-five of them, covering approximately one-half of the popula-
tion. In only a very few of themthe older onesphysical education
specialists belong to the staff.

6. Some remarks. Once the new structure and the philosophy on which it is
based is accepted, my personal opinion is :

A.. The quality of teaching physical education in elementary schools is not
yet what it ought to be (see Part D). We have gained a lot. 90% of the
teachers like to teach physical education, which is quite the opposite of
thirty years ago. In thrce- fourths of the lessons the atmosphere is suffi-
cient and more than that. The opinion of 75% of the teachers is that more
hours of physical education are needed.

But as far as the quality is concerned :

Related to the traditional didactic criteria e.g., efficient organization,
right choice of exercises in relation to the child's development, and
real "teaching"about one-half of the lessons attain the qualification
"sufficient".

. As for the newer criteria- -e.g., self-activity, group work, differentia-
tiononly one-fifth to one-third reach an acceptable level.

. The planning, both short and long range; is

The modern didactical criteria in movement education, creativity and

expression, as .yvell as integration in the whole of elementary educa-
tion, have not been used in this evaluation. `Although growing, they
are still in the pioneer stage: e.g., creative eduCational dance has been
only recently introduced in some teacher training colleges and in a
growing number of schools.

Some people have expressed the opinion that the quality of physical
education is not better or worse than may be found in other subjects.
Even if this were truebut evaluations as extensive and strict as this one
for physical education I never sawI think the level is unacceptable for
the present and for the future.
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C. RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION OF 1, 695 PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSONS

IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS BY CLASSROOM TEACHERS (in %)

Age of Age of Sex of Place of Kind of

Children teachers teachers lessons lessons

6 7 : 38 31 : 64 Female 45 Gymn. 85 . Gym 76

8 9 : 31 31 50 : 29 Male 55 Playgr. 15 Game24

10 11 : 31 51 65 : 7

Size of .class Co-instruction Teaching pleasure Want coaching

1 19 : 12 + :

20 34 : 70 :

35 -L, 50 : 18"

83 + : 90 + : 90

17 : 10 10

D. CRITERIA - %sufficient + good

% 30 35 40 45 55 %

0 25 50 75 100

'atmosphere

differentiation

group work I

self-activity I

does every child "work"
preparatimi lesson on paper

annual plan

use of bath-room

iv

iorganization

Ichoice of exercises

real "teaching"

Iin sportswear

B. 1 agree that we may be hopeful as to the results of the new teacher
training. But we will not be able to start with the latest version earlier
than in 1976, and it will be many years before a new generation of elemen-

tary teachers will have populated the schools,

C. The organization of advisory aid and in-service training is still in its
adolescence and, where it works, physical education stands somewhere
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at the end of the row of priorities. This in spite of the fact that 90% of
the teachers ask for coaching in physical education. This situation will
prove to slacken the speed of innovation by young, enthusiastic and
better-trained teachers.

7. Conclusions for the time being.

The ideas, the philosophy are interestingalthough djfferent, ones are
possible.

The planning of change, especially coordination, gives a weak impression.

. The speed in one area is not sSinchrOnous with the speed in others.

. We run a big risk that in the next decade physical education will fall in the
gap of the planning, ',hat we shall loose such of what we gained. It might
even be possible that the baby will be throe n out with the bath water.

Cr
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PRIMARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN HONG KONG

LOW WING KEE

Director of Physical Education
University of Hong Kong

Background

A brief account of the background of Hong Kong will give you an idea of the
needs and challenges that must be met in the provision of physical education.
Hong Kong has a total area of roughly 398 square miles which comprises Hong
Kong Island (29 square miles), Kowloon Peninsula (3.5 square miles), and the
New Territories (365 square miles). The New Territories are relatively undevelop-
ed with much unclaimed land which stretches up to the border of China. Thus the
majority of the people live on the island and peninsula.

Hong Kong has the unenviable distinction of being one of the most densely
populated areas in the world (a population of over four million people) and is
thus confronted with the almost insuperable task of providing adequate accom-
modation for its fast growing pOpulation. The situation has been further aggra-

vated by the constant influx of refugees. Since 1949 it has been calculated that
over two million immigrants have landed in Hong Kong, and the great majority
remain. Many have brought capital, determination, skill and perseverance. In the
latter years, however, the immigrants have tended to be poor, ill-clad and hungry.

During 1962 it has been calculated that approximately 250,000 have entered
Hong Kong illegally and are in need of housing, work and schooling.

From the above description* it looks as though this place is for the survival

of the fittest. In a way it is true that one gets such an impression. Labour and

sweat are not here the romantic slogans of a protected class. Life for'the majority
the people is hard and does more to motivate the child at school to study, to

achieve good-grades for a chance to study in the university or to obtain a better
position in an industrial job. -There is little time for participation in sport and

recreation and it is difficult to think in terms. of the...ideal" with respect to
physical education in Hong Kong. But in recent years,- despite inadequacies,
physical education has achieved a significant level of development.

Hong Kong has always been short of space and the government, recognizing
the need for provision of play areas and recreation facilities in schools and in
Hong Kong, has given priority to development of physical education and physical

recreation schemes.

Primary School Programme

Before I proceed to discuss physical education in the primary schools of
Hong Kong, I wish to give you an outline of the educational system of Hong
Kong. The structure is as follows :
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(a) Kindergarten 2-3 year course for children from ages 3.6.

(b) Primary - 6 year course for children from ages 7-12.

(c) Secondary - 5 year course leading to the Hong 'Kong Certificate of
Education.

(d) Colleges of Education, Post Secondary Colleges, Technical Colleges, Pre-
University (2 year course) and University.

There are three main types of schools in the system government schools; aided
or subsidized schools (usually run by the church) assisted financially by the
government; and private schools (run and financed by private bodies or indivi-
duals). The medium of instruction in schools is English except Chinese schools,

-where instruction is in Chinese with English as a second subject.

There are nearly 1500 primary schools in Hong Kong and a good number of
these schools are bisessional; i.e., separate morning and afternoon sessions are
held for different groups of children. This system makes it difficult to expand
,nd develop the physical education programme in primary schools. Other prob-
lems in,the set-up arc the lack of space, facilities and qualified physical education
teachers'.

In spite of such handicaps all schools schedule two 40minute periods per week
for physical education. These sessions are held mostly in public playgrounds
between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Allocation for the use of such play areas is
arranged by the Education Department of Hong Kong. Schools with assembly
halls, small play yards, or flat roofs converted into play areas are considered
"fortunate" because they have the facilities for implementation of the physical

education programme. Therefore, it is not surprising that the primary school
extra-curricular programme for sports and games is limited.

A scheme of work which includes exercises has been compiled by members of

the Physical Education Section of the Education Department to guide teachers

in their programming of the 40-minute periods of physical education. This scheme

forms a suggested syllabus for physical education in primary schools and has been

a valuable source to teachers in charge of physical education.

Most of the activities included in the syllabus are exercises which involve

large body movements, strength, suppleness, coordination, balance, and basic

games skills such as throwing, catching, kicking, hitting or ktriking, etc. Many of

the games skills are basic movements in gymnastics and leaup games to soccer,
basketball, volleyball, bat and ball games, and track and field events.

A nornial lesson plan for a primary school physical education session is as

follows : \

(a) Free-activity. This part is designed to stimulate circulation and respira-

tion, to releas,... pent up tension of the classroom, and to enable pupils to
practice movements taught in previous lessons or to explore and experi-

, ment with new forms.

_ (b) Compensatory. The exercises in this phase of the lesson include suppling
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and strengthening movements to cover arms and shoulders, trunk, legs,
and abdomen. Basic agility and activities are also included in the com-
pensatory part but much emphasis is laid on exercises to develop arm,
shoulder and abdominal strength.

,(c) Group activity. This is the "main dish" of the lesson where-gymnastics
and games skills are taught and applied, if possible, to the game situation.
A wide range of activities ranging from forward roll to basketball and
soccer skills are listed in progressive stages. The work in this part of the
lesson is planned to embrace many kinds of skills and aptitudes to exert a
force and challenge to the participant.

In most primary schools folk dance is included in the physical education prog-
ramme. Dancing has proved its popularity with boys and girls of primary school
age. and at the annual school music and dance festival nearly all primary schools
enter teams to compete in the various age groups. The standard of performances
is good. Today every encouragement is given to this phase of the physical educa-

tion programme.

Most of the folk dances introduced in the programme are developed as a
result of experience and to meet the needs of the age groups. Basically these
dances arc simple in pattern and lively in character, and the range of dances
includes Chinese historical and dramatic dances, Scandinavian, English and
European dances. Many of these dances are adapted and made simpler to suit
the ability of thd child without losing the character of the dance.

Inter-school sports and games competitions are organized in a small way
among schools in districts of Hong Kong, Kowloon and the New Territories. The
games competed for are usually soccer and basketball. For example, in the inter-
primary school basketball competition held this year, 136 teams with 1600
players participated in both the boys' and girls' tournaments.

The biggest sports event for primary schools is the Games Day Competition.
This is an annual competition held in 25 districts in Hong Kong, Kowloon and
the New Territories, and the number of schools entered for this competition
totalled 529 with 27,500 pupils as competitors. Activities in this competition are
mostly relay events which include short distances straight relay, shuttle relay,
obstacle races, and simple games skills races. This Games. Day Competition,
inaugurated a couple of years ago by the Education Department and Hong Kong
Schools Sports Association, is getting popular and it is envisaged that more_ pri-
mary schools will be participating in next year's competition.

Recent government development of camp sites in the surrounding islands has
encouraged many youth organizations and schools to include weekend-camping
and camps of one week's duration as pad of the school and physical education
programme. This outdoor activity, where classes are held out-of-doors for children
to experience living under canvas and to be involved in practical work in the field
and countryside on topics conikcted with science, geography and physical
education, has proved highly successful. The pilot scheme for Primary gchool
Camps included 28 Schools with a response of 2,500 pupils. The application
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list is encouraging and the Education Department is making everyeffort to accom-

modate more schools in the future camping programmes.

Teacher Training

In the sphere of teacher training of physical education teachers for primary
schools, the system adopted in the Colleges of Education in Hong Kong has been
developed to suit local conditions. From early attempts with courses of approxi-

mately six months to the present position, in which these colleges run two-year

courses for both men and women designed to produce physical education
teachers for.primary schools, clear progress can be seen.

There are three Colleges of Education in Hong Kong and all offer a two-year
physical education course as one of the elective subjects. Students who register
for physical education undergo a selection test before they are accepted for the
physical education elective course. These tests are practical tests for strength,
suppleness, stamina and skills (games and gymnastics).

The average first year intake of students is 40 (20 men, 20 women) per
college, and the present enrolment of students taking physical education as an

elective course include :

first year : 126 (70 men, 56 women)

second year: 147 (61 men, 76 women)

273 (131 men, 132 women)

This year one of the colleges of education introduced a special class in addition

to the physical education elective course. This special class is made up of approxi-

mately twenty men and women students who are outstanding athletes or games

players but who did not make the admission cut-off. Early reports from the
lecturers in charge of this pilot scheme show that these students score well in

practical work and as demonstrators in skill activities, but there is plenty of room

for improvement in their theoretical and written work. Whether these students

will make good physical education teachers, for primary schools will be known

when they do their teaching practice.

The allocated time for the physical education elective course is as follows :

first year, : 6 hours weekly x 30 weeks = I 80,houis*

Plus 5 weeks teaching practice in schools.

second yearear : 7 hours weekly x 30 weeks = 210 hours

Plus 5 weeks teaching practice in schools.

Approximately two-thii ds of the time is speiit on practical work.

The content of the course has been carefully modified to suit local needs and

special attention is given to the Primary School Physical Education Syllabus, im-

provisation of equipment, small space activities, minor games, and skills training.

Lectures cover topics such as aims and objectives of physical education, adminis-

tration and organization of physical education, teaching methods, qualities of the
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physical education teacher, elementary anatomy and physiology, sports technkines
and games coaching. There are also course elements which deal with the 'practical
aspects of indoor and outdoor activities, referees and official courses, and field
work in lOcal areas. .

The system of training of physical education teachers in Hong Kong is similar
to countries in South East Asia which have based their teacher training methods
on the British pattern. Of course there are differences, and in Hong Kong these
may be ascribed to the status of the community and its particular problems such
as tremendous post-war population, increase, shortage of adequately trained
physical education teachers, lack of playgrounds and facilities, and the undue
stress on academic. progress which leads to the accent being placed throughou
school life on passing examinations as the major objective of a child's education.

It is heartening to note that the Hong Kong Education Department is making
every effort to improve the training of physical education teachers. Future
developments include :

(a) Increases in the time allotted to physical education in the colleges of
education. As from next yl-ar students select only one elective course.
This means doubling the time allotted to the subject.

(b) 'inclusion of a third year physical education course in 1974, and equip-
ping a specialist training centre.

A point worthy of note is that much emphasis is placed on the physical education
of the young, ani th. improving standard of living in Hong Kong will inevitably
lead to an expansion of physical education in schools of the future. The teachers
required to meet this expansion are now in t;aming. The Physical Education
Section of the Hung Kong Education Department has accomplished a great deal
under difficult conditions and to date, physical education is a going concern in
Hong Kong. There is evidence that the philosophy in regard to ph, sisal education
in Hong Kong is changing with the times, and with the support of the goNernment,
physical education has a bright future in llong Kong.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPORT MEDICINE IN INDONESIA

T. KARIMOEDDIN

President
The Indonesian Association of Sport health

There are two reasons why the medical world has involved itself actively in
physical education and sport activities, i.e.:

1 It is a confirmed fact that physical education through exercises and sport
contributes to the development of man's physical, mental and social well
being.

Increasing recognition in the sport world that medicine can contribute to
improved performance.

The extent of this involvement depends un, many faclors, including the stage
of development of physical education, the acceptance in the sport world, and
above all the outlook of the government towards these activities.

Development of Sport Medicine

Tracing back through, history, the active participation of medicine in sport
dates already from ancient Rome, when Galen (130-205 A.D.) was appointed
doctor to the gladiators. He even considerec gymnastics to be part of medicine.

Whereas involvement of physicians in physical education i- limited to medical
counseling, in the course of time the participation of the physician in the sport
world has led to development of a serious specialty, "sport medicine." This is a
relatively new field, not to be compared, with established disciplines such as
surgery or gynaecology, because here we have a combination of many discip-
lines. For this reason, it is rare that one can .:onsider oneself to be a full-fledged
specialist in sport medicine.

The Scope of Sport Medicine

This is not easy to formulate, but one can approach it by looknil a: the goal
of competitive spurt, which is to obtain maximum achievement from the athlete.
this means transferring his potential capacity into maximum achievement with-
out impairing his health.

The cardinal determinant of performance is training, and no sportsman ever
excelled without hard training. This is the task of the coach. However, sport
medicine has already shown -pronUse of being able to help in the measurement of
the training progress.

The way in which sport is conducted may cause hazard, and the coach should
be able to advise on how to avoid the traumatizing aspect of movement in
contact sports. One can minimize injuries but once it happens, it is important to
see that the athlete can be treated and rehabilitated as soon as possible. It would
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A bC ideat din tra sterring the capacity of the athlete into maximum performance,
the coach an the sport doctor could work as -a team, though essentially the
'coach \mild nain the central figure. On 'his mart, the doctor should he able to
support the coach in a scientific way based ion research already doite.

As mentioned above, spurt medicine is a combination -of, medical disciplines,
among others . ph ysiologymatomy , cardiology, nu tri t ion, orthopaedics and phar-

macology. As long as competition, whether local, regional, national or inter-
national continues, the goal of breaking records will be the ultimate aim of any
athlete. This is very natural, but in trying to achieve this, it should not be done
in a way that might impair his health or go beyond the boundaries of sports-
manship. It rrheie that the sport doctor should see that over-training and the
use of drugs, known as doping, are avoided.

120e1Opment in Indonesia

Compared to developed countries, sport medicine in this country is still in its
infancy. This.mcans that the doctor enters the sport field with a first-aid kit wlieh
there. is an accident. The ringside doctor may himself have boxed in his youth,
and so his work is most often carried out in the sense of amateurism, as a hobby.
After the game, everything is forgotten. On one or two occasions attempts were
made tin arouse interest ip sport medicine in Indonesia, but circumstances were

not favorable.

Finally a turning point came when the Indonesian Olympic Connitittee decided
to send a team to the pre-Olympic Gaines in Mexico City in 1967, where com-
ctit'tition would take place at high altitude. Definitely, here medical science was
needed toifielp the athleles find an effective method of adaptation. However,

there is still a long way to go before we can practise sport medicine a, it should

be practised. It takes time'to develop a new idea. , I.

What are the main obstacles, and what has been done 'so far in Indonesia'?

I. We have to convince the sport woad that in order to obtain maximum
performance, there is a gradually increasing need for a scientific appigach,
and that sport medicine can make a contribution. This cannot bb none
individually. That is why sonic of us in the Indonesian medical community
who have an interest in sport medicine took the initiative by establishing

the Indonesian Association of Sport !kaki]. This was done in Jakarta on

June 27, 1970 with the support of the Department of Health, the Direc-

torate General of Sports and Youth, and the Indonesian National Sport
Committee. The idea is to have branches at the Provincial level. At the

present time we have branches in Bandung. Surabaya, Jakarta, Palembang,

Semarang, Makassar and Denpasar.

Organization alone doesn't go far enough, there is a need for basic equip-

went with which to work. Here again the Department of Health came to
our support, since this equipment can be used for other purposes in addi-

tion to spurt medicine.
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3. Equipment will remain Ad le without skilled personnel to handle them.
here again the Department of Health provided us with some young
doctors, eager to he trained in the basic principles of sport medicine.
Training institutions are mailable in Jakarta at the .Faculty of Medicine,.
the Institute of Cardiol9gy, the National Institute of Nutrition, and the
Medical Centre of the Air.Force.

4. Finally, the Governor of Jakarta contributed by providing a good location
at. the main stadium fiir the Sport Medical Cents of Indonesia, w WI was
inaugurated on May 3,1972.

It is now up to the- athletes and the coaches to make use of 'these facilities. We
of the medical world have, done our best to help them, to translate their capacity
into performance. The old adea that a champion is born, not.made. is obsolete,
today we know that a Champion is both horn and made.
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SCHOOL HEALTH IN TIIE NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT OF INDONESIA

\.DANGSINA
MOELOEK

.

Director of Health 1:11iicadon
Ministry of Health

Any years ago. clulthen were a group neglected by the public, by health
woikers and even in some ways by their parents Parents thought it was enough to
send their children to school and give them gm d food and clothing. Research in
health care was almo..t always directed towards the adult person. This group.
.hey thought. needed the health service because they must work and earn money
In the reemds of public health centers and hospitals. most of the patients were
adult. Children were only a very low percenthge. Yet we know exactly that
many children stiffer from disease.

Today. m workshops-and congresses. consciousness of the importance of the
children is always stressed. lint what happens after that The conclusions and
le commendations become a pile of paper. The subject is neglected.again, even
whey new programs have been made for the future.

Now let we take4 this sublect out of that pile of paper and put it upstairs once

again.

In national development. attention to child health cannot be neglected.

repiesent an investment in manpower, and that reason along is sufficient
to establish the importance of thus group from the earliest stages of life. It is a
iesponsiblity of every government to protect and promote the health of the
people. I or school children. this responsibility is shared by sch'bol health services.

5choul health services are part of the public health effort, directed toward
t.littoi children to achieve conditions of health which.will provide the opportunity

to learn and grow up in a kvinonious, efficient and optimal way.

In Indoneta! the implementation of such activities should be based upon the

following :

Act of 1960, Concerning Ilealth _
Chapter I, paragraph 3.

I. A child's wholesome growth within a health environment is im-
perative in (Mining a healthy generation and a strong nation.

The 'people's awareness and understanding of health care and
protection are very important if the highest degree of health is to
be achieved.

ChaPter II, paragraph 9. article 2.

The government cantos m .special activities for ilia.. health and

wholesome growth of the younger generation, in the family
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circle as well as in Hit school, in the youth community environ-
ment. and in spurts.

Act A. 12, 1959, Concerning I:ducal:int

It Is of vital importancooto.create well behaved and skilled human
beings democratic citiiens with a sense of responsibility for the
property ulphe community and the fatherland.

Historical Development of School Health Services in Indonesia

The development of school health services in Indonesia can be dkided into
three phases, namely the periods of :

\I. Dutch sovereignty (before. 1942);

2. Japanese occupation (1942-1945); r.
3. National independence (1945 - present).

During the Period of Dutch.Sovereigtity

During this period school health services was a division of the 16cal health
department. Usually the activities were concerned with treatment of minor
ailments. Huw the health services were operated depended on the initiative and
activities of the local physician who was in a position of leadership.

In 1872, in the framework of control of communicaye diseases, the following
regulations were made:

1. It was compulsory that every school child have a certification card of
smallpox vaccination.

2. School children who had a communicable disease were prohibited from
visiting The school.

In 1919 the Djakarta Municipal Eleaithpepartment established a unit of
school, health services. The focus of this service was dirdhed only to sthools which
used the Dutch language as the basic communications language.

Later on, this service was also developed in other cities. In 1930 a mobile unit
was used and a mobile health team consi,s1kg of a physician and nurses visited the
schools on a regular basis:The activities' erel.mirifc.tr?atment of minor ailments,
immunization, and education about pers nal hygiene.

During the Period of Japanese Occupation

During this period the school health activities were discontinued, with the
exception of a few areas. The attention of the government at that time was
focussed on the interests of the Japanese.

During the Period of National Independence

In the early stages of the revolution, the situation of school health services
remained pretty much the same as during the Japagese occupation. Later events
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occurred as follows :

1950 There was a re-development of school health services,
directed mainly towards those schools which had a
school health program in former years.

1951 School health services were developed with the assistance
of WHO/ UNICEF.

1952 The government established an InterDepartmental Cum-
niittee.

1956/ 57 This Committee developed "A Plan for the Health Care
of School Children" which was carried out in the School
Health Pilot Project for urban and rural areas. Jakarta
was selected as the urban area and Bekasi as the rural
area.

1960 School health services were extended to other areas.

1962-190 Period of stasis.

1967 School health services were re-activated. ,

1969 School health was one of the UNICEF aid programmes.

At present, the government is conscious of the fact that school health services

should be developeu in order to improve the health conditions of the nation.

In 1970 Sport I lealth was added to the Division of School Health and University

Ilealth under the Ministry of Ilyalth.

Aspects of School Health

From all that has been outlined above, it is apparent that lhool health is not
yet well done. Now let us look at the program of school health. This consists of

I. Health education

2. Health services: and

3. Healthful school living.

Health Education

Here are included all the problems about health concerned with helping
school children develop good health habits. An important aspect is involving the

teacher in the presentation of information on personal hygiene and the environ-

ment. The teacher must help the child apply the knowledge about health which

he learns in school to his own life. We can say that education is successful if it

raises the attention and understanding of the pupil, producing a change of mind

and attitude which they feel as a need.
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Health Service

This work functions to :

determine the health status of each child;

perform follow-ups on children to get defects corrected;

maintain health guidance for all children according to their special needs;

select and refer to special classes those children whose health would be injured
in the regular program;

provide technical supervision of those classes;

provide emergency care;

control communicable diseases.

Health services contribute to the health education of children not only
through informing the child concerning his own health assets and liabilities, but
also through the child's contact with medical and allied personnel.

The teacher must know what the functions of the health serviceS,are. The
teacher also needs to know what each of the health specialists does for the
teacher and what he expects of the teacher.

healthful School Living

Healthful school living consists of :

environmental sanitation;

a hygienically organized school day;

the maintenance of a healthful emotional environment through sound teacher-
pupil and inter.group relationships, recognition of individual differences, and
curriculum adaptation.

The purpose of this program is to decrease the morbidity and mortality rates
of the pupils.

Following is information Lomerning the activities of the school health services.

1968 1969 , 1971

Total number ofprovinces 15 21 25

Total number of schools 2,975 10,376 18,689

Total number of pupils 758,313 ' 2,486,027 3,428,808

Total number of teachers 55,921 91,732

Total number of trained teachers 8,016 . 8,703 17,097

Full-time workers 94 311 817

Part-time workers 332 . 944 1,690
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Other activities arc immunizition, sanitation, and nutrition.

Planning of Extension School health Programs ( 1974-19 79)

I. Objectives :

To increase the value of health, to prevent and cure disease, to rehabilitate
school children and the environment, and to improve the health of
children through heath education, health services, and healthful school

living.

/1. Target :

A. Elementary schools.

IL Schools for teacher preparation.

C. High schools.

D. Universities.

ill. Reahzation of the program consists of:

A. Int:teasing the coverage of schools (from 30.000 to 80.000).

IL Extension of manpower through:

I. Additional health workers with a target ot :

a. I full-time worker for every 6 schools.

b. I part-time worker for every 3 schools.

Upgrading courses for the teachers so that every school has at

least one trained teacher.

3. Specialization in school health, school health,plucation, and the

NMI in school health.

C. Acquisition of more complete equipment.

D. Motivation through lectures, health education in the schools,health

education in institutes of education for teachers,workshops,and super-

vision.

E. Research and evaluation.

IV. Methodology:

A. Integration of school health with public health centers.

13. Extension of school Health services to establish a unit of school
)

health in every area.

C. Integration with other debarments, e.g.. the Ministry of Education.

Now why are we so concerned with developing our school health programs'?

27.8 percent of the Indonesian population is school age children, and enrolment

in school is about 50 percent at this time. We hope to reach 70 percent of this-
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population through health education. If this 70 percent is healthy ,we can say that
we are successful.

There are obviously many problems. Until now, 70 to 80 percent of the
budget for health has been used IL\..2rxurative measures. This is the time to start on
prevention, and the first step is extension of health eduLaiion. Health education
does not mean watching films about diseases which rarely occur in Indonesia.
What we expect is a program of health education which has been adapted to the
health requirements of Indonesia.

In addition to budgetary problems, other problems are:

- A lack of manpower, so school health programs cannoi be carried out in
every area.

- Other programs, whose target is also school children, gill conduct their
activities separately from each other and directly with the schools. This makes

for duplication of effort as well as confusion among tiT workers.

- Until now there has been no official cooperation etween the Ministry of
Health and the Ministry of Education in this area.

In spite of the problems, or perhaps because of them,,we must work diligently
to improve the provision of health services to our childrn, at least to the level of

that in other, more developed countries. 1
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RECREATION IN INDONESIA: ITS ROLE
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION

WING 'HARJONO POERWOSOEWARDJO
;

Associate Professor,
College of Physical Education and Sports

Bandung

,

In order to present an overview. of the subject, the scope of the development
\

of recreation and leisure pursuits in Indonesia will be indicated in summary
The newness of the field, the complexity of the subject matter, and the limited
number of systematic studies of the subject make it difficult to present a complete
analysis of the problem. A bird's-eye view of the field enables us to visualize the
main contours of the landscape through which we will travel. No attempt will be
made here to Indicate the lieterogeneous,nature of the many indigenous cultural
groups in Indonesia, rather, the subject will be discussed from the national view-

/point.

Recreational Activities and Other Forms of Leisure Pursuits

Very little is known about recreational activities in Indonesia before the
19p0's. Much less is known about the early notions as to its meaning and the

A place it occupied in human endeavor. Most of this information is lost in antiquity.
The clues which do survive are so submerged in myths and legends that their
precise meaning is open to conjecture.

Play is largely individualistic and spontaneous, rather than organized, but
ceremonials involve group participation. The ceremonials often include dances
and other rhythmic movements, the forms of which have been transmitted from
generation to generation. Rhythmic movements, spontaneity of action, mimicry,
repitition, dramatization or,events, impersonation and the like are characteristic
of the dances. Ceremonials are mostly associated with such events as the birth of
a child, marriage, harvest, various holidays and other important opcurrences.
Dances are also frequently performed outside the framework of ceremonials.

A factor that was significant to leisure in the early years before the Dutch
occupation was the division or stratification of people into more or less distinct
classes, involving a differentiation of status and function. In the upper classes,
which included the ruling or feudal group and the priests, more time was devoted
to leisure activities. In fact, especially in the case of women, such leisure was
sometimes a requirement of their positions due to complicated :strictures on
their activities. It is well known that during the Mojopait Empire and'the Mataram
Kingdom great cultural progress was noted. It was especially in the kraton
(palaces) that many cultural innovations were made, such as theganielan (musical
instruments), the wayang kulit (shadow play of leather puppets), classic dances,
and even the batiks with their classic motifs. In those days the kraton were the
centre of cultural and recreational activities. For the lower classes, to whom
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these cultural innovations sifted down, recreational activities also included
market days, cock fighting and betting, which were common practices.

Brief Historical Background in the Twentieth Century

From 1900 to 194; Indonesia was still under Dutch administration. The
impact of Western culture was felt, but it was difficult to coordinate traditional
ideas with newer _objectives and techniques. Nevertheless, sports grew in impor-
tance, and physical education was introduced into existing schools. The traditional

#4t
forms of games, folk dances, and similar activities remained, but n'ew forms of
recreation also emerged (particularly for the upper classes), such as tennis, soccer,
korfbal, and swimitung. Theatres, stadiums and sport fields became a distinctive
feature in the big cities.

The period of early independence was marked by consolidation of the govern-
ment administration, which was frequently disturbed by political upheavals. The
war of independence and insecurity in the social and economic realms disrupted
the lives ,of millions of families, and conditions in general were upset. All of these
affected both the amount of spare time available and the desire for commercial
and communal forms of recreation.

The later independence period has been characterized by reconstruction and
the building up of the nation. It has been an era of rapid social change due to the
constant introduction of innovations in the scientific and mechanical realms, as
well as applications of modern technical approaches. Indonesia's emergence as a
political force in the international world, the speecling up of production, distri-
bution, transportation and communication, the extension of government functions,
tl sprawling of great cities, as well as the growth of public recreation and com-
mercial amusements, all have occurred within the last twenty odd years.

Demands for leisure pursuits have been changing also. Commercial Concerns

are attempting to provide the forms of amusement most desired by the masses.

Roads leading to commercial amusements, popular sports, and mass forms of

entertainment have become crowded. The amount of money expended for
recreational goods and services is an index of popular taste, but it is difficult to
ascertain just how much money is expended for this purpose. The growth of

motion pictures, sports, automobiles and pleasure driving, radio broadcasting,

civic centers, and other recreational and civic enterprises are indicative of the

changing nature of the period. The recreational interests, choices, and habits of

the people are also undergoing considerable change. The faster modes of trans-

portation make it possible to travel faster and more extensively. The recreation
movement is becoming nation-wide, and the pursuits of leisure cover a wide range

of interests. Recreational activities reflect to a certain extent advances made in

national development.

The Role ofRecreation in National Development

Or, to put it another way: How can recreation help the people preserve and

develop their capacities, enabling them to participate in the development of the

nation?
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To answer this question, we must first tak° into account the natthe. purpose,
and value of recreation, and these are perhaps , est understood v hen we evimine
the effect recreation has upon people's lives. In this sense, it is appropriate to
consider recreation's potentials for personality growth and develor:,ient. Further
more, recreation Is by far the largest consumer of leisure tinge, ind is thus bound
to become an increasing social force. Leisure can be used in positive or negative
ways, and its potentials as an asset or a liability to society ale Relllendolls.

In addition, recreation is a method of attaining and retaming.physleal fitness.
a device for learning, and a means of building Morale and unity among persons
and groups. It is sought as an attractive way to develop personality and achieve
balance. Recreation can help curb the extremes of delinquency and other forms
of anti - social behavior, and help ameliorate problems of community disurganiza
(ion. Thus, as a social force, recreation can play an important role in the develop
nient of the nation.

There is still another factor to take into account. Indonesian society is in
transition. Economic, social and political forces are becoming more and more
pressing and involved. The word acceleration is frequently used in speeches to
indicate the fast pace not only in our daily lives, but also in the course of transition
from a traditional to a modern society, from an agricultural to an industrialized
via) of life. It is becoming difficult to find privacy or the opportunity to relax and
escape the fears, frustrations, anxieties, and problems of the modern world.
It is not only the speed. but also the physical characteristics of um enVironment
which sharpen the factors of distress. Noxious agents, including polluted all and
water, and certainly radiation, are looming around th icr with the ahem of
extensive industrialization and mechanization. Opportunities o counteract these
strains through iecreation must therefore be made available.

Recreation, an Aspect of Education

Leisure pursuits can' supplement education, thus promoting integration of the
people into the economic and social development of the nation. Ways ;gust be
found of coordinating the work of school teachers and the youth leak?
organize leisure pursuits, and also of enlisting the support of parents. Tht

wl
he

problem of organizing leisure pursuits must be born in mind.

Although leisure pursuits have to be properly organized, it must not be
forgotten that here, more than anywhere, the individual' follows his free bent.
whatever type of organization is adopted, it must aim above all at developing
personal imerests. In this frame of mind, emphasis should be laid upon the
importance of associating the people themselves with the organization, planning,
and management of their leisure activities.

IRecreation, an Economic Factor

, Indonesia is rich, very rich, m its natural resources. From region to region
, there is a diversity of natural and cultural assets. If well developed and managed,

they an attract more outdoor recreation seekers as well as incoming touosts,
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and these bring about beneficial effects, for outdoor recreation and tourism can

play an important part in the economic life of the country. The number Of
outdoor recreation seekers and incoming tourists is growing, and consequently

there is generated a huge demand for foods and services. Satisfying this demand

is big 15usiness,pd it is getting bigger.

The bulk of recreation and tourist expenditures go for food, lodging, transp r-

tation, and other necessities. These expenditures are made in three general zon

in the home cammunity, en route, and at the recreation or tourist sites. Thu

the expenditures of recreation seekers and tourists are a significant element in thr
economic life of the community. But this is not all, for as the volume of recreation

and tourism expands, it may bring about 1.'itional capital investment, which

enlarges the scope of the community's economic activities. Even a brief overview

of tl.e field indicates that consumer spending for outdoor recreation and travelling

is increasing, and that the power of the recreation rupiah or the tourist dollar is

very real.

Thus, while recreation is -and should be considered of that order of services

which must be provided for its benefit to the public without a dollar-and-cerits
accounting of immediate benefits, it does make sound fiscal sense. hi urban

areas, recreation often represents a wise economic use inland, increasing values
beyond original cost; in some underdeveloped areas, it may be a means of

economic rebirth, and thr&ighout the nation it provides a major market for

goods and services:The recreation and tourist industry is becoming a pnerator

and a catalyst of national economic growth and development, including creation

of new opportunities for employment.

Problems of Development

There is at present no focal point for coordination of recreation policy,

planning, programs, or management. Over-all responsibility for initiaeng and
guiding a national effort in recreation has never been explicitly assigned There

is little thought given to the over-all development of recreation througl out the

nation. Therefore, recreation should become a responsibility and function of
the government, which is concerned with the well beide, of its citizens and
because wholesome recreation contributes to that well being.

There are factors which tend to support the validity- of the role of government-

!I. Government alone has the financial resources to acquire. establish, improve,

and operate recreation facilities in adequate amounts to inecj the needs'

of the public.
0.,

2. Government is continuous and permanent. Services such as health. educa-

tion-,--and--reereation,which are basic to the well being of people, should

not be sporadically provided.

3. Government. because it representsand serves all of the people. is in the
best position to develop the bask policie :Ion which effective recreation

services must depend.
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dminion Misconceptions

Leisure is defined as "freedom or oppoitunity to do something specific or
implied," according to an early Oxford 'English Dictionary. But this conception
of free time has not always been stressed. In the minds of many people recreation
often means an opportunity to do nothing. That some idle away their spare
time is apparent to any observer, but leisure and idleness are not synonymous.
This misconception is already widespread' and influences the choice of leisure
pursuits so much that possibilities of change sometimes appear impossible to the
people, and even unwanted. This attitude towards recreation creates, a problem
of selecting, on the basis of value judgments, those leisure pursuits which are

\ desirable for individual° enjoyment and development. Thus, the problem of
Npreparation of. the people for leisure activities has to be taken into consideration;

Niet people have spare time, but few have learned how to use it wisely. The
averIgc person has not been educated to use his free time to the best of his own
advantaoe. Society has not sufficiently planned and organized the leisure resources
in order t provide adequate facilities for the masses.

Leadership

There is a lack of professional staff and lealers. This condition constitutes a
serious. problem. At the present time, there is no single institution yet which can
provide the needed professional leadership. To many people a big question
exists of why leadership should he needed in leisure activities. This question
implies that leadership in play and recreation may be a hindrance rather than a
help to the enjoyment of recreation seekers. However, even a cursory examina-
tion of the situation reveals that children do not know how to play well without
some training and direction, and .that adults may idle away or even misuse
leisure. time, sometimes simply because of lack of knowledge or motivation.
A certain amount of direction and control is inevitable. People are influenced
in choices and activities by custom and tradition, laws and regulations, suggestion
anfimitation, social prestige, and informal direction. Thus, the case of leadership
is a question not of leadership versus the abience of leadership, but rather of the
kind and quality of leadership which will be provided the key to the success of
a recreation program.

Organizing for Recreation: Recommendations

A Department of Recreation

Providing adequate recreational opportunities for Indonesians now and during
the next decades is a major challenge which will require investment of money,
resources, and work. Leadership, vision, and judgment will be needed to guide
this investment into the most efficient channels. The present uncoordinated
efforts cannot do the job. There must be a new department at the top govemmen-
ta: level to provide guidance and assistance to the other levels of government
and to the,prh/ate sector.
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The duties of the proposed department; nationwide in scope and ranging from'

the coordination of planning to the administration of financial and technical

assistance, could not be adequately carried out wi-in the framework of any

present efforts. The most effective location for the new department would be

-the- Directorate General of Sports and Youth, Ministry of Education and Culture.

The proposed department of recreation should be vested with the authority to

carry out the functions proposed for it,. and national recreational planning

responsibilities=should be transferred to it. The new department should be headed

by a director and should have a small, highly qualified planning and administrative

staff in Jakarta. Regional offices should be located so as to provide effeCtive

assistance to other governmental and regional agencies.

Central Government Policies and Programs

. These affect every phase of both community and outdoor recreation. The

recreation seeker benefits directly from hundreds of millions of acres of national

parks, national forests, and other public land and waters. Ile benefits from

recreation improvements at multi-purpose river basin developments constructed

-under the auspices of the central government. Ile benefits also from central

government programs for financial and technical assistance, such as watershed

protection, fish and wildlife habitat improvements, and forest management:-

Public recreation opportunities will be affected substantia'lly by national

agricultural programs. Urban renewal, highway and airport construction all will

bear upon the amount, kind, and quality of outdoor recreation available to the

public.

Programs

Important segments of parks, forests, and watersheds are now in danger of

being damaged by the using public. Improper usage and inadequate control
constithte a great threat to the future recreational values of these naturttl re-

sources.Natural forests have tremendous recreation potential, but management

practices arc ineffective and not sufficient to protect the forest, range, and

watershed values. Similarly, management and development of the nation's

rivers are inadequate, with the result that recreational possibilities for their use

are not only not being exploited, but in some cases are even being destroyed.

Therefore, the central government should consider multi -purpose, uses for its

programs. such as making more effective use of the national park system, devel-

oping the outdoor recreation potential of the national forests, and increasing

study and efforts to develop the recreation potential of public reseivoirs. One

of the principal functions of the department of recreation proposed, above

would be to foster such an approach.

The Key Role of Provincial Governments

In a national effort' to improve recreation opportunities, especially outdoor

recreation, provincial or regional governments should play a pivot role. They are

more advantageously situated than either local units or the central government
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to deal with many current recreation problems. Each region has the necessary
experience to adapt programs to meet varying conditions and the particular
needs of its- citiiens.

Recreation for M t ropolitan Areas

Throughout the country, as the population density has increased, so has
concern for outdoor recreation and ,pass amusement in the big cities. Local
government has an important responsibility for providing outdoor, community
recreation, and mass amusements. Almost every community has suitable resour-
ces : places where nature has not been disturbed, where grass, trees, and bushes
grow, and where people can walk, play or picnic. However, many of. these
features are giving way to houing subdivisions, industrial plants, highways,
airports, or shopping centers. It is ktherefore strongly recommended that parks,
playgrounds,- sport fields and other facilities for outdoor recreation should be
an integral element of local land use and city planning.

Leaderihip Thaining

Recognizing the fundamental importance of training programs for professional
staff who will take responsibility for preparing and organizing the leisure.acli-
vitics of the people, it is recommended that the central government provide
the requisite means for such training programs. International and other resources
should be explored for possibilities of support in this connection.

It is further recommended that the Directorate General of Sports and Youth
take more definitive steps to accelerate the preparation of leaders in recreation
and other professional staff personnel. The most effective location for the
preparation of these leaders. is at the Colleges of Physical Education and Sports
(Sekolah Tinggi Olahraga). Their various programs in sports and resource manage-
ment, their" general orientation, and the recreation experiences these institutions
supply make this the logical choice.

Research

A systematic and continuing program of research is needed to provide the
basis for wise decisions and sound management. Background data are needed to
establish information on past and developing trends. Periodic inventories of the
nation's recreational resources and surveys of participation in major recreational
activities should be made to determine:.changing conditions and to provide
the facts needed for sound planning. The need for current basic statistical
information is also fundamental. This constitutes a framework upon which
continuing research can build.
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APPROACHES TO A MASS PHYSICAL FITNESS

PROGRAM IN INDONESIA.

HASNAN SAID
Director

Institute for Physical Fitness and Research

Directorate General of Sports and Youth

The PhysicalFitness Movement

It is well known that people throughout most of .the Indonesian archipe-

lago are still far from an underStanding that regular physical exercise is essential

for optimal functioning and health. Therefore, from this point of view a new

way of living must be created, demonstrating the need for physical fitness in

everyday life.

The physical fitness approach in qur country dates back to March, 1971,

when the Directorate General of Sports and Youth of the Ministry of Education

and Culture held a symposium with the aim of encouraging the development and

expansion- of educationally sound programs in the field of physical training and

.active recreation, especially the development of motivation and good habits

early in life.

On the basis of this symposium, the Directorate General of Sports and Youth

has designed a program to improve the physical fitness of the individual.

The illustration which follows is a schematic presentation of the many

Widespread factors which play a prominent role in a person's physical fitness or

performance capacity. Strong programs in sports, physical
education, health and

recreation should be stressed as a foundation in order to achieve top results (see

pyramidal figure). Jt should ,be kept in mind that so-called physical fitness

actually comprises:

static fitness

dynamic fitness

motor skill fitness

mental fitness

social fitness.

Furthermore, it is evident that there are other factors which may influence

the state of fitness : e.g., natural ability, economic situation, cultural and social

patterns ofliving, the state of nutrition, age and sex, etc.

If optimal health and physical fitness are achieved so
that,people, may carry

out their daily
work-effectively, we will have fulfilled our aim to make everyone

in our community physically, mentally and socially fit for the sake of national

development.
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Physical Fitt:less Week

Physical ;Fitness Week is being encouraged by the Directorate General of
Sports and Youth with the aim of stimulating interest in physical fitness through-
out the country. Thus, in April, of 1972 the Directorate General authorized the
formation of a national committee to conduct an annual Physical Fitness Week,
officially designated as August 8-15. This is considered an auspicious time of
year, since the celebration of our Independence Day on August 17th attracts
wide community interest in many aspects of national life.

The goals and objectives of Physical Fitness Week may be summarized as

a. To conduct an intensive fitness drive at the national level.

b. Tw develo0 -an untlerstanding of the value of health and physical fitness
as it relates to optimal groWth and development of the body and mind.

c. To encourage awareness that energetic and productive citizens can make
a significant-contribution to the quality of our national life.

With these goals and objectives in mind, the Directorate General has developed
a set of instructions for practical application. All provinces are free to adapt
these instructions, but it is most important that the population as a whole parti-
cipate in sports activities to a greater extent than usual during Physical Fitness
Week. The value of Physical Fitness Week does not lie improved performance;
rather, it serves as a first step towards a new motivation to incorporate sports
into community life. We hope that by means of this policy sports, physical
education, health and recreation will receive more attention and participation
not only in large cities, but in small towns and rural communities as well.

An important result of Physical Fitness Week is that significant statistical data
from different provinces can be accumulated (see Table I).

Some conclusions can be drawn from this data concerning :

I. The ability of the community to take part in different kinds of activities,
such as:

physical fitness test and sports skill test;

aerobic test;

competitive games;

recreational activities;

other events such as walking, badminton tournaments,
cross country races, etc.

2. Good habits and motivation must be developed among children and
youth in general concerning the principles of training and active recreation.
More time should be devoted to physical education in the school curricu-
lum.
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. .

3. Formal organizations such as sport clubs and athletic associations should be

widespread throughout the country. Spoils activities should'also appear to
an ever greater extent within other institutions and organizations such as
schools, factories, the military, etc. Special attention must also be given to

the recreational,forms and competitive Playof children.

It should be noted ;that dup to the recent formulation of the Physical Fitness
Week idea, directives concerning its program are still being developed.

Regarding health and pltysic 1 conditioning, a system should be developed to
provide adequate guidance for ports activities, as well as directions for research.
Attention must also be called to new suggestions concerning the promotion of
good health practices.

The Physical Fitness Test

At "present, we are aware of the need for standardized physical fitness and
sport skills tests typical for the Indonesian people, and considerable effort has
been made along these lines. With such standardized tests it becomes possible to
determine objectively whether physical training programs and instruction in
physical educationhave been effective.

From mid -1970 up to the beginning of 1973, 13,074 samples from nine
provinces have been accumulated by the Physical Fitness Research Institufe of the
Directorate General of Sports and Youth concerning physical fitness tests. For
practical reasons we have utilized the physical performance test of the Asian
Committee for Standardization of Physical Fitness Tests.

It is quite evident that most fitness tests include evaluation of flexibility,
skill, strength, etc., and the following test items of the Asian Physical Performance

Test give an overall picture of what is involved:

I. 50 meter sprint

2. standing long jump

3. distance run (male): 1,000 meters

(female): 800 meters

4. grip strength

5. pull-ups/flexed arm hang

6. shuttle run

7. 30sccondsit-ups

8. forward flexion of trunk.

In our study, the subject has to perform seven test items only, due to the lack of
hand dynamometers to measure grip strength.

This research to date involves 8,3,22 males and 4,749 females aged 13 to 19

from different secondary schoOls inindonesia (see Table 11).
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It is understood that studies ofiltness are useful:

- I. In order to obtain information about the erformance capacity of the
people.

2. In order to develop standardized phy,sical fitness tests, though the test
procedure is prominently based on/p6dagogic and psychological consider-
ations with adaptation to local fa)tities.

3. As an aid to the physical educator and coach to stimulate the interest of
athletes and'youth in their training.

We-know there are sources)7f error in this experiment in trying to measure
the degree of fitness with the Asian Performance Test Battery. Many factors are
involved in performance capacity, we know that the degree of fitness varies not
only with age, but also >within the same age group. However, the results of the
test do .give some idea 'of the physical capacity of our youth. Obviously, the
table values are only .approximations. From a pedagogic and psychological view-
point, the wider read use of the Asian Performance, Test Battery in physical
education can b justified.

The indiv) ual tested is usually interested in-knowing the results he obtains.
Moreoveryif a certain degree of fitness is reached by the individual, he receives a
certificate to that effect. This is a factor of great importance for stimulating
youn -individuals to regular physical activity, and such activity will in the long

run tfectively improve their degree of fitness. It is also a matter of course that
p9 sonal interaction with teachers, friends, etc. plays a significant role in
motivational patterns.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL' ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
SPORTS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF

INDONESIA'S NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SEE, SWANPO

Vice President, Indonesian Coordinating Body
for Physical Education, Health and Recreation

Advisor to the Director General of Sports and Youth
Ministry of Educatioriand Culture.

With the rapid development of technology and the sciences, human life has
become increasingly exposed to soda!, Lu lanai, physical and environmental
changes. Successful adaptation of human life to these changes requires a high

priority on education, however, the implementation of education to meet
human needs in a changing society involves many problems. This applies in
particular to the modernization of those societies where strong traditional
cultures are still in existence and which are composed of people with strong
tribal, clan and family loyalties.

Although every developing country has its own specific difficulties, broad
problems generally involve such elements as traditional, cultural and social
barriers. Differences of religion, ethnic group, language, customs, and economic
and political interests may became obstacles to national integration and, hence,

to national development.
Education, although considered a slow process, is recognized as an important

agent of social change. it is not the purpose of education to destroy traditional
mores, but rather to transform them into broader social group functions which
are better adjusted to a new, modern environment. Physical education and
sports activities, if carefully planned, can serve the purposes of education in
bringing about desired social change and fostering national integration.

This presentation will attempt to explain how physical education and sports
have been utilized in the coursgirof Indonesia's development struggles, with
special reference to the social and political purposes which they served.

National Aspects

Since the Proclamation of Independence in 1945, physical education and
sports in Indonesia have occupied an important place in the community and
national life of the people. However, the ebb and flow of physical education and
sports activities have been strongly influenced by varying government policies.

During the struggle for independence, physical education and sports programs
were aimed primarily at cieatiag a militant youth with a nationalistic spirit to
defend Indonesia's Proclamation of Independence. Physical education and sports

were considered by the government as capable of supporting the political
struggle through disciplined training of the masses. They were further regarde4

as vehicles through which national unity and national integration might be
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strengthened. This theory led to initiation of the National Sportsweek, estab-
lished by the Indonesian government together with existing sports organizations.
This National Sportsweek the first held in Surakarta in 1947, since held once
every two and later once every four years- has always been a big event for the
Indonesian people.- It offers an opportunity for different social, ethnic, cultural,
religious and-political groups of the population to meet, together for purposes of
social, cultural-and political cohesion in a common sphere of sports competition.

When the Dutch recognized Indonesia as an independent and sovereign
republic in 1949 the university students, at that time viewed as educated Indo-
nesians urgently needed for future leadership positions in the nation, were
divided into two main political groups. a group of fanatic nationalists and a group
of moderates. Within these two groups there existed widely varying ethnic,
relightus. cultural, social and political subgroups.

For the pifrpose of uniting the students, a national University Students
Sportsweek was\initiated and held in Jogyakarta in 1950. This Student Sports-
week allowed university students to meet together. both formally and infor-
mally, to discuss common problems and interests and to communicate. Since
then the University Students Sportsweek has been held ever) two years, offering
an opportunity for- face-to-face communication as well as social and cultural in-
tegration.

During the government of the late President Soekarno, when power polities
were a key interest, physical education and sports were regardei. as highly
valuable iools Foy underlining both domestic and international government
policies. This period was characterized by an extremely large government budget
for physical education and sports. including establishment of a Ministry of
Sports and construction of the modern Asian Gaines Sport Complex in Jakarta.

The first Five Year Development Plan (1969.1973) of the government of
President Soeharto has .oncentrated on economic, industrial and agricultural
development of -the country. Physical education and sports hate been considered
to be of little value in economic development, and hence in national develop-
ment. Ibis policy resulted in dissolution of the Ministry of Sports and a drastic
reduction in the government budget allotted to physical education and sports,
including lowest priority in consideration for technical assistance and aid from
abroad. Noteworthy exceptions to this general policy have been the National
Sportsweek and the University Students Sportsweek, which still receive support
from the government. Inasmuch as physical education and sports have occupied,
an important place in community and national life in Indonesia and have won
enthusiastic popular support from all sectors of the society, it is difficult for the
government to discontinue these traditional sports events.

Recently there have been indications of a growing interest among Indonesian
leaders concerning the possible significance of physical education and sports with-

' in a national development context. This has been characterized in part by the
establishment of the Indonesian Coordinating Body for Physical Education,
Health and Recreation, which is supported by both governmental and non-
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governmental nation-wide institutions and organizations. A further indication
of interest Was been -the government .support for this Sixteenth International
Congress of the ICIWER, including the participation of the Vice President and

prominent ministers of the Republic of Indonesia in the Congress. It is expected
that the government hudget for ph anal education and sports programs-will

be increased in the next Five Year Development Plan (1974-1978), which would

further confirm a growing trend in this direction.

International Aspects .

In 1947 when most Asian nations were struggling for independence, Indonesia

was one of the countries which supported the idea,ofholding sports competi-
tions among the Asian nations, proposed at the lq

W
ence on Asian Relations

held in New Delhi that year. The proposal was al.: epted- the Conference,

with the aim of strengthening national independence movements against colonial

rulers in Asia at that time. As a result, the First Asian Games were realized in
New Delhi in 1951. The Fourth Asimitames were held in in 1962, and
entailed political issues when the Indonesian government refused to grant visas to
the teams from Israel and Taiwan. This decision)lindicated very clearly that the

PresidentPresunt Soekarno intended to use sports as a political tool in the forging of

international policies.

. Following this political interference during the Fourth Asian Games, and for
purposes of strengthening his political strategies at the international level,the
late President Soekarno initiated the Games octhe New Emerging Forces
.(GAI.IEfp) in Jakarta in 1963. It was declarcd that the GANEFO-proposed to
strengthen all nations of the world which considered themselves anti-imperialists.

Indonesia, also planned to initiate a Conference of the, New Emerging-Foices,,

membership to consist mostly of nations which participated in the CANEFO:
i.e., the major Asian and African countries and a few European countries. This

Conference was to proposetestablishment of a world federation of the nations

which considered themselves anti:imperialists, with-the aim of creating a "Third,

World" force to balance the world super pavers which dominated the United

Nations organization. ,
. .

Due to the political developments in Asia and Africa, especialOhe strategic
change in national development policies of the government of Wesident Soeharto,

the Conference of the New Emerging Forces and the proposed World Federation

of the New Emerging Forces were -never realized, and the Games of the New
,

Emerging Forces were discontinued. 1...

Concluding Remarks

It is not intended here to pass judgment on the ways in which physical
education and sporti have been used to further sociri and political ends in

Indonesia. The fact [remains that, historically, physical education and sports

have-played a promi ent role- in the development of the Indonesian nation. The

implication is that (physical education and sports could make a substantial
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contribution to future developmental goals, provided use is made of their poten-
tial applications to such areas as social integration, community development,
education, etc.

The fact that physi,:al edtkatioii and sports activities hate elicit,:d keen inter-
est and stipport, from all sectors of the Indonesian population f.utting afioss
economic, ctliniC, social, and other barriers sumests thy may have widespread
practical uses ai the ';giass roots" level for both short and long range defelop-
mental programs Furthermore., they could prove highly supportne of other
long range development programs in such areas as economks, health, educa-
tion, manpower development, etc.

Finally, it could be a- fatal mistake to concentrate national devzlopment on
the macroscopic level only in terms of gross national product, meragc inf.ome,
literacy statistics, birth noes, etc. Indispensable as such considerations are,

-EiilifiTliiTeckon with the microscopic, aspects in terms pf the quality and
nature of daily life for the masses of individual people at the bottom of the
economic heap- -could result in a dangerous undermining of the very founda-
tion upon IA hia all development programs rest the people themselves. -
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION AND
OUTDOOR RECREATION IN JAPAN

SHINSHIRO EBASHI

Professor
School of Education

University of Iblcyo

. Outdoor education and outdoor recreation are rather newly growing fields

in Japan. Outdoor education is not a subject matter, but a method of education;

that is, it utilizes the natural environment for educational purposes. The objec-

tives of outdoor education are ts follows :

1. Understanding and appreciation of nature;

2. Conservation of the natural environment as our41teritage;

3. Acquiring outing activities skills; and,

4. Fcistering a democratic way of living through organized group

living in the natural environments

Outdoor Education

Outdoor education was developed after the Sports Promotion l_zw was

promulgated in 1963. The Ministry of Education'began subsidies for the estab-

lishment of outdoor education centers in 1968, as shown in Table 1.
4

TABLE I.

SUBSIDIES FOR OUTDOOR EDUCATION CENTERS

Year Amount
(in thousand yen)

!lumber of
Cfmters

1968 20,000 I

1969 78,050 4

1970 60,000 3

1971 60,000 3

1972 60,000 3

Though the subsidies are not large, they stimulate the establishment of such

centers throughout Japan.

Tne following are outdoor education centers in Japan (Projection of color

5lides);
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1. Osaka Prefectural Outing Activities Center for Youth;

2. Nara Prefectural Outing Activities Center;

3. Nagasaki Prefectural Outing Activities Center;

4. Shiga Prefectural,Outing Activities Center;

5. Kanagawa Prefectural Outdoor Education Center.

Most of these centers have a central administration building which has office-
rooms, dining room, meeting rooms, boarding rooms, etc. and cabins or lodges,
camping, sites, gymnasium, swimming pool, sports field, etc. Every center is
trying' for utilization throughout the year. An example is given of the number
of users in Kanagawa Prefectural Outdoor Education Center, as shown in Table
IL

TABLE II.

NUMBER OF USERS IN KANAGAWA PREFECTURAL OUTDOOR EDUCATION CENTER

(JULY 1972 MARCH 1973)

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT'. NOV. DEC. JAN: FEB. MAR. TOTAL

F,
,ci
aco

Senior High 527 794 936 1300 199 252 89, 4,097

Junior High 2138 3791 513 354 259 49 139 7,243

Others 166 9 26 201

TOTAL 2665 4585 161$: 1663 458 278 49 228 11,541

F.

g

Youth Org., 463 160 12 22 97 305 1,059

Sponsored Act. 32 41 47 65 185

Others 318 139 993 222 119 252 2.043

TOTAL 318 463 299 1037 285 97 166 305 317 - 3,287

GRAND TOTAL 2983 5048 1914 2700 743 375 215 '05 545 14,828

Outdoor Recreation

Because of fast industrialization, urbanization, improvement of the transpor-
tation system and increases in leisure time, outdoor recreation is a growing
field in Japan. Various government agencies are trying to provide recreation
areas and facilities for this great need. Related government agencies for out-
door recreation arc shown in Table III.

Theoretically, outdoor recreation areas and facilities should be provided
systematically in relation to available leisure time and the distance from one's
life zone, as shown in Table IV. However, because of lack of inter-departmen-
tal communication, areas and facilities are not developed and organized enough
to meet great demands.

The following outdoor recreation areas are examples (projection of color
slides) :,

.005
1. Aichi Prefectural Sports Park for Youth;

2. Yatnanashi Prefectural Park, "Kingdom of Children";
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TAKE IV.

OUTDOOR RECREATION AREA SYSTEM

PLACE

ME DAILY LIFE AREA MIDDLE DISTANCE AREA LONG Durum AREA

WEEKDAY

&word
tielatiboehood Pak

Barka Gsidat
Lai'
Ccoraramity Park

Skies Coarse
Qty Pot
Sports Pork

(WM( Road

-

WEEKEND

Permanent Course
for Orienteering

PrefeCtural Forest
Youth Hate/
Prefectural Outdoor

Education Cehter
Nature House for Boys
Prefectural Youth

Center
Prefectural Nature

Park

VACATION

. National Youth Hostel
Nadonal Youth Center
Node al Holiday

Mac
National Tokaido Trail
National Ski And
National Forest
Quad National lark
National Park.
National Sea Park

3. Salta= Prefectural "Ageo Aquatic Park" (swimming complex whicli has

two 100 x 50' m. swimming pools, waving pool, water slider, children's
pool, 300 m. streaming pbol and 25 in. indoor swimming pool).

The numbers of users of Aichi Prefectural Sports Park for Youth are shown

in Tables V-A and V-B. Roughly speaking, about sixty percent of the total
number of users come here on weekends, and there are relatively fewer users
from December to February. From the viewpoint of efficient use of facilities,

it is very important to find ways to increase ;users during weekdays-and the
three months mentioned ,above. However, it may be noted that there was a great
increase of users from 1971 to 1972.

The numbers of users of Ageo Aquatic Park are shown in Table VI. Number
of users per day averages 9,318 for the outdoor swimming pool, 120 for the
indoor swimming pool and 1,245. for the outdoor ice skating rinks. Swimming
during summer is the most popular sport, ice skating is less popular since it
requires special equipment and basic skill.
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TABLE V-A.

NUMBERS OF USERS OF AICH1 PREFECTURAL SPORTS PARK FOR YOUTH (1971),

Saturday % Sunday %66a1

158,660 12,841 8.1 96,354 48.1
May- 25,428 8.3 149,215 48.9
June 86,487 6,665 7.7 31,939 36.9

July 55,209, 9,916 18.0 22,522 40.8
August 75,499 9,222 12.2 32,232 42.7
September 131,534 , 10,750 8.2 37,660 28.6
October 267,885 15,176 5.7 166,300 62.1

November 255,685 12,628 4.9 113,654 43.5
December 51,300 6,667 13.0 30,703 59.9

'January . 99,298 9,323 9.4 51,384 51.7
February 54,432 7,770 14.3 22,664 41.6
March 173,392 13,970 8.1 86,712 50.0

TOTAL 1,713,710 140,356 8.2 841,339 49.1

TABLE V-B.

NUMBERS OF USERS OF AICHI PREFECTURAL SPORTS PARK FOR YOUTH (1972)

Total Saturday % Sunday %
April 291,546 52,131 17.8 189,886 65.1.
May 284,909 22,355 7.8 123,784 43.5
June 139,595 14,175 10.2 81,467 58.4
July 192,388 23,791 12.9 119,060 61.9
August 302,080 38,009 12.6 121,897 40.4
September 202,986 34,732 17.1 122,144 60.2
October 281,927 22,098' 7.8 133,319 47.3
November 236,696 18,408 '7.8 107,505 45.4
December 64,456 5,902 9:2 38,692 60.0
January 115,343 9,975 8.6 66,348 57.5
February 106,067 12,174 11.5 58,363 55.0
March 194,785 16,667 8.6 101,833 523
TOTAL 2,412,778 270,417 11.2 1,264,300 52.4
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THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION'

PROGRAMME IN SINGAPORE

A. BAKAR AHMAD

Assistant Specialist
Inspector of Physical Education

Ministry of Education

My= talk brings to you no more than a Singapore outlook on physical educa-

tion in the elementary schools.
First let me briefly outline the policy and `system of education in Singapore.

Education in Singapore seeks to develop to the fullest extent the potentiali-,

ties of the individual as well as to ensure the collective welfare of the society., In
particular it aims, to instil a love of freedom, truth and justice, respect' for
fundamental human rights, acceptance of the democratic way of life and appre-
ciation of racial and religious tolerance. It seeks to inculcate habits and attitudes
leading to the development of adaptability, creativity, social responsibility and

`Ikal..y to the Republic. It endeavours to provide the knowledge and skills

necessary for the economic development of the country.

The government provides education in four official languageSMalay, Chinese,
Tamil and Englishto all regardless of race, language, religion, sex or socio-
economic background. Parents are free to choose the language to be used as the

medium of instruction for their children's education.

The government aims to provide at least ten years of education to every
child from the age of six. Primary education is free for children of Singapore

citizens between the ages of six and fourteen.

Bilingualism is emphasized and integration of schools pursued as part of the
governMent's efforts to build a cohesive multi-racial society. Every student is
required to study a second official language and greater use is being made of
the second language for the teaching of certain subjects. Every new government
school is integrated to enable studenis and teachers of two or more language

streams to work in one building under one administration and to participate
jointly in extra-curricular activities.

Curricula at the primary level have been designed to provide a balanced
education. Health education has also been included in the curriculum as a new
component in the integrated school health .programmes. Wider participation in

extra-curricular activities is encouraged to provide all around development.

The main objective now is to improve the quality of education at all levels.

Physical education is one of the most rapidly developing curricular areas in

the elementary school programme. The need for providing learning experiences
in physical education to children has become universally recognized and signi-
ficant changesare taking place in the content and teaching strategies of this field
of study. &revision of the Physical Education Syllabus in Elementary Schools in
Singapore which began in 1970 is expected to be completed by this year. The new
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curriculum, covering the first six years of formal education, is being imple-
mented in stages and will be fully adopted by 1975. The main purpose of the
revision is to engage the child more actively in the process of learning, taking
into account his particular interests and development characteristics.

The aims of the new Physical Education Syllabus for Elementary Schools in
Singapore are :

-4-
To develop basic movement fundamentals;

To develop hand-eye coordination;

To cater to the desire for constant physical activity and
to encourage the groV.ih process of the child;

To satisfy the imagination, curiosity, dramatic and creative
interests of the child through movement and basic skill situations;

-= To assist in the development of basic manipulative skills
through experimental and guided use of different types of small
and large apparatus.

In Elementary I & I!,.one and one-half hours of physical education are done
per -week, while in Elementary III, IV, V & VI, one and one-fifth hours per
week are utilized.

The government has decided to gradually increase the use of the second
language as the medium of instruction in physical education; e.g., in English
medium schools, physical education is taught in either Malay, Chinese or Tamil,
and vice versa.

The Extra Curricular Activities Centre of the Ministry of Education is the
focal centre for physical education, music, and uniformed youth organizations.
Eictra-curricular activities through physidal education, music, uniformed youth
organizations and societies are promoted in our schools to provide an all around
education. These activities aim at providing a sense of competition, together-
ness, loyalty and ruggeflness as well as imparting useful skills. They also play an.
important part in the integration of the different language streams of education.

Students are encouraged to participate actively in extra-curricular activitiest
A full programme of sports (track and field), swimming and games is planned by
the two sports councils, namely the Secondary Schools' Sports Council and the
Primary Schools' Sports Council, the latter being responsible for the running of
the Elementary School Games Activities. These activities are organized on an
inter-school and interdistrict basis involving 40 elementary schools all over
the island. In addition, schools have their own sports and games programmes.

Physical education activities in elementary schools include gymnastics, track
and field, swimming and games such as sepak takraw, soccer, softball, badmin-
ton, hockey, mini-basketball, table tennis and volleyball.

As one phase of evaluating the physical education programme, fitness testing
was first introduced in May, 1967. This scheme coincidentally answered the
call.to build a rugged Singapore. The Ministry of Education has adopted a test
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battery of five items, viz, standing broad jump, shuttle run, burpees, pull-ups
(flexed arm' hang for girls), and sit-ups to measure the various components of
fitness. Norms, were established for each of the test items, based on samplings of

performances of boys and girls in Singapore.

Continual testing of physical fitness in schools indicates the Ministry of
Education's interest in establishing a scientific method of measuring the physical

fitness of boys and girls. Such a project also helps teachers to identify physically
underdeveloped pupils and it certainly can be useful for planning improved
physical education programmes. The physical' fitness tests show that there has

been an all around improvement, though not striking. Much still has to be done

to raise the level of physical performance of Singapore boys and girli to yet
higher levels. Teachers must realize that the Physical Fitness Test is only a test

and not a means of attaining physical fitness. Physical education irogrammes
must be adapted to suit individual needs. Presently the high cost of living may

in a way prevent the average pupil from getting good nutrition, which coupled

with gdod health standards, undoubtedly affects the fitness results.
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THE NEW ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN 'SWITZERLAND

FRITZ PIETH

Director
Institute of Physical Education

University of Basle

- -Today, on August 1, Switzerland is celebrating the day in memory of its
foundation 700 years ago. On this occasion it is a pleasure for me to report on a
positive development of sports for youth in my country.

Inipast centuries Switzerland has brought youth important contributions to
the development of the educational system. Names like Pestalozzi and Rousseau
artsknown throughout the world. The federal system with its twenty -five very

autonomous Kantone has allowed the carrying out of different educational
expieriments,especially,in the last century. In earlier times most initiative came
from the private sector.

'1
, "In our times,-the educational)ystem can no longer exist without state help.
Thisin tum has had its result, in that the state has made.especially great endea-
vors to promote modern physical education.

Naturally, the importance of physical education was seen already in 1874.
Physical education was already supported at that time, but only for male youth.
The reason for this was that physical educationwas used primarily as a means of
preparing soldiers.

Since the realization of these programs was very difficult in the Kantone, the
federal government had to take stronger steps in 1907. School physical education
became compulsory for boys. At the same time a voluntary organization was
founded to prepare young people better for military service(pre-instruction).
In this way physical education for boys was introduced in Swiss schools. Only
step by step did the more advanced Kantone also introduce physical education
for girls. However, until 1970 physical education remained compulsory only for
boys. Supervision was always carried out by the military department.

Since then, conditions have changed drastically. In ajime when the way of
life was becoming so dangerous for everybody, the military aspect of physical
education lost its importance. The Swiss people became highly conscious of this
and began to recognize the many other possibilities lying in sport. Sport, for
example, could counteract the general lack of movement and help in the pre-
vention of hypokinetic diseases of the circulatory system, nerves, posture, etc.
Sport was recognized as an appropriate way for young people to develop their
personalities as well as such qualities as joy in life, performance ability and
partnership. Finally, sport helped young people to use recreation facilities in a
satisfactory way.

In 1970, in a people's ballot, the federal government was urged to permanently
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offer a variety of possibilities for sports activities to young people and adults.
No country in Europewith the exception of the Democratic Republic of
Germanyhas such a paragraph in its constitutional law. Switzerland may well
serve as au example for the enactment of future laws in this area.

There are four ways in which the importance of sports should be realized in
the framework of the Swiss educational system.

I. Required School Physical Education

In all schools and at all levels, three hours of physical education are required
per week. This is also true for the girls, who are accorded the same rights as the
boys. The physical education instruction should be given by experts with
academic training. One of the biggest problems is that physical education also is
becoming required for the trade schools.

2. Voluntary Sport in Schools

Besides the required school physical education, there is a voluntary sport
program in the schools. This means offering all possible sport disciplines on a
specialized level. The pupil can choose the sport he wishes. The leadership
stays with the school, so that the educational influence is retained. This volun-
tary sport in schools is possible since the federal government gives financial aid for
personnel and organization.

3. "Jugend + Sport"

Finally, the male and female youth between 14 and 20 years of age are
encouraged to engage in sport through the action organization Jugend + Sport
(Youth and Sport), under the guidance of the Gymnastic and Sport School in
Magglingen (Suisse). All of this is voluntary. Through the offering of thirty-six
sport disciplines, and by means of thorough leadership training, everybody is
encouraged to engage in sport, including foreigners who are living in the country.

The government of Switzerland trains the leaders at Magglingen and pays
their salaries. There is also money given to organize the program. A large amount
of equipment, ranging from soccer balls to cross country skis, is available
without charge. Young people engaging in sport pay half price in trains and
busses and are insured against accidents, sickness, and liability, as well as receiving
a free medical examination.

4. Additional Projects

In order to reach its goals, the government has to do more. It helps to finance
sport facilities, of which the Gymnastic and Sport School in Magglingen (Suisse)
is cne example. With the help of the research institute at Magglingen, the field of
school physical education and its tasks should be scientifically examined.
Finally, the federal government is obliged to look for in-service training of
physical education teachers.
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In all of this, an important service for the youth of Switzerland is being
realized. The state has to provide a great deal of financing. The Swiss people
hope that this new way will bring health and happiness to future generations.



THE ROLE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT iN THAILAND

';'UNYA OM§OONS1LP

Vice Rector
college of Physkal Education'

Bangkok.

Thailand is a relatively small country in South East Asia. Its thirty-eight
million people live in an area of approximately 200,000 square miles. More 'than

'eighty perbent of the population live in the rdral area and they aremostlyfarm-
ers. (heir living conditions are wanting and standards are poor. A
marked difference mail be observed in the, urban area,especially in the Metropol-

itai:17BaiigkOk"-Thonburi.

. The:country has embarked upon an industrialization program for about two
decades. Great strides have been made in this direction With a few hundred
more industries springing up. A network of modern paved roads is being built
throughout...the country. Remote villages are henceforth macre more accessible.
A"-great deal of electrical power is being made available to meet the Upsurge in
demand. Many large irrigation dams have also lien constructed, thus water,
which is vitally needed for agriculture, is made more available.

Despite a treat deal of development in many areasincluding education and
medicineWhich is helping Thailand advance towards the realization of its
national development goals, living conditions in the rural areas are not sufficiently

improved.

' Much impact is made upon the .Thai people's thought by the works, zeal and
ideals set forth by the Pace Corps Volunteer movement which was initiated
under the late President John F. Kennedy of the U.S.A. The fire of idealism-is
kindled among the Thai youths, particularly college students. From the peace

corps volunteers' wojk they realize an opportunity for themselves to help work
for national development. 'Thdy seek out projects to help develop rural villages
in particular. During the summer the college boys and girls organize themselves
into large groups; raise their own funds mostly from benefaCtors' contributions;
procurethe necessary tools, equipment, materials, and technical skills; then set

. forth for preselepted remote villages to start work camps in order to help'
construct schools-, dig wells, build publicsanitary toilets, provide medical care,

. give schoolitistruction,fetc. to the villagers.

During their camping period which may last several weeks, recreation plays a

big role through both organization skills and recreational activities, which help
-not-only in building up and maintaining high morale among the campers but also

in establishing goad relations with the people in the village.

Health education also plays an important role in the rural development
activities:It helps the villagers to acceft the new facilities, new practices, and

new ways of life suddenly thrust upon them. The final success of the project
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may very well rest upon whether the.people are willing to accept the innovations
and truly incorporate them into their traditional ways of life.

A case study involving the Cojlege of Physical Education project may be used
as an illustration. In a recreation course, Camping/Management, which is required
of all- physical education majors, the instructors and students made a survey
of the needs of a remote village in Karnchanaburi. It was discovered that the
village perennially lacked water, not only for bathing but also for drinking. It was
.decided that a Well was urgently needed, as the dry summer was approaching

itrapidly. Tools and equipment were purchased, including cement 'casings, chlorine
powder, and a manual water pump. Help and advice were sought from the Sani-
tation Division of the Department of Public Health.

When the students set out for the village for their camping experience, the
water in the pondthe only water source in the areawas already only ankle
deep. The water was green and murky. A, few buffaloes were splashing in the
middle of the pond seeking relief from the heat. The children had not had a bath
for almost-a month.

As soon as the tents were set up, the village headman and some elderly local
people were asked to help in the selection of a suitable site to start digging a well.
When it was finally determined, earth digging with hand tools was immediately
begun by the.students at about 4 :00 p.m. The villagers joined in later in the
evening. By about 10:00 p.m., when weariness was manifest among the thirty-
strong labor force and some were starting to despair, the underground water
table was reached at a depth of about two meters. The water gushed up strongly
and efforts to dig deeper had to be abandoned.

Everyone- present was overjoyed and a big celebration was called. News of
the water discovery spread like wild Pre. Rows of people with buckets in their
hands poured out from the houses.

In the midst of the joy and excitement, however, a heated argum4nt erupted.
For as the cement casings were laid in place and properly cemented, the villagers
wanted to draw water for their long needed use immediately. An hour passed
before they were convinced that the water had to be treated with chlorine
first and they would have to wait a little while longer.

Another argument ensued later when the students started to put the lid on
the well and instalLthe ..lanual water pump. The villagers wanted no part of the
hand ,pump; they wanted to use a bucket and rope as a means to draw water
from the well, the only method they knew. A midnight lesson in health education
was in order. Two hours passed before the final point was reluctantly and skep-
tically won. Alas! It was already 1: 00 a.m., and time for every weary body to
take his much deserved rest.

It is evident from this experience that any successful rural development
program which is a part of the national development program calls for the right
kind ofleadership. Much too often the villagers sit on top of their own resources,
unable to use them for their own benefit. Leadership and organization skills are
called for. Success is taken too much for granted when one merely hands out
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something which is needed to the villagers. An effort must be made to make
them feel that they take an active part in the planning and work of the project,
from the :el), beginning to the end. They must be made to feel that they own it
by hart: working together. Health education is often vitally needed in the rural

development projects. Without it one can never be sure that the villageis

wet continue._ to practice what has been preached to them or whether they will

revert to their formerways of doing things. Finally, a health education folloW-up
is necessary to ensure a long lasting result. In this way, the national development

program can be successful.
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A NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE PROMOTION OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS

CARL A. TROESTER, Jr.

Secretary General, ICHPER
Executive Secretary, AAHPER

All countries need to continuously interpret the values of their programs of
physical education. Indeed, we have come to believe that the ability to interpret
physical education is a neLessary element of effective professional performance.'
While we recognize that actions speak louder than words, we also recognize the
words help make our action more significant.

At the same time, we recognize that reaching the public is never easy._ It is
especially difficult today in all countries because of the increasing competition
for communications time and space. Planning, as in all other nationalefforts,is
essential to the success of a full scale promotional program for physical education.

I would like to share an example of a promotional program in my country
and to tell you some of the planning that went into it and some of the resultsof
our efforts.

General Background

On admission that strong measures were needed to promote physical education,
it was decided that our limited Association funds could best be used for an
intensive one-year project. After that AAHPER would continue the program
with regular staff and greatly accelerated state and local implementation.

The Physical Education Public Information (PEPI) project was initiated in
September 1971 and a steering committee was constituted. Because practically
no funds were available for the kind of national program envisioned, and because
we thought it imperative that effects of the program be felt immediately in
local communities, the project was built around a corps of 700 member volun-
teers (called PEPI coordinators) located primarily in the largest television

viewing areas (ADI markets) and in all states.

Available funding was used for a national project director, Dr. Fay R. Biles
of Kent State University, who worked with coordinators and served as national
spokeswornanefor the project.

PEPI coordinators were identified and through regional conferences conducted
by the director were trained in public relations techniqueshow to identify and
approach newspaper and magazine editors and radio and television personnel for
publicity coverage; how toset public service time.

In addition, the director attended state and district AAHPER conventions to
assist with workshops and the initiation of PEPI activities. In conjunction with
these trips she appeared on scores of local television and radio talk programs
arranged by coordinators and later several times on national television.
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Major addresses were given on the new concepts in physical education at
national, conventions of school administrators,. the National Congress of Parents

and Teachers, to the public relations directors of the 'major league baseball

clubs, and others.

The- President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports cooperated with the
project and provided materialsa public service ad for newspapers and magazines,

a television spot promoting physical education, copies of which were sent to
coordinators for delivery' to local media.

Goals

Our main goal was to increase public understanding of the contributions of
physical education and physical activity to children and youth. We wanted by
every possible means to inform school officials, teachers, parents, and the general
public about what is known as the "new" physical education. This means at the
elmentary level, less emphasis on team sports and more on "movement educa
tmeto help every child master basic skills in coordination and physical activities.
At the secondary level, encouraging youngsters to develop skills.in recreation
(as distinguished from purely competitive) sports which can be pursued through-
out their lives.

We defined physical education precisely as instruction in movementteach-
ing an individual to master goals which lead to using his or her body efficiently,
aesthetically, and skillfullyas in the performance of particular sports skills.

We defined a comprehensive physical education program as including (1) pro-
vision for instruction of all children, including those with handicapping condi-
tions, front the time of entry into school, and also (2) provision for voluntary
performance and practice through intramurals, interscholastics, play days,
contests, meets, dance demonstrations, etc.

And we pointed out that physical education is almost unique among other
school courses for provision of a "laboratory of learning" which involves players
and performers and often students with other special interests such as band
members, photographers, reporters, timers and gatekeepers, art studenti, etc.

.Our secondar!, goals were stated:

(1) To help members become better interpreters of their own profession.
(2) To identify and collaborate with friends and fpotential friends of the

profession on common goals.

(3) To improve conimnnication within the network of national, state, district
and local organizatiOns of HPER with regard to public relations of the
profession.

(4) To plan within the network to avoid duplication of effort, to increase
awareness of quality programs of physical education and to use and expand
creative endeavors of individual members of the profession.
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Volunteers

While Dr. Biles, director of the project, took the story to the general public,
getting promotional materials to local media became the responsibility of the
Agolunteer physical educators. These volunteers, called' PEP! (public information)
Coordinators, were recruited from among AAHPER memberspy personal and
telephone contact, stories in the AAHPER Journal of Health' Physical Education.
Recreation and in the AAHPER Update.

It is the responsibility of State PC's to coordinate and organize activity in
each state. Local coordinators delivered public service television spots to
stations, delivered feature articles to local newspapers and arranged radio and
television talk shows focusing on the values of physical education. At five
regional workshops held in the first year, the PC's were taught how to identify
and enlist the aid of publicity outlets and how to conduct other activities in
support of physical education.

At the end of the first year, a group of about a dozen outstanding spokesmen
for physical education were named. These PEPI Action Consultants are available
to help with local, state and regional public relations workshops and other
PEPI activities.

Materials

Brochure. A blue and white folder, printed on one side, explained, the
importance of informing "parents and everyone involved in the educational
system" how physical education helps contribute to "health, academic achieve-
ment, development of a positive self-concept, and social skills." it further de-
scrioed the role to be played by the volunteers and solicited their ideas and
involve ment. .

PEP! Notebook. Developed for the first year's five national workshops, the
notebook became the "bible" for local and state PCs. It contained information
on topics suggested for use on local radio and TV talk shows, ideas for news
features, tips on arranging interviews, answers to "Questions Most Commonly
Asked by Parents and the Public," and a bibliography of articles and publications
about public relations and physical education.

PEP! GRAM. A newsletter, the PEPIGRAM, is sent regularly to state and
local PC's to keep interest high and to provide information on what-others are
accomplishing. Materials to be "delivered" are included with each PEPIGRAM.
These include speciai feature articles, copy for radio spots, television spots,
public service ads to be placed with local and state periodicals, and similar
materials..

"Speak Out". A sixteenpage public relations guide for health and physical
educators, recreation leaders, and other AAHPER members, appeared in an
issue of the Journal of !kaki, . Physical Education Recreation. This lays out

'what we have to say, defines audiences we should speak to, and contains samples
of publicity, action ideas, and a checklist of ways to win community support.
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It makes the, point that part of being a professional in HPER (or in any other
profession) means accepting the responsibility for creating a clear understanding
of what it is you do and why. It points out that each member of the profession
has a responsibility for individual public relations.

"All the *Self There Is". The first PEPI film, "All the Self There Is," was
released in Summer 1973. (Internationally premiered at 1973 ICHPER Congress.)
It stresses the value of physical activity and sport in the development of self
concepts, and shows all ages from small children on to adults in various activities.
We- think of the film as a visual answer to "What is the New Physical Education?"

Parent Leaflet. A brochure explaining the new physical education has been
distributed through the PEPI network of members into all areas of our country.
Funding was provided by a business firm and some school systems have received
*mission to reprint at their own expense.

Results

We believe that: perhaps the greatest success of the project up to now is the
development of leadership among members. Many have come _to realize how
much they can do in the way of media contact. We speak of PEPI as a national
program, implemented locally and our members have been proud to be identified
with such a national program.

Physical educators have come to more realistic expectations about what
media coverage can accomplish. They realize that with limited time and money
there are also limits to results. However, the people who have been involved are
enthusiastic and have great zest for what the future can bring. The uninvolved,
as might be expected, tend to deprecate because they have not taken time to
analyze strides that have been made.

One of the, most gratifying outcomes has been the cooperation received from
other organizations, business firms, and governmental agencies. The President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports has assisted a great deal. One of our most
supportive suppliers of sports uniforms funded our first PEP! film. Another
nationally known firm underwrote the parent leaflet on the new physical
education and provided funds for a series of public service ads that we are
distributing this year through our PEPI network of volunteers. The National
Foundation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation has contributed to
the AAHPERPEPI program.

We believe that in two years we have been successful in many communities
in bringing support and attention to the need for improving programs. Members
are taking greater pride in their excellent physical education programs. Several
state governors have signed proclamations setting aside time for a physical educa-
tion day, week or month. One state is calling theirs Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation Week (Nebraska-1973).

The project has resulted in more favorable publicity on physical education
than AAHPER has achieved in all past years combined. We give great credit for
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this to the enthusiasm of our members and to the power of pers'On-toperson
contact that PEPI volunteers have made and to their ability to obtain continued
media coverage for our areas of education.

The following references illustrate helpful resources to assist in furthering
the. PEPI effort.

THE NEW PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Journal of Health- Physical Education. Recreation (JOHPER )

September 1971, p.24,U "The New Physical Education," eleven article? :

Independent Study Option
Student Choice of Independent Study Units
Self-Directed Learning
Goal-Centered Individualized Learning
An Elective Curriculum
The Quinmester Extended School Year Plan
Student-Designed Elective Course
Contingency Contracting
Individualized Approach to Learning
Performance Objectives
Revitalizing a County-Wide Program

October 1972, p. 16, "It's What's Happening," reports of new
courses and new approaches to physical education in our
colleges and universities eight articles :

Occupational Wograms Are the Future
An Experience in Contracting Physiology
To Appreciate Mountain Environment
AYH Goes to College
Music, Art, Theater, and Physical Education
Coeducational Mountaineeiing

. A More Useful Approach to Physical Education
. Organizing Large Ski Classes

About the Authors

February 1973, p.28, "Innovative Ideas in College Physical
Education," seven examples of adaptation and new developments
are described:

. Graceland College
. Manchester College
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. Plymouth State College

. U.S. Coast Guard Academy.
. Colorado State College
. North Carolina State University
. Brookdale Community College

'March 1973, p.20, "Adventure in Key Concepts : The Ohio Guide
Girls-Secondary'Physical. Education"; p.25, "Physical Education
and the Middle School Student."

May 1973, p.21,"The Whole Thing," report of the First National
Conference on Secondary School Physical Education.

September 1973, p.23, Special Feature, "The NOW Physical
Education."

Update ( AMIPER), Mai,1973, p.4, "Accent on Early Childhood."

Instructor, January 1973, "Physical Education '73." (See AAI1PER)
publications catalog, p.4.

ANNUAL REPORTS ON PEP! PROGRAM

Journal ofilealth -Physical Education Recreation (JOIIPER)

June 1972, p.10, "PEP1'S First Year."

June 1973, p.10, "PEPIGRAM # 9."

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Journal of health Physical Education Recreation (JOIIPER)

September 1971, p.53, "The Physical Education Public Information
Project."

October 1972, p.41, "Speak Out : A Public RelationsGuide for
Professionals in Recreation, Health, Physical Education,
Sports." (16 p. reprint available from AAHPER Publications-
Sales, S1.00 per copy, Stock No. 248-25406.)

May 1973, p.10, "PR for PE: A Ilew Student Seminar."

June 1973, p.51, "New Physical Education Summer Study Program."
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SPORTS FOR MEN

ARNOUD P. VRIENDS

President
Catholic Dutch Sport Federation

Breda, The Netherlands

When we are allowed to speak here about "Sports for Men," it seems necessary
to consider first why sport even exists. 01 should we accept sports for Tell only
because the Thenomenon of sport exists, or going further, should we accept
sport like it exists?

National development demands from sport that it belong in its way of
appearfum to the society in which we live here and now. Sport results from that

.society and, moreover, is a reaction to that very society as well. Sport has to
take into .account the evolutions in that society, and perhaps it will be able to
influence those evolutions. The efforts towards achievement of today's society
we see in sports in the form of the record, the method of organization, the
regulations, and the purpose.

However, in sports we also find a reaction to that society. Spoffi offer us the
(chance to be ourselves sportive, creative, playfully engaged. Sports may give us
highly desired reLognition and appreciation, which so many of us often have to
do without in today's society. Sports can represent a meaningful use of leisure
time for us. Sports can activate us physically, and sports can help to elevate our
national consciousness and national development. As such, sports are as much an
action for as a reaction against as much an effort towards achievement on
behalf of the individual for national development, as it is a resistance to the
efforts of economic achievement.

Sports are as much for the society as against the society. It depends on the
aims of those who give guidance and on the intention of the sportsmen on
which the accent will fall and in what way a compromise will be found. If
sport is to be of importance to national development, in which happiness and

the amts in life of people are central, then we must always pay attention to the
motives that influence the "why" and the "how" of sport. .

We will try_to consider this from several different angles. When we ask our-
selves why we take part in sport, ninny sportsmen won't have to think long
before saying rather quickly. "from free will, for pleasure." In whichever way
we want to analyze sport, it will always appear that the pleasurable moment in
sport is fundamental. Tl.e most important motive which moves the young man
to go in for sport is the fact that lie enjoys it. There will be a relationship
between his character, his4natnral ability, his nature and the sport he chooses.
This is the reason why there may be young men who will never arrive at free,
active practice of sport. They have no interest in it and seek their amusement in
other directions, such as deba ting clubs, nature research, music, art, etc.

From this the conclusion could be drawn that sport can only be done volun-
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tardy, because personal interest in sport is essential. "Compulsory sports' at
school or in another community will do little for the young man who has an
aversion to the subject in the first place. However, a person seldom loses his
fascination for playful engagement, playful achievement, or competition. This
pleasure is often of a temporary nature, but we see again and again that an
acquaintanceship through compulsory sport practice calls forth the desire to
continue sports as a free activity. The opportunities that compulsory sport
givek in offering a large number of varied activities gives the young man_the chance
to select an activity that appeals to him, according to his character anrhatural
ability. However, the seeking of relaxation as a basis for a life of activity,-the need
for an active occupation, and an amusement based on emotional dischargethe
delight in an utter physical effort and the stimulating satisfaction of sound
competitionare not the only pleasures of sport.

The character of man may be structured in such a way that he finds in sports
the best means to express himself. The young man who in the labour process
perishes in the mass of hundreds will feel himself indispensable in his place on
his sport team, and he may be able to reach a place in society by increasing his
achievements in sport that he would never have achieved otherwise. In addition,
the young man, lost like a number in the industrialized society, who joins a
sporting club will find friends with the same interests and the same objectives
for relaxation, attaining a common experience through sport iri an atmosphere
of friendly competition and play. The common experience in such team sport
leads to a willing acceptance of rules, which results from recognition of the
other- in this group effort. Team sport gives him a feeling of belonging and

*41,satisfies emotional tensions and needs which otherwise could lead to stress if
left unsatisfied or opposed.

The philosopher, Saint Thomas of Aquin, once said: "Working conforms to
existing." In this sense, sport as a human activity bears the seal of the person who
partakes of it, and that which is innermost in the person will find ifs expression
in sports. There are varieties in sports, just as there are varieties in sport behav-
iour, because every persdn makes his own choice. This freedom gives people the
opportunity to organize not only their lives, but also their society. What is in
man, lives in sport. The different characters of people result in differentpreferen-
ces for distinct branches of sport, conceptions of play, feelings for matches,
and variations of style and organization in sports. The importance of the human
modeling in sport appears dearest when social guidance directs that sport as a
social educating force. The specific branches ofSport as a way ofeducation may
differ in old and young societies, but there is no difference in principle. In both,
sport is managed consciously as a means of fostering group consciousness and

social integration.

Manin' former times, today and in the :inurestrives for happiness. Spon-
taneity is an important facet although spontaneity is not effective, not efficient.
Spontaneous activities give man a feeling of happiness and will have to take an
important place in man's humanity within society, which is becoming more and
more industrialized. Leisure time (spare time) is too easily understood as a time
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of doing.nothing a time thatlies beside and after _the time occupied by work
and other needs. Or, as Karl Marx said. "The domain of freedom begins at the
other side of labour."

The fact is that most people are very much influenced even outside their
work by the rationale, the needs and the power of the employment management.
A true "liberation" c,an be realized only by a liberation inside labour itself. In
other words. the utilization of leisure time will not be merely a compensation
for labour estrangement. Liberation out .of necessity is only one condition of
total liberation. The positive content of leisure time lies in the freedom to
dispose of possibilities, means and ways not merely provision of disengaged,
-"empty" intervals if true humanity is to be realized. "True humanity" cannot
be defined in a short time, especially not in today's situation of pluralism in
Which the philosophy of society is often put above the character and philosophy
of life. itself. It is not for the authorities to set a special concept or privilege.
-However, with sufficient unanimity important orientations can be indicated
which can act as guiding principles, as Prof. de Clerq of the University of Leuven
(Belgium) said at the international meeting on leisure time in Brussels, April
1973.

I. The hulie`dimension. Play is not only the affair of children. Through
play, man exceeds need and purpose. lie diminishes the things which bind and
trouble him. lie exercises powers which are not accounted for in work. Play
realizes man's own point of view and reveals his own dimension of reality.

2. The political dimension. Leisure time should be raised from the fading
idea of a hobby culture and given a privileged place in a society in which every-
one takes responsibility for and participates in the res publica (government).
Each person develops and confirms himself as a full participant in and an active
standard bearer of the society of which he is a part.

3. The contemplative dimension. By contemplation is meant here the exten-
sion of complete human activity in the form of a meaningful and enjoyable
appropriation. The Philosophy of life and/or the philosophy of the society of
man is based on characters and traditions which lead the community to its
realization in complete happiness.

Games and sport should be seen as a contribution to the humanizing of life.
The aeLent in .sport practice should be put on sport as recreation, which offers
equilibrium and. relaxation as a compensation to inhuman labour burdens or
work duties and which makes possible a psychological restoration of health.
Sport for the masses should be given more occasions for joy and personal satis-
faLtion in an atmosphere of self - chosen freedom and spare time, without labour
coercion. That slick!, in its striving for records and its training character, will
have an influence on labour in either positive or, negative ways is not to be denied.

Starting from these ideas about sport, we distinguish four spheres of sport in
the Netherlands :

I. Top-sport :
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2. Athletics;

3. Recreational sport ; and

4. Recreation.

Topsport
In topsport we pay attention first of all to the results we can measure objec-

tively, both for the organizer and the sportsman. Top achievement is impbrtant
to both and should be higher, if possible, than that of the opponent. Rules,
training methods and a regulated way of life help the sportsman to reach that
top. and he submits completely. For the "top.sporter" the value of sport often
depends on the results achieved. Immediate pleasure in the game is not the
primary objective, though it does play a role. The "top-sporter" likes his sport
and often enjoys the movement. His technical skill allows him freedom to play
as he wishes. However, years of intensive training are necessary and there is a
firm ambition for better results and higher performance. They often attain
personal satisfaction only after a long period of time. In proportion to the
higher levels achieved, more time is demanded of the "top-sporter." A strict,
regulated style of life becomes inevitable then.

Topsport demands a lot of the personal life of the "top-sporter." Topsport
may ihape the character but may also be looked upon as a great and unforget-
table adventure, as a challenge to reach results which at first seem unattainable,
through great patience and devotion. Experience has shown, however, that
negative symptoms can arise through a lack of understanding or responsibility
on the part of the "top.sporter" or coach.

Important risks arise in proportion to the deepening intervention of sports in
.the personal life of the "top:sporter". e.g., in connection with his social career.
Granted that topsport progressively interferes with the social life of the "top.
sporter," there are other factors outside spurts which have an influence as well.
We think of the great task of sports as offering a spectacle for the masses, as
pa.ssne recreation for millions. There is a tendency on the part of many, particu.
larly young men, to identify themselves with a "top.sporter."

Big,champions become idols, admired and imitated, and they play a role in
a much larger sphere than their own community, often becoming goodwill
ambassadors on behalf of their countries. This is another form of stress for the
"top.sporter," for he cannot participate in .ill the evident pleasures ofyoung
men because of the way of life which his sport imposes on him. Complete
discipline and obvious asceticism are demanded in this respect. On the other
hand, the commumty has a.tendency to spoil the "top-sporter" in other respects,
lavishing too much attention on him and being too cordial in their praise.

Athletics

Achievement is, also important. in athletics. The result of the game is of
Importance to the dub, and the participants are personally involved in the



result. -For them, too, measurable achievement is a cause for emotion. Yet the
participant in athletics longs for more. lie desires pleasure, social contact and
recreation, a pleasant game and a good team. He also wants his own interests not
to be -harmed too much. The athlete has to choose continuously between his
social duties and his duties timards his club, between his club interests and his
self interests, between pleasure and social duties. He must ask hin:self whether
his self interest lies in sports achievements or in social achievements.

The club offers opportunities to engage in sport and thus makes demands.
The club does not require top achieverr..at but, no doubt, utmost achievem.
The club member must respect these demands and find a compromise between
his will and desires, between immediate pleasure and postponed game results
reached after intensive training. The athlete seeks and finds his particular solu-
tion to conflicts between game pleasures and social duties, results and recreation,
club interests and self interests. Ile has to decide for himself.

Recreational Sport

The sport experience of the participants is especially important in recreational
sport. Here we find interest in the results, but only as far as the experience is
intensified. Participants in recreational sport proceed from athletics and recrea-
tion, looking for game in sports firstly. Here is asked recreation, pleasure, and
something else. It is healthy and provides relaxation. These sportsmen look upon
the values of recreational sport as mainly with due observance of official rules,
although not always in a regulated sport relationship for relaxation and the
opportunity for social contact.

This kind of sport can be carried out as well within sport clubs with organized
relationships as outside these clubs. The recreational sportsman can accept the
organizational rules of the club because the club offers game opportunities, the
chance for comparison in competition, and pleasure. However, the sportsman
in recreational sport experiences this organization as incidental and not as
binding. Training is for him a form of recreation. not an obligation. Training is
carried out to attain greater pleasure, since more game possibilities arise when
better techniques are mastered. The form of organization in recreational sport
has to take into consideration the feelings of this kind of participant. The
number of participants who are interested may vary, but the way the participants
throw themselves into the activities is complete and directed towards immediate
satisfaction of game needs.

Recreational sport is a meaningful use of leisure, but is confined to real
spare time. In proportion as this spare time increases, the need for this kind of
sport may grow. The organilational forms will have to be flexible in order to
differentiate between social duties and easy recreational sport.

Recreation

In the Netherlands we understand recreation to be a form of sport which



uses game and sport forms without binding itself stringently to official fides of
to organized competition. Recreation can he carried out individually as well as
in a group. There is. no strongly' marked difference-between recreational sport
and recreation; there are a lot of intermediate forms.

organized sport has a number of aspects which are not attractive to every-
body. The competition schedule, the training, the binding to a dub, necessitate
certain obligations on the part of participants. There exists a need for active
forms of leisure -playful forms without obligation, forms 'of sport which are
carried out in a self-chosen moment. Freedom in the choice of a game, utsitle
the sphere of organized sport, is characteristic of recreation. In recreation
everyone can concentrate on his own achievement. Trained, little trained and
untrained persons can amuse themselves in movement, with or without a leader.
New leisure games, running, jumping, swimming and games in small and large
groups offer the opportunity to meet others, to improye health and to break
the daily routine. Participants in recreation expect pleasure in the act. They
can experiment with material, situations can be adapted, and freedom in the
game can be experienced.

TO make such rec.eation possible, it is necessary lo provide the opportunity
to all people with all their gradations of skill to participate in sport in a way
that fits their characters, their aptitudes and their needs. When these needs are
understood, physical education, athletics and recreation will become a positive
force in national development, provided the opportunities are created.

I would like to conclude with the splendid motto of Jang Hjang Guru, found
in a Dutch book about Bali :

Don't give your passions free rein;
Don't master them either.
You should not neglect to enjoy.



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERCOILEGiATE SPORTS FOR WOMEN

BARBARA' E. (RiRKER.
Plofessorsayrikad.

Department .of Physical Education Women .

_ Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa, U.S.A.

"It is in Homer that we find the true spirit of sport, the desire o be ever best
and to exsekall other men. the joy in the effort."' In the Iliad, comer describes
the funeral Ftimes and although many writers iris o fi d a ritual signif-

,ieance in the games, it is apparent in readi curler that s' were just a pa. t
of daily life and purely secular. Any i .ortant occasion called for some form of
entertainment and that was usually form of competition. And here before the
days ofetht Olympics, we see th the prizes given were indeed of significance.
In one account, Homer descries the competition during funeral. The first
event in the programme is the hariot-race'and for this race Achilles offer's five

_prizes. The winner of the first p ize received a woman skilled in fair handwork
anda tripod. The other prizes w e a six-year old mare in foal for second place,
for third a goodly cauldron untouc i ed by the fire, for the fourth two talents of
gold, for the fifth a two-handled urn.

For wrcs , Achilles offered two prim: the winner received a tripod valued
at twelve o n and the loser received a woman "skilled in all manner of work
valued at folir oxen. "3

I think the above account speaks for itself as to the status of women in
competition at least up to the ninth t entury B.C. in Weece from which our
ideals of competition sprung.

Evidence of women's or girls' athletics in Ancient Greece is indeed sparse but
during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. women were competing in Sparta,
performing naked before men. This practice was not generally acceptable outside
Sparta even though the ,Greek word for athletics was 'gymnastic' meaning
literally 'exercises perfollired naked.' Lysurgus, the traditional founder of the
Spartan constitution, was also credited with prescribing physical training for
women to fit thFm to become the Mother of Spartan Soldiers. The Spartan
women competed in running id there were whispers of wrestling. Later Plato

1E. Norman ,Gardiner, Ath tics of-the Ancient World (London : Oxford
University Press, 1930). p.18.

p. 21.

3Ibid., p. 24.
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in his Republic proposed to introduce similar training for women of the guardian

class in his ideal state but the Athenians found this practice too foreign to them.

Again in his Laws Plato repeats his demand for physical training for women but

rejects wrestling and pankration, which is a combination of boxing, kicking and

wrestling, and favors fencing. The only other event would be running but he
does state that girls over thirteen years of age should wear appropriate dress.

According to Harris in his book Greek Athletes and Athletics, there are only

three pieces of positive information on women's athletics. One tells of the

Festival of Hera at Olympia.

Once every four years the women of the Conimittee of Sixteen weave a

robe for the statue of Hera, and they also arrange the Heraean festival. This

consists of races for unmarried girls. They are not all of the same age; the

youngest run first, then those of The second age group and finally the oldest

girls. This is how they compete; the hair hangs loose, and they wear a

tunic reaching to a little above the knee, with the right shoulder bare as far

as thd breast. Like the men, they have the Olympic stadium reserved to them

for these Games, but the state-is shortned for their races by about asixth.To

the victors they Ove -Olive wreaths and a share of the beefsacrificed to Hera,

and they are allowed to erect statues of themselves with inscriptions..

The attendants who help the Sixteen to run these Games are women. As with

the Olympic festival, they trace back these girls' Games to antiquity, declaring

that Hippodameia in gratitude to Hera for her marriage to Pelops established

the Committee of Sixteen and with their help inaugurated the Herat .n

festival. 4

There were any inscriptions found at Olympia which related to women

athletes, but at Delphi there is one surviving base upon which must have stood

three statues of women because the inscription below indicates that Hermesianax

erected those statues of his three daughtersone won the stade at the Pythian

Games and also the stade at the Isthmian Games and was the first girl ever to

do so. Another daughter, Hedea, won the race for the war chariots at the

Isthmian Games in addition to two stades. She was the woman in the competition

for girl- harpists and the first girl to be made a citizen. The third daughter,

Dionysia, also was a winner but the name of the event and festival was lost.

The statue was dedicated to Pythian Apollo. This piece of sculpture and

inscription was able to be dated about the middle of the first century A. D.,

so we know that early in the Christian era there were established contests for

women athletes and yet the knowledge of these Jests on this one stone.

The third bit of epigraphic evidence is recorded from Patrae on the Gulf of

Corinth. It says : "I, Nicophilus, erected this statue of Parian marble to my

beloved sister, Nicegora, victor in the girls' race." 5

4H. A. Harris, Greek Athletes and Athletics (London : Hutchinson and

Company, 1964). p. 179,

5/bid., p. 181.
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There is no way to trace the date or event because the stone. has disappeared,

Thus, the question of women's athletics in Greece in relation to men's
athletics is, of course, only a part of a much larger_problem of the place of
women in Greek society. Evidence suggests there was some competition but
relatively unnipurtant. Any competition for girls or women was only allowed
for the unmarried because as P-ricles said in the funeral speech :

. . . the greatest glory of a woman is not to be talked about by man,
either for praise or blame. Greek men. certainly seem to have done th# best
to help women to achieve this glory. A Greek kept his public: and pr' ate life
well apart. His women-folk belonged to his private life, and there appears to
have been a convention that men did not talk about this side of their affairs
in ordinary conversation, . .6

Another indication that a woman's life was a thing apart stems from the
ban on women speetatois at the Olympic Games.

Women were forbidden, mder pain of death, to attend the Olympic Ganies
themselves, and no one dared to break this ban which so drastically under-
lined the patriarchal charaetefof the worship of Zeus. According to Pausanias,
the only woman permitted to- attend the Olympic Games was the priestess
of Demeter ,Chainynel who occupied a seatof honour opposite the seats of
the Hellanodieae. Any other woman sacrilegiousenough to frequent the
men's games was condemned to be hurled headlong from the Typaeum Rock,
which cold be seen from Olympia across the Alpheus, towards the sea.

Only onel'case is known in the history of the Gaines of a woman who
defied the ban. Pausanias tells how the mother of one of the competitors at
the 98th Games in 388 B. C., Callipateira, disguised herself as a trainer and
went to watch her son. When he won, she was so excited that she forgot
the ban and rushed up to her son in the arena. Her cloak slipped and she was
seen to be a woman. She escaped death only because her father Diagoras and
her brothers were allplympic champions and her son, too, had won a victory
wreath. 7
Although woman's role was very small in athletics in these early Greek days,

nevertheless we have taken the best of Greek philosophy and thought on
competition and proclaimed it also ours. The concept of the unity and harmony

of mind, body and spirit the concept of the joy in participation rather than
joy-in winning - the concept of amateurism - the concept of opportunity for all,
these and others have been epitomized in the greatest of all athletic contests,
the Olympic Games. These concepts have formed the basis for school athletics
and are stated a many ways and forms as various organizations today reiterate

their beliefs in competitive efforts.

6/bid p. 184.

7 Heinz Schobel,The Ancient Olympic Games (Princeton, New Jersey :

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1965) , p. 98.
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When Pierre De Coubertin finally succeeded in reviving the Olympics in 1896,
striking parallels are revealed from the original Olympic Games to that of our day.
Coubertin ... explained his educational principles under threw heads

As the cult of beauty, as joy in muscular activity and as service
to the family and society . . . the cult of beauty corresponds cloiely
to the component of the beautiful (Kalos) as the effort to' achieve
Physical perfection. Joy in exercise emerges in the ancient Greek ath-
letics which lent lalokagathie its specialcharacter and was the real basis
for the ancient Olympic Games. Coubertin's idea of service to the family
and society' may be compared with,the ancient Greek `ekecheiria'z although
here the different social conditions must be born in mind. In both cases the
central idea is that of Peace and friendship founded on mutual respect. The
aims are clearly the same to achieve human perfection. In both cases
decisive importance is attached to sport.

We also believe in this genuinely humanistic idea, for we proclaim spiritual
riches, moral cleanliness and physical perfection as the aims -of idtidation and
preserve the idea of the Olympic Games in this sense. 8

With these statements in mind, it should be noted that even in, the revival of
the Olympic Games, it was not until 1928 that women were officially entered
in the games. And before the 1932 Olympics much discussion and debate took
place before the decision was reached to continue women's participation.

Of that event, Florence A. Somers wrote in 1930,
With a true spirit of patriotism and hospitality certain American organiza-

tions have started plans already to train a team of women for the 1932 games
which shall be a credit to America and which shall beat all corners. In order
not to be far behind in preparation, other organizations have adopted resolu-
tions disapproving the participation of women in such forms of international
competition with the hope that they may make educators and parents
realize the much greater benefit of a home program of sports for all girls.
Among the latter organizations are the Women's Division, National Amateur
Athletic Federation Section on Women's Athletics, American Physical

__Education Association, and the Association of Directors of Physical Education
for Women in Colleges and Universities. 9

Perhaps underlying the late entry of women into the Olympic games reflects
the mood of the times. Only the gentler ofsports were considered proper for
ladies through the 1800's. Writing in his book Our Girls in the 1870's, Dio
Lewis app oved highly of croquet. skating,walking and battledoor, Of base- ball

clubs, he s id,

Base- all clubs have been organized among young women, with the
happiest results to their health, spirits, activity ?.nd grace. They look very

8/bid., pp. 119-120.

9Florence A. Somers,Principles of Women's Athletics (New York : A.S. Barnes

Company, 1930).
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prettyjn their gymnastic costume, and really they play wonderfully well. 10

Of dancing, he says,

Dancing is beautiful and profitable. But the profit depends upon certain
conditions, not always observed, namely, seasonable hours, healthy dress,
and a pure atmosphere. Without these conditions dancing may be seriousiy
mischievous. 11

He approves of square dances and calls them very beautiful, graceful, chaste,
and healthful. But evidently round dances are the mischief makers as he contends
that round dances should not be permitted for the following reasons :

1st. The rotary motion is injurious to the brain and spinal ;narrow.
2nd. The peculidr contact between the 113211 and the. woman, may suggest

impure thoughts.

I have many times asked young men what they thought of it, and after
saying it was jolly, that they liked it first- rate, they have generally, when
urged to tell me seriously their convictions, confessed.that, knowing how men
feel and sometimes talk about it, if they were woman, they should not
indulge. 12

However, Lowis saved us as -he did confess,

But, if a young woman, of fair mental capacity, breaks through the trammels
of propriety, rides the saddle astride, climbs fences and trees, joins a base-ball
club, or acquires distinction in any roystering4game which demands pluck
and endurance, you may expect something; she possesses the elements of a
strong womanhood. I would prefer one such woman, . .. to a dozen women
who were chiefly distinguished in girlliood for immaculate collars and
bows. 13

In that era football came into being as a sport for college men,and women
were allowed to watch. Among the wealthier class of people, golf and tennis
were being played by women in country clubs anclathletic clubs. In 1890 there
was a national championship in tennis for women. Women's crew came into
existence at Cornell in 1896. Basketball was invented in 1891. And it was
invented for men, but the impact it had on women in sports is far greater than
it had on men.

The State of Iowa can readily testify to a case for girls' basketball. Although
the interscholastic program here did not culminate in a state tournament until
1920, Dubuque High School, probably the first in Iowd; was playing girls'
basketball in 1898. 14

10Dio Lewis, Our Gih's (New York : Harper Brothers, 1871), p. 351.

p. 349.

12Ibid., pp. 226-227.

13/bid., p. 338.

I4William J. Peterson, "Beginnings of Girls' Basketball," The Palimpsest,
XLIX (April, 1968), pp. 113 -124.
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. In the lat 1800's, sports for women were beginning to get more recognition
in schools and clubs. Newspapers, magazines and books had occasional reference
to this rising phenomenon in society. Competition for women, however, was
still at a minimum. We heardlolin S. White proclaim in 1889 at a meeting of the
American Association-for tlic Advancement of Physical Education:

But do not stop with your emouragement of sports for boys. Do yet more
for the -girls. There is a reason why the girls at 16 in America are taller and
more robust than their mothers. We can trace it directly to more intelligent
ideas of dress and open-air exercise, to horseback riding and to lawn tennis.
Increase these opportunities and let the girls play hockey and cricket as,

indeed, they are already doing in the English schools let them fence and
shoot and swim, but above all give them gymnasiums in every city and town
in the land.

I hail with enthusiasm the athletic spirit of the present time, and I prophecy
that before many years our American young men and women will show a
robustness and vigor of constitution, and a familiarity with the best forms
of physical exercise, both. for the training of the muscles and the maintenance
of health, unparalleled since the days of Plato, the mighty wrestler; Socrates,
the invincible soldier, and the magnificently trained boys and girls of the
Dorians, in ancient Greece. 15

However, around the turn of the century college athletics had fallen into
ill-repute,. professionalism was rampant to the extent that many players on
college teams were not even enrolled in school. Clark Hetherington, who was
often referred to as the modern philosopher of physical education, spent much

of his time while he was at the University of Missouri dealing with the problems
of interscholastic athletics. The fact that he insisted on the University of
Missouri fielding a "clean" team in 1902 was absolutely revolutionary. He
founded the Missouri Valley Conference in 1907. His deep convictions concerning
athletics and their purposes extended also to girls' and women's sports. He

introduced playdays for high school girls in Missouri as a substitute for inter-
scholastic sports. He worked diligently to limit competition for girls and women

to intramurals and playdays. His Athletic Research Society, of which he was
founder and President, started a movement to put interschblastic sport for girls

and women out of existence. 16 Hetherington's concern for athletics and recrea
tion and his basic conviction that play was an educational endeavor permeated
the thinking of many other leaders of our profession. They used the general

term of play to include games, dancing, athletics, the play side of g'mnastics
and all such other play activities in which the large muscles are used more or
less vigorously. 17 The approval for intramurals and playdays for girls as against

15J ohn S. White, "The New Athletics," in Chronicle of American Physical
Education, ed. by Aileene S. Lockhart and Betty Spears (Dubuque, Iowa :Wm.C.
Brown Company Publishers, 1972), p.89.

1 °Ellen Gerber, Innovation and Institution in Physical Education (Philadel-
phia : Lea and Febiger, 1971), pp. 391-392.

17/bid., p. 392.
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inteischolastic competition had strong support here for years to come.

At the same time the early 1900's there was activitym women's athletics
taking place in the colleges which came about as a result of demand by the
college women. Harriet Ballintine of Vassar College reported in the American.
Physical Education Review that athletics were introduced at Vassar with great
reluctance and only because of the demand. And the sport was basketball. Then
came demandslor track and field events, and field hockey.

, Later, in 1939, Henry Link published in his book The Rediscovery of Man
sonic interesting facts about these same Vassar girls who were pioneering in the
field of competitive sports for women.

The class of 1912 of Vassar College recently published certain facts
about its members. After twenty -five years 65 percent of the 229 graduates
have been married. Among the Phi Beta Kappa or high scholarship group
only 61 percent had married. "But if she gas one of our beauties" the
report states, "one of our daisy chain or a class marshal, her chances ,
would shoot up to 80 percent. Still you must, not think that beauty
leads the race, for the athletes are really at the top. If she were a member
of one of our teams or even a sub, her chances of marriage would be
83 percent. And if she happened to be on t1e hockey team her chances
would be 90 percent. 18

The devotees of women's athletics were many in those early years and there
were those who were as vigorously opposed. College women were making a
strong case for themselves and they gained support among some of the college
administrators. Lucille Hill, Director of Physical Training at Wellesley College
spoke out in her book, Athletics and Outdoor Sports for Women

"The only possible way in which we can change our strenuous oppo ents
to ardent advocates is to conduct our athletics, both social and organi ed, on
such a high plane of intelligence and control that there can be no gr and for
this disfavor. We hear constantly of the 'abuse of men's athletics; we should
hear nothing but the use of women's athletics.'

It is always a pity to see 'a good thing so misused or overused that the
majority of people lose sight of its true mission and recognize its superficial
popularity only.

As a means to an end, the value of athletics is as great - and greater - for
women as for men; but while we enthusiastically seek the health and recreation
which comes from natural play, we must avoid the evils which are so apparent
to thoughtful people in the conduct of athletics for men.l9

18Henry C,,,Link, The Rediscovery of Man (New York : The millan
Company, 1939), p. 157. ' .

19Lucile E. Hill, "Introduction to Athletics and Outdoor Sports for Women,"
in Chronicle of American Physical Education, ed. by Aileene Lockhart and
Betty Spears (Dubuque, Iowa : Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers, 1972), p.
228.
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As we progressed into the 20th century organized competition for girls and
women was gaining momentum. Generally these programs that did exist were
coached by, men and the women athletes were being exploited through rather
sensational advertizing. Contrary tp our belief in the importance of the partici-
pation, these women were coached to win at all costs. We can expect vigorous
protesting from the women and protest they did. Through the years it appeared
that although they were not totally opposed to competition, they were indec,1
opposed to the evils that had befallen the boys' and men's programs, whatever
the reasons. It appeared that ,reactions against the men were,the guiding prin-
ciples rather than establishment of a program which could correct the evils and
still provide healthy competition.

An attempt to set up an exemplary program of competition was made in 1919
by Elizabeth Burchenal who was at that time Assistant State Inspector of
New York State Military Training Commission and Chairman of Committee on
Girls' Athletics of the American Physical Education, 'Association. The policies
which guided her program for high school girls were:

(a) Athletics for girls should be deVeloped only on the basis of play sports
for sports sake.

(b) At least 80- percent of the /girls should participate or it is a failure.

(c) Eliminate all the mistakes of boys' athletics (such as individual stars,
,publicity, paid admission, etc.).

(d) No interschool competition.

(e) Only team competition not individual girls.

(f) Athletics chosen because of suitability for girls, not in imitation of boys'
athletics.

(g) Girls' athletics directed by competent women instructors and leaders.

Many of these same principles appeared a few years later as a result of a
meeting called by Mrs. Herbert Hoover at the suggestion of the National Amateur
Athletics Federation of America.'The committee on organization came forth
with a resolution which called for a

special organization of women to stand as a deliberating, investigating,
legislating, promoting, advising, and finally controlling body on the special
problems of athletics for girls and women : and

second, that the NAAF shall be considered the inclusive body concerned
with the national problems and all problems of deliberation, investigation,
legislation, promotion, and control in athletics which are common to both
sexes. 20

20National Amateur Federation of America, "Reports of the National
Amateur Athletic Federation of America," Chronicle of American Physical
Education, ed. by Aileene Lockhart and Betty Spears (Dubuque, Iowa : Wm.
C. Brown Company Publishers, 1972), pp. 372-373.
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They further resolved to appoint a commission of not less than seven women
who will act in the official capacity of regulating and controlling women's
athletics for the next year or until a special organization to serve this function,
has been permanently established.

Prod; this committee report came many resolutions adopted by the entire
conference which incorporated the principles of Elizabeth Burchenal. IVe who
grew up in the period following that conference felt the results and lived and
played under the results of the thinking and philosophy of those women .and
their; follOwirs.

An interesting summary of one of the parts of these recommendations made
by the Committee on Recommendations regardingInter- versus Infra- Institutional
Activities which was adopted by the Conutlittee on Women's Athletics'Of the
American Physical Education Association was in Resolution 12. They resolved
that no interinstitutional athletics is warranted unless provisions had been made
for every girl to have a full season's program of all-round athletic activities of a
sort approved by this committee and that every girl participates within the
school and that these activities are under the leadership of properly trained
women who have educational value of the game in mind rather than the winning.

Thus, they

Resolved, that in cases where

1. The above conditions obtain and proper responsible authorities
(preferably women) deem it desirable educationally and sociably to
hold inter-institutional competition, the following requirements are
observed :

a. Medical examinations for all participants.

b. No gate money.

c. Admission only by invitation of the various schools or institutions
taking part in order that participants may not be'exploited.

d. No publicity other than that which stresses only thettiport and
not the individual or grOup competitors.

e. Only properly trained women instructors and officials in charge. 21

And it ended with

Finally. the committee does not wish it to be inferred from these recom-
mendations that it is advocating or attempting to promote a policy of inter-
institutional games. 22

There was no case for competition by. this group. I am sure you can feel the
frustration of these women. the unwillingness to endorse,competition with all

21/bid.. p. 379.

22 /bid., p. 379.
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its possible evils. the anwillingness to 1Ienounce it as having no values. This
document and subsequent endorsers did in essence accomplish its underly, ing

, but not stated purpose of providing a program of competition which could n'.
possibly become corrupt %%about actually denouncing competition. This program
also had as its basic philosophy that of Clark Iletherington's concept of play-
-similarly advocated by J.I3. Nash. Ethel Perrin. Mabel Lee and many others.

As late as 1930, the controversy was still raging. Mabel Lee was asked by-the
College Women's Section of the Middle West Society of Physical Education
(MWPECW) to present at its meeting a study of the situation of intercollegiate
athletics for women since 1923, stating the case for and the case against. This,
she did and subsequently published it in the Research Quarterly.

Questionnaires were sent out to 154 leading colleges and universities 0g

replied.

In 1923 varsity-type competition was found in one western, one southern

and three eastern states. In 1930 the same continued plus one more southern

and three more eastern states participated.

In 1923 there was an average of 4 sports per college and in 1930 it had dropped

to 2.72.

In her conclusion Mabel Lee states,

It is Interesting to note the rising tide of condemnation of men's inter -

collegiate athletics. It has grown from a mild protc.t, voiced by a few in the
study of 1923, to most emphatic statements of disapproval, voiced by a
large member in this present study of 1930. There exists a great fear that

once intercollegiate athletics for women gain a foothold, college women
might become involved in the same athletic predicament as their brothers
The director who replies in the following strain seems to voice the opinion
of the great majority when she says, 'I would approve of a program of inter-
collegiate athletics for women if it would actually be conducted as amateur
sports should be conducted but not as men's intercollegiate athletics me
conducted in this country.' There is ever present the aiming thought that

women might become involved in something equally unc:csirable 23

Through the thirties, the forties, the fifties and over into the sixties compe-

tition for girls and women was hailed as not desirable. It was a head in the sand

approach but it was also one which had some justifications as a result of inter-
pretation of what play was - what athletics in their finest sense were - what

competition could and should be. It was a protest against the evils of boys' and

men's programs and from it developed the intramural, playday, sportsday, and
telegraphic programs which the women felt were free from the temptations
confronting the men and which had the good of the player at heart.

231slabel Lee, "The Case For and Against Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women," in The Alaking of American Physical Education by Arthur Weston,

(New York : Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1962), p. 286.
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These programs were indeed highly idealized the play for plays sake.
"a sport for every girl and every girl in a sport." But under that system many
girls_aud women played and Lonipeted. The lid was tightly damped un a Pandora's
Box but every once in a while a corner would crack open. the Inter-Nlountant
Sports Association is one case in point, the National Collegiate Golf Tournament.

41' the lone sport which tilminated in a national Junipion sponsored by 4 pro-
fessional association, is another. The hitter tournament. which had struggled
through Many years of competition, filially diem, enough support that a Tripartite
Committee was formed in 1957 to set polkies for the continuation of this
national collegiate tournament. The three groups served were DGWS. NAPECW
and ARFCW (CSA). Thrcc years later the committee responsibilities wcrc
enlarged to include other sports and the name hanged to National Joint Com-
mittee on _Extramural Sports for College Women. In June 1964. the members of
that Joint Committee voted unanimously to re,ommend that the Lommittee be
disbanded and all responsibilities be assumed by DGWS.

DGWS accepted the responsibility and in 1967 formed a Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women which in 1971 became the AssoLlatiim for
Intercollegiate-Athletics for Women (MAW).

The stand is taken for women's sports but not without years of deliberating,
philosophizing, researching and finally responding.

The women who have taken the stand. prepared the guidelines. organized
the Country for collegiate competition believed strongly that this program of
competition was, indeed, in the best interests of the women Lompetitors. It was
working and by spring 1973 there were over 300 A1AW member schools, and
national championships in seven different sports. It was also m the spring of
1973 that the AlAW met its first challenger. AlAW became one of the defendants
in a law suit brought on by eleven young Florida women who had been denied
the right to participate in AIAW sponsored tennis tournaments beLause they
were attending college on tennis scholarships. The awarding of scholarships is a
controversial issue but many of the faLulty women felt strongly that this part of
the men's program caused the "evils" our women reLognized earlier w the 20th
century. Because of the pending law suit AIAW was forced to withdraw their
policy statement which prohibited partkipation by individuals reLeiving moneta-
ry assistance for their athletic ability and substituted the following plidosuplmal
statement :

The DG1VS reaffirms its concern that the provision of scholarships or
other financial assistance specifically designated for athletes may Lreate a
potential for abuses which could prove detrimental to the development of
quality programs of athletics. Specifically, the DGWS deplores the evils of
pressure recruiting and performer exploitation which frequently acLumpany
the administration of financial aid for athletes.

The DGWS is concerned that many collegiate athletic programs as
currently administered donut make available to female students benefits
equivalent in nature or extent to those made available to male students.
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While a curtailment of programs of finanual aid to female students involved
in athletics does eliminate the potential for abuses inherent in any such
programs, this remedy is overly broad because It operates inequitably to
deny to female students benefits available to their male counterparts.Spe-
cifically, these benefits might include the recognition of athletic excellence
and the opportunity for economic assistance to secure an education.

Therefore DGWS believes that the appropriate solution in our contem-
porary society is one directed to avoiding abuses while providing to female
students, on an equitable basis, benefits comparable to those available to
male students similarly situated.

Success of financial assistance programs is dependent upon the quality of
administration. To foster appropriate administrative procedures, the follow-
ing guidelines are recommended :

I. The enrichment of the life of the participant should be the focus
and the reason for athletic programs.

2. Adequate funding for a comprehensive athletic program should
receive pfiority over the money assigned for financial aid. A com-
prehensive athletic program provides adequate funding for la), a
variety of competitive sports which will serve the needs of many
students. (b) travel using licensed carriers; (c) appropriate food and
lodging; (d) rated officials: (e) well trained coaches; (0 equipment
and facilities which are safe and aid performance.

3. The potential contribution of the "educated" citiien to society,
rather than the contribution of the student to the college offering
the scholarship1', should be the motive for financial aid.

4. Staff time and effort should be devoted to the comprehensive
program rather than to recruiting.

5. Students should be free to choose the institution on the basis of
curriculum and program rather than on the amount of financial aid
offered.

6. When financial aid is to be given, participants in certain sports
should not be favored over those in other sports.

7. Students should be encouraged to participate in the athletic program
for reasons other than financial aid. 24

This change in policy does open the door for abuses. Will we have enough
control over our own destiny to avoid the mistakes the men have made in their
scholarship program,or will we, too, succumb to the pressures of the public? What
other challenges are lurking in our fu,ture?

24Update, May, 1973, p. I I.
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The past is history how one might interpret it depends upon personal
experiences. knowledge and associmion. The future of women's sports depends
upon how we meet the constant challenges presented to every woman engaged
in some phase of sport today. These same challenges are also presented to the
men who work sioa by side with the women seeking the same rewards and
experiences for all people.

This presentation is purely a once-over-lightly, highlighting some of the more
significant events which helped to chart the courses for women's athletics. As
it is in all other ways of being, the point in discussion never evolves in isolation.
Society, its moods, beliefs, philosophies, barriers, economy, technolog$ or lack
of, contributes a complete picture of the evolution of women's athletics
would also include a study of society. But in conclusion we can say women
athletes have come a long way from offering the woman as a prize, then
allowing her to be a spectator and finally as the participator. The woman today
is on the starting block, poised, ready to go.

+Co
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PROMISING PRACTICES Art) TRENDS IN
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SONIA TORO SEDA

Associate Professor of PITsiml
.Cat Wife University of Puerto Rico

A few preliminary points prior to developmg my talk. ICHPER Inteinational
Congresses provide us the opportunity to meet Lol leagues from othei Loup-
tries and to learn first hand of trends and promising developments in elementary
physiLal education. We must realize that in any of. om native lands the prograni5
for elementary school Children are not ideal. Om professional Lh,ilknge must
be to Lontinuously work to aLlneve quality programs to meet the cultural needs
in our respective countries.

With dies.; points in mind, a review will be presented in almost "capsule':
form of what the leading phy snail educators. administrators, teaLhels, cull-U.010
experts. physqans and other leaders believe about quality programs for elemen-

tary st.hool physiLal education. Their beliefs are reflected and documented in
even a brief review of the literature. Their philosophies and 'beliefs eventually
influence and direLt promising practices and trends throughout the world. A
brief description of what constitutes quality programs of elementary school
physical education follows.

The successful physiLal education program for elementary school children
must be child centered. It should be well conceived, comprehensive, well con-

ducted and integrated into the total Lurriculum. It must recognize that each
child is a unique individual and has varying physical, emotional, mental and

social needs. It must provide riLh learning experiences so that each child become':

more proficient in movement skills and improves in muscular strength, endur-

ance , flexibility, accuracy, agility, balance and coordination, contributing to
the self-realization objective of fully functioning individuals capable of living
happy and product' 'yes in society. It is also important that each child under-
stand the importance of t se_factors in relation to his own life, and that body

awareness in relation to space, time and force be created in each child at his

own rate.

The common core of learning experiences is concerned with adequate, effec-

tive and efficient body management in a variety of movement experiences. They

must be selected to best serve' the developmental needs of all children the

gifted, the slow leanfer, the emotionally disturbed, the perceptually impaired,

the average, the physically handicapped and the sccio-culturally deprived. The

program must be planned and conducted to provide each child with maximum
opportunity for participation which will result in desirable modifications in
behavior, skills, knowledge, values and attitudes. For this reason, the curriculum

content should be organized so that those levels of learning can be understood

and take place in a sequential and developmental format, going from the sim-

ple to the complex.
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The instructional program of _physical education should be plahned-e-ien,
courage vigorous physical performance to attain physical condltioning, develop 4*
motor skills, encourage creativity, emphasize safety practices, motivate expres-
sion and communication, promote selunderstanding and acceptance. and stun-
ulatc social relations.

The instructional progrun should include experiences in fundamental
movement skills, 'rhythm. dance, aquatics, self-testing. ball handling activities.
games of low organization, fundamentals...Al baslospraclice in sportsskills and
athletics, stunts and tumbling with small and large apparatus. if necessary
using home made, inexpensive, improvised materials. All of these experiences
should be interrelated and sequential from one learning exvflence to the next.

It is essential also that adequate supplies. equipment and space be available
for every child during instructional class periods and for practice outside of the
required class period.

Various teaching styles should be followed in the learning experience, including
both teacher and student directed techniques. Problem solving methodsare also
most essential. Instructional aids, includin audio-visual materials, should be
available and utilized. Large and small group instruction with inilividual assis-
tance and inter-disciplinary approaches should be emphasized.

Opportunities should be given for participation in voluntary and develop-
mental organized intramural programs and extramural experiences such as play
days, field days, sports days, dancing days, rhythmical activities. gy [mastics
and others. These selected and supervised activities are offered to the students
as soon as their desire for competition and group identification begins to
emerge. Both the skilled and unskilled student who wants to participate should
be given the opportunity. This program should be consistent with tile galls of
elementary school education.

Desirable minimum administrative requirements relating to an effective ,ind
educationally sound program in physical education for elementary age cluldren
need continuous review in every country. The following requirements have
been recommended in our profession.

1 A daily instructional class, in addition to time allotments for dressing,
showering, recess, noon hour and free or supervised play.

2. The length of the class period should be appropriate to the instructional
purpose of the given class lesson.

3. Class site or groupings should be appropriate to the objectives of the
lesson being taught, and usually consistent in size with that of other
subject areas and/or self-contained classes. Class size must be flexible
enough to provide for individual differences in interests,abilities,size,
maturity and needs.

4. Class or group scheduling should be planned to minimize equipment
changes. It is also important to allow time between classes for the physical
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e ducation teacher to talk to Iiildren. m ake notes, anti confer with the
classroom teacher.

5. Attention to the teaching load fur each teacher is crucial to excellent
teaching. The number of hours taught is nut as important a factor as the
number of different classes assigned to a teacher in a day.

6. Each elementary school should have adequate space, facilities, equipment
and supplies for the physical education program planned by physical
educators, adyninistrators. and persons knowledgeable in recent develop-
inentsin instructional practices and design of facilities.

7. Bdth the children and teachers should be appropriately dressed for the
45 type of learning experiences being taught. Consideration should be given

to safety and freedom of movement when selecting clothes to be worn.

Evaluation f tne elementary school physical education progranishould be
continuous . t is used to deternke and clarify instructional purposes and to
determine individual pupil progreh'in achievip class objectives. Evaluatioli
motivates both .teachers, and pupils to bring about improvement. It provides

.the basis f6r assessing what learning is taking place. Evaluation also assists in
interpreting the physical education program to the parents, administrators-,

pupils, and the community. A variety of evaluation techniques should be used
fly determining individual needs and differences of children. Teacher observa-

tion, class discussion, knowledge testing, anecdotal records, motor skills and
pky4eal fitness assessment all have positive uses. However, fe.:411IS should always

be related and interpreted in light of the_local community situation, rather
than solely in relation to national norms such as the "AMIPER Physical Fitness
lest." The individual child's progrqs is the most inportant factor, not his rat*

in relation to other children. FinalV, children need' to be involved in their own.
evaluations of themselves anti their own behavioral objectives.

The-teachers of physical education in the elementary school must be highly
qualified. They must understand human movement, child growth and develop-

..D ment, current theories of learning, and they must genuinely like children in

order to more effectively work with them. Teachers of physical education
should be a -part of the total school Taculty, and involved and contributing

members of ,:tg total school effort.

The '-46ing program for preparing elementary school physical education

teachen needs continuous evaluation. The professional preparation courses and

leeinini experiences shouldinclukstudies of the following :

_- child *pwth and develiipment with emphasis on motor development
. .

t, awning;
the nature and (unction,of human movement:

learning theories that -facilitate the learning process and also teaching
aRprophes as they relate to learning outcvies;

ail:1141nd( development, i "'chiding niKenient education experiences,
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appropriate for all elementary school children;

early childhood school curriculum through upper elen .ntary school
curriculum as a part of continuing education experiences;

carefully selected laboratory experiences related to learning and observ-
ing, the mov.ewer(cof children of all ages;

the relationship of physical and motor development to the total learning
experience;

course work in movement skills, methods, and content with laboratory
experiences.

Fiffally, I would like to emphasize the need to continually find ways to
interpret a comprehensive and sound program of physical education in the
elementary schools. Improvement is needed in the direction of the desirable
physical education program described here in outline form. Planned visitations
of parents, administrators, classroom teachers and various influential persons
to see a quality program is most important. I believe slides, films, newspaper
stories, radio and t.v,,interviews, and other utilization of audio-visual approaches
need to be explored and planned for if continuous physical education progress
in elementary school situations is to be made.

I have briefly reviewed what we might say as : "This is what our leaders
believe about quality elementary school programs of physical education, including
objectives and aims, organization and administration, the phases of the school
program, planning, facilities, equipment and supplies, leadership and evaluation."
However, we all realize that no nation has achieved yet the quality of program
we desire. Our prbfessional challenge remains to improve isting programs of
eleroentary school physical education as an important part o ational develop.
men t in all countries.
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THE REFOkNI OF TEkIIER PREPARATION IN THE
'FIELD OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (SUMMARY)

HERBERT IIAAG

Thofoso, and ))hector
School,o1 S'poriScielree

Justus Liebig University
Giessen, Germany

(Eds. : The fidl text of Dr. Ilaag's presentation
was not received in time jr b publication. I

In five major parts it is intended to declop new peispecthes foi the reform
of teacher preparation m the field of physkal education. starting from the
basic assumption that ,ontent and tin in of the pi t.pat anon of physical education

teachers is-the bask influent,ing fork for the deelopm,:nt of sport and physical

education.

1. The given topit. has to be seen in the wider framework of a general univer-

sity reform, which seems to be a requirement all over the world.

It should be kept in mind that there has to be a national solution to this

problem. according to s000t.ultural differences, however, it is possible and

necessary to recognize international developments in this regard and to stay
open-minded in order to understand alternatives in the solution of a problem

In 'Order to develop new perspet-tives for the level of higher education, it
is necessary to analyze the curriculum research results on the primary and
secondary level. This means the application of an inductive strategy-model

instead of a deductive pro.edure, where regulations for state examinations are

developed- first in order to pattern teacher preparation after these. However,

one has to realize that ti . inductive procedur6 is a very difficult one.

2. Certain fundamentals for a reform of teacher preparation have to be recog-

nized. First of all, future development of the society should he'considered and

the specific role of the school in this development. In other words, teacher

preparation should be geared towards future patterns in order to reduce the

gap between scientific findings and their realization. Curriculum research has

to provide these data on a scientific basis so that tasks and responsibilities of the

physical education teacher can be formulated.

3. Based on these tasks and responsibilities, a concept for professional prep-

aration of physical education teachers t,an be developed. Consideration should

be given to certain general requirements which have to bo met by all teachers

regardless of the subjects they teach and at What level Furthermore, there are

specific aspects of the professional preparation which represent the main and

Basic components of a study curriculum in physical education. They become

meaningful only within a framework of mutual interdependence and relation.

ships.
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4. In the nextstep professional preparation and examination guides can be
developed. As necessary background, we need to recognize certain points of the
dimension of HoclphuldidaAtik, which means didactic considerations such as
methods, structure, sequence of the study, etc. Only at this point is it time to
develop guidelines. In other words, in the framewoik of this strategy-model the
point is reached which all too often is used at the start in the format of a
deductive procedure.

c,.

. Finally, it is necessary to summarize these new perspectives concerning the
r orm of teacher preparation in the field of physical education. Because of the
ove all importance of sport as a factor in society, we. have to keep in mind that
teaching g is not the only profession related to sport. Mete is an ingent need to
deve p other professional curriculums related to sport.

.
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RESEARCH INTO INTENSITY OF
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WITH R.M.R.

MASAKO HIGASHI

Professor
University of Kanazawa

Japan-

A. Research Procedures

1. Subjects were chosen- from students of general educatioit with com-
paratively great motivation, except members of varsity sports dubs.

2. During the whole period of the class, breath was taken into Douglas
bags at the rate of one minute every three minutes.

3. Immediately after the class, breath in the recovering stage was taken
three times for three minutes, amounting to nine minutes in all.

4. Analysis was conducted with Scholander's Micro-Meter Gas-analyzer.

B. Results

1. Soccer.

Student A A-class skill and greatest motivation
90 minute class with two matches of 20 minutes

each in it
R.M.R. 7.4

Student B B-class skill and medium motivation
class of the same conditions as A
R.M.R. 4.1

B-class skill and medium motivation
class of the same conditions as A and B
R.M.R. 3.4

The R.M.R. 7.4 of Student A is satisfactory compared
soccer. In any case, the average 4.9 of the three students

2. Tennis,
Student D

Student C

Student E
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with other data of
is proper intensity.

A-class skill and great motivation
16 students iu one court and a 90 minute class

with matches in it
R.M.R. 2.8

B-class skill and great motivation
same conditions/as D

1.8



Student F

Student G-

A

beginner with great motivation
6 students in one court and 90 minute class

with fundamental drill
R.M.R. 3.8

beginner with great motivation .

same conditions as,F, except 12 students in one court
R.M.R. 4.2

Student H same conditions as G
R.M.R. 3.1

R.M.R. 2.8 and 1.8 of Students D and E respectively are very low or too low,
considering that of walk is 1.2. This may be due to mass education with 16
students in one court as well as to the long waiting period in classes with matches
in them. As there are no ways to increase the intensity except through addi-
tional facilities, their enlargement was added to our aims for the future. How-
ever, we must note that R.M.R. 4.2 of Student G in the court with 12 students
is higher than R.M.R. 3.8 of Student F in the court with 6 students.This shows
that some disadvantages in facilities can be removed by teaching methods.

3. Basketball ..
Student 1_ A-class in skill and motivation

90 minute class with 3 matches of 8 minutes each
R.M.R. 3.0

Student J same conditions as I
R.M.R. 3.0

Student K same conditions as I and J .

R.M.R. 5.7

The average 4.2 of the three students is lower than the 4.9 of soccer, but
duration of matches, 40 minutes in soccer and 24 minutes in basketball, are
much about the same and therefore the intensity is enough.

4. Dancing

Student (girl) L A-class both in skill and motivation
Xt minute class in folk dance with five

explanations by the teacher
R.M.R. 3.0

Student (girl) M 'Same conditions as L
R.M.R. 3.0

3.0 with the two girl students, is a proper intensity in a dancing class.

Studying these results, we are trying to improve our teaching in the belief
that we are always responsible for evaluation and improvement.

_

I
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4.
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BADMINTON AS
A SCHOOL ACTIVITY FOR GIRL STUDENTS

, KAZUO ITO

Associate Professor
Deirtment of Liberal Arts

Kyoto 'University
Kyoto, Japan

Badminton is one of the most ancient sports known and, supposedly, the
original style of the game was called "Poona" in India. Similar styles of the
sport were played in Asiatic countries over 2,000 years ago. In our country,
also, we have traditional "Hanetsiiki", played with a wooden racket and a small
wooden ball with feathers, just like badminton. From ancient times until today,
we have played the game during the New Year holiday while dressed in our
Japanese kimonos. It was and is quite a beautiful thing to see.

The style of badminton discussed in this paper is the badminton that was
carried back by the British Army from India and modernized in England, not
the old country style. game. In the experiments, badminton was examined in
terms of energy metabolism as a school activity for girl students.

Subjects employed in the experiments were fifteen girl students, five of them
top players in Japan, five middle class players who were the members of college
teams, and five beginning players.

Energy consumption was measured by direct and indirect methods. In the
direct method, the subject was requested to wear a gas mask in order to collect
the expired gas during various basic movements and strokes, and also during
a real game. In the real game, the expired gas was collected not only during the
game, but also during the recovery stage for appropriate minutes in order to
measure oxygen debt. The gas samples collected were analyzed by the Holden
method. Then the energy consumed was calculated from the oxygen require-
ment. Indirectly, the energy cost of a real game was calculated by means of
a time study.

The energy consumption of the basic movementsstanding, taking ready
position, walking and runningare shown in Table 1. The subjects employed in
the experiment were the top players. In this table, the first two columns are
the heights and the body weights of the subjects. The walking and running
movements were carried out by passing through the court in a crisscross way.
The subjects were requested to make frequent dashes and stops in the narrow
court. That is why the values of the energy consumption for the walking and
running were two to three times larger than those for the ordinal walking and
running performed at these speeds. 4
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TABLE I.

1i111:,

Wight

cm

weight

kg

standing

Cal /nun

taking
ready

position
Cal/min

walking
(66m/min)
Cal/min

running
(IN/In/min)

Cal/min

K. I . 1 5X.0 . 49.0 1.00 1.40 3.65 10.87

K. R. 150.0 43.0 0.91 1.26 3.80 9.04

I. I. 157.0 45.0 0.95 1.27 37 1 8.77

A. I. 152.0 47.0 0.96 1.30 -- 10.11

M. K. 163.5 47.0 0.96 4.08 11.12

average 156.1 46.2 0.96 1.31 3.81 9.98.

TABLE II.

stroke

to
I'

II le

sub).

long high
service

high
clear drop smash drive net shot

3' + 12' 3' + 12' 3' 4 12' 3' 4 12' 3' 4 12' 3' 4 12'

K T
sostrokes

0 26Cal

59strokes

0.I8Cal

44strokes

0.42Cal
---_ 7istrokes

0 24Cal

K. R.

50st rokes

0.30Cal

53

0.24

48

0.17

43

0.31

51

0 33Cal

61

0.25
.--.-

I. I.

50

0.30

50

0.25

56

0.24
3
034

51

0.28

62

0.20

A. I.
50

0.29

46

0 26

-..-.... 42

0.49

58

0.29

70

0.22

N. K.
55

0.25

59

0 35

58

0 23

52

0.36

70

0.26

70

0.18

average 0.29 0.27 0.21 0.38 0.29 0.22

In Table II, the energy consumption of the liAsic strokes of the top players

is shown: These values, except the long high service, ipclude the energy con-
sumption for one or two steps in movement because the subjects needed to
take the steps to hit the shuttles inside the circle, which was two meters in
diameter. The energy consumption of the basic strokes with their variations

are shown in Figure I. The closed circle represents the top player, the open
circle represents the middle class player, and the open square represents the

beginner. Comparing the energy costs of the top players with those of the
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middle class players, the values are about the same in the short service and the
drive, however, in the long service, the middle class players expended less ener-
gy than the top players. This may be due to the fact that the middle class players
could not drive a long and high enough service from an underhagd position.
In the high clear, the drop shot, and the smash, the values of the middle class
players are large'r with a wider range than the top players. This indicates that
the middle- class players had to expend more energy than the top players to
perform the required strokes, due to their lack of skill. As for the beginners,
since they could not perform any of the strokes sufficiently, they were only
requested to return back the easy flitting shuttles as far as possible. The valdle
is about the same as for the drive stroke. The variation is narrow,but their per-
formances varied extremely from stroke to stroke.

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0I

shot t
service

150

1

long
service

high
clew

drop
shot

FIGURE I.

smash drive

,
0 top player

o middle elan
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Cl beginner

I
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//

top player
vs middle class player

(energy) (strokes) (strokes) (energy)

22.2 71 S. 61 37.1Cal

143 60 3' 60 20.0j

21,7 58
/

5' 53 37.4

middle class player vs beginner

20.561 58
rally

31
58 26.0(741

20.0 81 5' 81 ' 35.0

213 73 5'
71 27.5

I , I 1

6 lit. 4

, , 1 1

2 2 4

02 consumption

FIGURE 2.

i

1 e

6 8 lit.

The energy consumption of the stroke, rallies, continued for 3 or 5 minutes
between the subjects who had different levels of skill, was measured. Two
casesthe top player matched with the middle player, and the middle player
with the beginner are shown in Figure 2. In the figure, it should be noted that
the poor player had to expend much more energy than the other player. Some-

tunes the player spent almost twice as much energy when matched with a more

skilled player than when matched with another poor player. From this observa-

tion, we should be careful of the exercise duration, because if it is prolonged it
will become much too heavy exercise for girl students.

The energy consumption of the singles practice games matched between the

subjects of the middle class group was measured by the direct method. The
results obtained are shown in Table III. The rate of energy consumption ob-
tained from 5 matches varied widely as is shown iji the table; howeveriif you
take the ratio of the energy consumption to the basal metabolism, the ratios,
except in the case of -4 II, fell into about the same value. In the ff II match,
it would be thought that the loser had few chances to make effective strokes in

such a one-sided game.
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I ABU III

WINNERS match

&

time

, LOSERS

energy
cons.

..

strokes point point strokes ener gy

cons.

:26.0" 73 11
1

4'30" 3 62 23.9Cul

22.2 43 I I II
4'10" 0 36 11.3

59.0
.

89 I I
HI

9'40" 9 SI 53,5

27.3 47 I I
(V

5'05" 7 50 34.7

39.9 66 11
V

5 50" 9 70 48.9

Since our top players participated in the All Japan Intercollege Toimument.

we tried to estimate the energy consumed during the real game h) means of a

' time study. First, the basic movements and the strokes shown in Tables I and II

respectively were identified from the various performances observed in the teal

game, and the times of them were measured. The various strokes identified trout

the games distributed as is shown in Figure 3. In the figure it can he pointed

out that in the singles game the high dear was predominant.hut in the dotiN

there was no marked difference between strokes. As for the service. the long,

high service was predominant in the singles, but in contrast the shot service

was predominant in the doubles.

SINGLES
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From the _data of the times of the various basic movements and strokes ob-
served in the games, and of the Lakincs required for the basic movements and
strokes (already shown in Tables 1 and II). the energy consumed during the real
games was Lakulated. The values Lakulated are shown in Table IV. The energy
costs vaned from 32 (Ames to 85 Lalories in the singles and from 31 calories
to 58 Calories in the doubles. The ratio of the energy c,st of the strokes to the
total energy Lost is roughly 50 peiLein. It is very high as Lompared with about
20 percent in tennis.

1.\1111 iv.
..

......,
SINGH'S,,,

2 SITS

txmons

T ; si.,S 2 SETS

average max. min f average i max min average max. min.

tout
energy. cost

Cal
44 0 C8.4 52 0 18 S 84.9 67.0 44.2 57.9 31.0

0, consumption
milks/nun.

18 2 18.9 19.2 15.4 14 6 17.4 10.9 9.3 13.0

energy cost
of strokes

r it
24.3

,.--___,
33.3 19.3 43 5 45 8 39.0 20.0 26.0 11.3

55 56 (4) 5 54 58 45 45 35

other
mo%einents

Cal

19 7 25.1 12 7 15.0 54.2 28.0 24 2 31.9 19.7

45 44 40 45 46 42 55 55 65

As to the reliability of the estimation of the energy cost, the value calculated

by indirect time study method was Lompared with the directly measured value

obtained from the same real game. The differences of the estimated values from

the directly measured values varied from -7 percent to +0.8 percent in the 4
Lases matched between the top players. These errors are small enough to accept

this estimation in suLli an energy metabolism experiment, instead of the direct

method.
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TABLE V.

DOUBLES ( 11 points)

max. min. , avenge

game time 13'15" 4'1S" 6'42"

energy cons. ( I 03s.) (120 (38s.)

of strokes 31.93Cal 3.72C4 11.77Cal

% 70.2 36.8 56.2

Mother movements 13.55 6.39 9.19
,,, 29.8 63.2 43.8

total \ 45.48 10.11 20.96

The time study method was applied on the practice games in the school
activity. In Table V, the average of the energy costs of the doubles was about
21 calories, but the values varied widely from 10 calories to 46 calories. Almost
all of the subjects employed in the experiment had about 10 weeks of ex- .
perience in playing the game. The variation of the values may be caused by the
widely different game process, in the times spent, and even in the game content
itself, due to their lack of skill. Therefore, it is needed to have several practice
games with the different opponents in a school hour. In the class of badminton,
we used to give ten to fifteen minutes stroke rally exercise and several practice
games in a school hour of 90 minutes. So, the total energy cost in a school hour
of badminton comes up to about 200 calories. If comparing this with about
250 calories for volleyball and 200 to 300 calories for tennis, it cart, be said that
badminton is an adequate school activity for girl students from the view of
energy metabolism, if it is conducted properly.

The conclusions are as follows :

1. In the stroke rally, the unskilled spent moce energy than the skilled and
got easily tired. We should be careful of the exercise duration.

2. From the energy cost of the top players' match, the activity is heavier than
table tennis and a little lighter than tennis.

3. The energy cost measured in the school activity indicates that badminton
is an adequate school activity for girl students.
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A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
UNIVERSITY SPORTS IN JAPAN

KEN KAGEYANIA

Assistant Professor
Tokyo Metropolitan University

Introduction

In Japan, physical education is compulsory for two years in all universities.
Various sports activities of students are also practiced as so- Balled extra-curri-
cular activities in the university, and they have rather a long historical tradition
in sports of Japan. But lately it appears that they will undergo extensive changes,
accompanying the popularization of higher education and rapid social changes.

For this reason, I will discuss here some of the problems that are occurring
in university sports, introducing the results of recent surveys that we carried
out, though these surveys are not yet complete.

University sports here that is, so-called intramural sports means all volun-
tary sports activities of students which are practiced within the campus of the
university or on the base of the university as a community. It is important to
take notice of the different meaning of "varsity sports:'

Purpose of the Investigation

Many problems are occurring in the university with the advance of higher
education today, and changing tendencies of student sports activities is one of
those problems. It may occur in the transition stage from traditional university
sports to new ones. For example, traditional sports clubs ii: the university are
disbanding gradually because new members are becoming fewer and fewer. The
creation of new ways of conducting group activities is becoming necessary.
These phenomena are considered to be the sacra in community sports and
industrial sports as well. Therefore, it is important to clarify the factors alTei.ting
these tendencies in order to think about the future of niass sports. This inves-
tigation was conducted with these purposes in mind in the case of university
sports.

Ilere I wish to report especially on the uutunnes of investigations into three
types of spurts partkipation in the university mill/mum of sports facilities on
the 4.ainpus during free time (as free activity ). paitiopation in intramural sports
programmes, and membership in sports clubs.

Methods of the Investigation

I. Outline

The following three surveys were wiitliti.ted in ,ixteen universities wlikli
Were selected 11'0111 all the universities in Japan. ilic outcomes ul these surveys
were treated statistically and by means of ...Ise study at the same time.
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Survey.A StudentStiirvey

§urvey Clu urvey

Sulfey C Ci cumstances Si vey

as, 0
-`
\Z Univeisiries faestigat

(Questionnaire)

(Questionnaire}

(Interview witliurnierstty
representatives)

4..
/

. _ ,...
ed J9

?FTollowmg
universities were selected for itivestigation,taking into consider-

...- ...r-
, s at u aberaphical location, schoql scale by students enrolled, and difficulty of

entr bee examination:,
% ger
National 7 Schools (Total Number of. Colleges and Universities

..s
?

4 .,Fl.

4 f

ablii1
-

3 Schools (Total -Number of` Colleges and Universities
.,.

(_.
Private cC'Sclumli (Total Number of Colleges and Universities

1

3:. Fitudtru. Siirrey

P

Physical' education teachers at` each university were asked to perform
student survey under the falowing conditions :

.N,`..,,Subit,(tinior,students (mainIxAtale), including both faculties :
Natural Science and Humanistic Sbience.

Sainples About 200 students in each itsilver's-U.1f.

Subject populations and whole samples are shown in Table I.

4. club

The leaders of the Governing Body of Sports Clubs in each university were
.iskctl to delivcr the questionnaires a2iJ,have filled out under the follow-
ing.co'nditions

- -

Subject All sport*clubs belonging to the Governing Body.

75)

32)

290)

the

'Questionnaires To befilled out by the.capJain or manager Beach
'sports club.

5. Period of the InKestigation :

rrom Desceniber I 97 A6' Nlafch 1.97Y2

)
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Finding and Discussion

I. Utilization of Sports Facilities on the Campus during Free Time

. Table II shows the outcomes of the following question : "Where do you
usually practice sports outside of physical education classes?" Proportions of
the students who answered "mainly on campus" were remarkably low in the
case of private universities compared to national and public universities. The
reason may be that rapid growth of private universities (shown in Figure 4)
occurred without sufficient provision for sporting facilities, etc.

These proportions are different by various factors shown in Figure I. For
example, scale of university and degree of facility area affect those rates. Loca-
tion of university too appeared to affect the rates.

At the same time, we have to take note of the factors related in Figure 2.
This figure' shows that many universities which are .,"generally good" on
students' attendance in classes (except physical education) have higher rates
than "not good" universities. Though there may be no direct relationship be-
tween these two factorsthat is, attendance in classes and utilization of sports

( facilitiesit is soffiGient to suppose that some social factors in narrow meaning,
such as human relationshipi within the university, stand between and are affecting
university sports.

In the near future these social factors will have to be analyzed more con-
cretely. it will be important to re-build the university as a community, simul-
taneously providing full physical conditions for sports (constructural conditions
are meant in this case), in order to promote sports for all students.

2. Participation in Intratoural Sports Programmes

The outcomes of the survey about participation are revealed in ItIble III. The
tendencies are similar to the case of utilization of sports facilities mentioned
above. However, the relationship between "attendance" and "participation"
was not evident, supposedly because there are more partkular factors in planning
and performing these sports events.

3. Sports Club Memberships .

The proportion of the students who belong to sports clubs, including informal
groups. are shown in Table IV. The general tendencies were the same as with
the case of participation in intramural sports programmes above.

4.- Recent Trends in Total Number of Club Members .

Lately the numbers of students who join formal sports clubs are declining in
'Japan. On the other hand. more and more informal 'sports clubs are being
formed. Therefore, we investigated the changes in formal clubs' members.
The iV shows the results Of the club survey. Captains of about half the clubs
reported a trend towards degreasing membership. ALtual changes in members
for the last six'years also bears out tin% tendenLy. The clubs showing an increase
in members i'veie fewer than the clubs showing a decrease.
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However, it impoltant to point out that those tendencies of decrease"
were different by vanous group Jim attei istits icvcaled tit r gine 3. This shims
that clubs which aim to win victories. are devoted to spoits only, and have

strong vertical un !dal kinships ale :.affeling more front the deo caw, in club

members. It is clear that affiliations ate affected not only by physical or tint-
struoural conditions in each university, but also by factors such as glom)
characteristics.

Conclusion

From the findings presented above. I can state the following

I. University sports are influenced by many physical factms such scale of

the univeisity. area of sports facilities, location, etc.

2. At the same time it is conceived that the more social faLtoistoncerning the

university community are affecting univeisny sports. Supposedly 1 eCeOl

changes in university spoits are not unrelated to disorganization ()I' the
university as a community. if this is hues many steps such as reorganization

of the university as a community must be taken, but it may be possible to
achieve results mainly through impiovement of study and learning conditions

Of course. sports can contribute to this ;ea.

3. Though private universities are generally operating undei poor Conditions in

ternis of sports activities for all students, this may be due to an insufficiency

of both factors -namely. construct oral and social.

4. Tendencies in decrease of club members depend upon group characteristics

also. If we hope to develop sports fur all students, traditional ways of poop
activities must be improved. Traditionally too, emphases have been put on

"winning a victory's or on "skill" rather than on enjoyment of sports. It is
worthwhile to note that sports um)/ have been functioning in the past to
disorganize, rather than to foster cooperation among people, due to extreme
emphasis on fictory, technique. en.. Therefore, the reform and creation of

new sport cultures are important in the present situation:Without it,sports
for all students will not be truly realized.

TABLE I.

POPULATIONS AND SAMPLES

Categories
Ty N

of Univ. (Schools \ Populations

Survey A (Sub Individual.) Survey B (Sub.Sports

Samples

Club)
Collecting
Ratio C-4.)Samples

Sampling
Ratio (%) Populations

National

Public

Private

Total

7

3

6

16

' 48,685

'' 9,652

67,975

126.312

1,603

629

`1,039

3,271

3.29

6.52

1.53

2.59

220

89

229

538

190

73

156

419

86.4

82.0

68.1

77.9
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TABLE HI.
PARTICIPATION IN SPURTS I VI NTS WITHIN THE UNIVI RSITY

C41

Categores of _

Answer

Type N

of Univ (Persons

Dui Didn't N.A.
I) K

National

Public

P:IYAlt

Total

1.603

629

1,019

3,271

37 4

54 8

22 5

ON 0

62 4

44 5

76 3

.614

O.:

0 6

1 2

06

Attendance

in Classes

of Students

rABLL iv.

B1 CONING 511510LR 01 SPORTS CLUB IN TIII UNIVERSII Y

1", )

Categones
of Answer

Do I>on't N A
D K

Type N

of UM,/ (Persons

National 1,603 25 5 74 4 0.2

Public 629 30 4 69 2 0.5

Private 1,039 22 79 8 0 5

Total 3,271 24 6 75.1 0 3

Generally
Good (8)

Not Good (8)

0 2 4 6 8
(Skhouls)

=IF
(1410 (Avenge) (Low)

Rates of Students Who Answered
"Mainly on Campus"

FIGURE 2

RTIATIONSHIP BEM I N RATINGS 01 ATTE NDANCI IN ( I ASS1 S AND

RAILS or STUDENTS WHO ANSW1 RI I) Y ON ( AMPUS" AllOVI

"(IN S( If(X)1S1
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TAME V.
\NUMBER OF CLUBS (I) WHICH ANSWEitED "DECREASE" OR "INCREASE"

\ IN RECENT CLUB AFFILIATION BY EACH CAPTAIN AND (2) RATED
ACCORDING TO ACTUAL CHANGE OF CLUB MEMBERS DURING THE LAST SIX YEARS

"(We

categories (I) Ety Judgment of Captain
(2 By Ratings According to,

Actual Changes of Club Members

N
of Univ. Decrease Unchanged Increase N.A Decrease Unchanged Increase N.A

D.K D.K

National 190 36.8 34.2 23.2 53 27.9 42.1 30.0 0

Public 73 49.3 37.0 12.3 1.4 30.1 . 52.1 17.8 0

Private 156 55.1 28.2 14.7 1.9 212 34.6 25.6 0 6

Total 419 45 R 32.5 18.1 3.3 32.7 40.8 263 0.2

Clubs

To Win a Victory (188)
(1) Purpose of

Group
Activities To Enjoy Sports ( 34)

(2) Type of
Sports

Club

(3) Vertical
Human

Relationships
Within the Club

Devoting Type
(to Sports Only) ( 47)

Adjusting Type
(to Study)

Enjoying Type . ( 43)

9 . 59 190(t)

MB .....1r/IrAPA
.

CM WZ1M

/
es M1111111rJffa;

(316) 1111132.0 1

fStrong

1 Not Strong

(203)

(214)

1111.11371111

(Decrease)

V2M
(increase)

I I(.URI. 3
\

DIFFERLNCIS BY VARIOUS I A( (ORS Of TM. RATLS OF "INCREASE" AND "DECREASE"
ACCORDING TO AC1 UA1 CHANG'S OF CLUB MEMBERS
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PHYSICAL FITNESS DATA OF
SCHOOL CHILDREN IN DENPASAR

A. MANUABA .and N. NALA

Department of Physiology
University of Udayana

Bali, Indonesia

Since 1969 field surveys for the collection of normal data about Balinese
Indonesians have been carried out, particularly with regard to the school
children of Denpasar regency.

For physical fitness data, the Harvard step-up test with modified bench
height (47.5 cm) was used formerly. However, since. 1971 a battery test con-
sisting of sit-ups, standing broad jump and 50 meter shuttle run has been used
for the elementary school children. In 1972, a battery test consisting of sit-ups,
50 meter sprint, chin straddle, standing broad jump and 400 meter run was
carried out for the junior highschool children. Data of the results are shown

in Tables I and II.

To provide information about other physical fitness data, the mean fitness
index of some groups in Denpasar are presented in Table III.

Some data concerning the possibility of a correlation between hobby in
sport and fitness arc shown in Table IV.

Since pliysical fitness, basic to life, is a component of health, physical education
and recreation, it should be included in program planning in these-areas. It is

hoped that the data presented here will encourage development of programs in
health, physical education, and recreation to be carried out in Bali, Indonesia as
soon as possible.

TABLE I.

PHYSICAL FITNESS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN 1971

Age
yrs Number Sex

Situps
(time)

Standing
Broad Jump (cm)

Shuttle Run
50 m (seconds)

9 162 male 8.29 (0-16) 148.7 (100-193) 15.82 (13 -25)

10 395 male 8.91 (0-20) 152.4 (105 224) 14.95 (11-30)

11 636 male 10.39 (0-22) 163.4 (108-220) 15.53 (11-29)

9 154 female 6.54 (0-16) 143.9 (100-188) 19.10 (12-36)

10 229 female 6.53 (0-16) 158.8 (102-195) 18.45 (13-30)

11 347 female 6.53 (0-18) 143.3 (100-203) 17.46 (12-32.5)
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TABLE III.

MEAN FITNESS INDEX (HARVARD STEP -UP TEST)

Crimp Sex Number Fitness Index

(Igo NS V1

MetheaLStudents

llighschool

(Madiun)

Students

Highschool

Policemen

(1969 NSW)

llsghschool

Students

male 55

male 62

male 32

male 51

male 76

male 149

nule 21

female 24

female 120

female 19

95.8 (74.7-160.4)

65.5 (29.9 99.1)

59.9 (33.1-.86.6 )

89.3 (50.0 115.0)

68.4 (15.0-130.0)

69.8 (25.0-:115.0)

47.8 (35.0-95.0)

90.7 (36.6-136.4)

47.9 (20.0-100.0)

593 (21.4-121.2)

Adam:.

Senior

Athletes

Medical

Senior

Traffic

Athletes

Senior

Medical

NSW = National Sport Week

= 50 cm bench height
= 47.5 cni bench height

TABLE IV.

Interpretation : below 50 poor

50 to 80 average

above 80 good

DATA ON HOBBY IN SPORT AND FITNESS INDEX OF SENIOR HIGHSCHOOL PUPILS

Group Sex Number
Number Having
Hobby in Sport

Fitness Index
(number) ) Using

Harvard Step Test

Teachers' School male 23 21 2

General Highschool male 43 30 19

Technical Highschool male 47 36 8

Economics Highschool male 36 23 10

Teachers' School female 22 14 0

Welfare School female 56 6 2

General Highschool female 27 12 1

Economics Highschool female 15 3 I

Assumption : Physical
education and sport
programs are not
organized well enough.
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Some percentile tables arc the results of the conclusion of the first phase of

the physical fitness testing program, which was executed from June 1963 to
January 1964 in the various sport high schools and institutes in Indonesia.
These data are presented here for comparison purposes. (Thomas P. Rosandich,

Sports Physical Fitness Test, Worldwide Publishing Company, I longkong, 1964.)

TEST: SIT-UPS

%
tile

14 yr ISyr 16 yr

F M F M F

100 64 53 60 50 96 51

95 50 25 46 22 63 23

90 42 21 40 20 43 17

85 37 18 36 16 38 14

80 35 16 34 14 35 12

75 32 15 32 13 32 I I

70 31 14 30 II 30 10

65 30 10 30 10 30 9

60 29 10 28 10 28 8

SS 27 9 26 8 26 7

50 25 7 25 7 25 6

45 24 7 24 6 24 5

40 22 6 23 5 22 4

35 21 5 21 4 21 3

30 20 4 20 4 20 3

25 18 3 19 3 19 2

20 16 2 16 2 17 I

IS 14 I 14 1 15 I

10 11 0 I I 0 13 0

5 5 0 9 0 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PIRCEN77LES BASED ON PAST

TEST SO METER SPRINT

%
the

14yr ISyr 16 yr

M F M F M F

100 7.0 7.3 7.0 7.2 6.5 7.0

95 7.3 8.2 7.1 8.5 7.1 8.5

9t 7.5 8.5 7.4 8.7 7.2 8.7

85 7.6 88 7.5 8.9 7.3 8.9

80 7.8 8.9 7.5 9.0 7.4 9.0

75 7.9 9.0 7.6 9.0 7.5 9.1

70 8.0 9.0 7.7 9.1 73 9.3

65 8.0 9.1 7.8 9.2. 7.6 9.4

60 8.1 9.1 7.9 9.4 7.7 9.S

55 8.1 9.2 7.9 9.5 7.8 9.5

50 8.2 9.3 8.0 9.5 7.9 9.6

45 8.3 9.4 8.0 9.7 8.0 9.9

40 8.4 9.5 8.1 9.9 8.0 10.0

35 8.5 9.6 8.2 10.0 8.0 10.0

30 8.5 9.8 8.2 10.0 8.1 10.0

25 8.6 9.9 8.4 10.0 8.3 11.0

20 8.8 10.0 8.5 10.0 8.4 11.0

15 9.0 10.0 8.7 11.0 8.5 11.0

10 9.2 11.0 9.0 11.0 8.9 11.0

5 9.5 11.0 9.3 11.0 9.0 11.0

0 9.7 13.0 9.5 14.0 9.2 11.0

I. SIT-UPS

%-ik Men

2.

Women

50 METER SPRINT

1,-* Men Women

100 104 56 103 6.0 7.0

85 78 48 85 6.4 7.4

70 65 30 70 6.6 fi5 .
50 52 26 50 6.8 7.7

30 39 19 30 7.0 7.9

15 26 I I 15 7.2 8.1

0, 0 0 0 7.6 8.7
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SYAOUBI SAID

Vice President
The Indonesian Coordinating Body. for

Physical Edikatail, Health and Recreation

It IS J great pleasure for me, at the dose of this memorable Congress, to hive
this opportunity to thank two of the people who made it passible.

First or all, on behalf of the Indonesian Coordinating Body for Physical
Education. Health and Recreation, I would like to expre_s my deep apPreciafion
to the former Director General of Sports and youth, Major General Soepardi,
who initiated the idea of holding this Congress in Indonesia. I am particularly,
vrateful to him for inviting our Coordinating Body -to, take par,t th'e organiza-
tion of this International Congress. I must admit, howe.ver` that most of the
work and financing have been carried out by the government of Indonesia,
specifically the Directorate General of Sports and Youth of the Ministry of
Education and Culture. Therefore, 14would like to take the liberty of extending
my personat,thanIss to the new Director General of Sports and Youth, Brigadi
General Suedardi. who assumed responsibility for the realization of this Co
gress and to whom we owe much for its success.

Ladies and Gentlemen :

The results of your deliberations during this Congress are certain to take a
prominent place nut only in your professional fields, but also in the struggle of
nations for econonm and social development. This Congress has giown into
something more than a simple discussion of the fields of health, physkcal educa.I
non and recreation. by recognizing the role which your professions can play in
carrying out the development priorities of nations, you have paved the way for
important Lontributions to national and international goals. More and more
people outside your professions are Lon,ing to realize the potential applications
of health. physii.al education and recreation to development priorities, and this
an only result in increased cooperation as we work together for the common
good of our nations and the world.

It is in .belief that you haye opened the door for a new era in your pro-
fessions. You arc now discussing not only such topics as physical fitness, perfoi-
mance of athlete.,, methods of teaching, exercise physiology, and so forth, but
also the as in which concepts, programs and research in these fields can be
applied to the cause of national development. A balance of social, economic.
and Industrial development Is necessary if desirable, social change within socie
ties and nations is to be realized, and health, physical education and recreation
must play an active role la national development plans if such a balance is to be
acineved. Your deliberations here are of importance not only to your own pro-
fessional fields, but to all people who are concerned about the national develop-
ment of their countries.
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I trust that you wilt continue on the road which you have taken together
here, and that this Congress will mark the beginning of the implementation of
health, physical education and recreation programs in the social, economic,
industrial and educational development of nations.

1

.,,z,,.. ...
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R.F. SOEDARDI

Di;.ector General of Sports and Youth
Ministry of Education. and Culture

The Republic of Indonesia

After a momentous week, we arrive now at the close of this Congress. I am
grateful indeed for all the help we have had in these last weeks, and would like
to thank all of you who have helped to make the Congress such a great success.

It is difficult to single out persons, committees or institutions for special
recognition, but I feel that we are particularly indebted to the organizers in Bali,
the Governor, and the Military Commander of Bali for their generous coopera=
tion and whole-hearted support.

I would like to take this opportunity also to express my deepest gratitude to
the Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, the Minister for Information, and Dr. Hatta i'or the honor they bestowed
on u§ with their presence at the official opening of this Congress.

Special thanks must be extended to Mr. Syarnubi Said, Vice President of the
Indonesian Coordinating Body for 'Physical Education, Health and Recreation,
for his personal donation to this Congress. I must also not forget to thank the
Pertamina Indonesian State Oil Enterprise for its valuable contribution.

Last, but not least, I would like to particularly thank Lieutenant General
Ashari Danudirdio, Secretary General of the Department of Foreign Affairs and
member of the Board of Curators of lite Indonesian Coordinating Body for, Physical Education, Health and Recreation, for the valuable assistance and
cooperation of the Department of Foreign Affisirs in facilitating visa applications
for the participants from abroad.

So many Ikkividuals, as well as governmental and private institutions at both
etional and local levels, _have cooperated in the organization of this Congress
that It is impossible to mention them all here. It is indeed gratifying that so many
people have worked so unstintingly to make this International Congress the
success it has been.

I have instructed our Congress Coordinator, Dr. Sieswanpc, to edit and publish
the Proceedings of this Congress. These documents will constitute a very
valuable contribution both to our professions and to the leaders, specialists-and
scientists involved in national development. Upon returning to your home
countries, I hope that all of you will work to disseminate the results of this
Congress among your colleagues and national deitelopment leaders.

At the beginning of my speech I mentioned that this Congress has come to a
close. However, it is welLto remember that the concepts and ideas set forth here
are Just the beginning. It is my hope that interest in the application of health,
physical education and recreation to national development will grow, and that

o
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soon we will see practical programs in these areas impleme'nted in national
development projects.

There have been many friendships formed during these past days, and many
useful relationships have been established. I trust that we will continue to work
together in the coming years for both the advancement of our professions and
the common good of our peoples.

To those of you who are planning to leave for your home count s; I wish
you a safe and pleasant Journey, and to those who are planning ' attend post
Congress tours, I wish you an enjoyable and rewarding stay in Indonesia. As

you know, our National Sports Week begins this Saturday and lasts until August
Fifteenth. For those of you who will be making stop-overs in Jakarta, we will be
happy to ask the Natioral Indonesian Sports Committee and the Governor of
Jakarta to extend.invitations to you for the events.

Please relax and enjoy yourselves now, and may you take hack with you
pleasant memories of your stay in our country.

i
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ICHPER

Resolutions, Recommendations, and Appreciations

The members of the ICHPER, meeting in the XVI Annual Congress at the Bali
Beach Hotel, Sanur/Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia, July 29 August 3, 1973 have.
reviewed the past resolutions'and recommendations and have formulated, through
committee action working with and for the membership, the new resolutions,
recommendations and appreciations, and presented them to the ICHPER Dele-
gate Assembly, Thursday, August 2, 3:30 5:00 p.m.

4
For pitrposes of international, professional and council practicality a differen-
tiation and definition is made on Resolutions, Recommendations, and Apprecia-
tions.

Resolutions.:

Resolutions are the well considered, well stated professional guidelines and
directives which present philosophically, clearly and practically the ICHPER
position on health, physical education and recreation.

Resolutions are prepared in view of their application and dissemination by
members to their educational administrators and political and governmental
units.

---,%. Resolutions will be carried on the records of the Council and will be appropri-
ately distributed and publicized.

' Resolutions may repeat elements of former considerations and statements and
call for action, as there is a recurring need for publishable informative state-
ments to represent contemporary delegate opinions, and participation in current
congresses.

Recommendations :

Recommendations relate to matters of ICHPE1 organization work such as
planning, programming, scheduling, publishing and publicizing ICHPER business.

Recommendations will be carried on the Council's records and tvill be referred
to the Executive Committee for appropriate effectual action.

Appreciations :.

Appreciations Ire statements of recognition and acknowledgments and other
related honoring expressions made in appreciation of professional service,
local and government cooperation and 'other unusual commendable action.
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Appreciations will be formulated as may be appropriate and will be transmittedas may be the desired action within the statement, or decided upon by theExecutive Committee.
...

Appreciations may be stated in any desirable manner, and may be called by someother name when an identifiable service for local custom directs.

Appreciations will become a part of the record of the Council and may havedistribution or publicity as ray best give attention to the appreciation.t

RESOLUTIONS FOR 1973

The members of the ICHPER, meeting in the XVI Annual Congress at the BaliBeach Hotel, Sanur/Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia, August, 1973in considerationof the needs of all people and all nations for personal and national development,reaffirm the basic objectives of ICHPER to strengthen international ties, appre-ciations, and understandings and to further the specific purposes :

1. To encourage the development of programs in healtl education, physicalallo education, sports and recreation throughout the world.

Health is important in individual and nation development.Health education both in and out of schools must accompanymedical services and environmental sanitation and control.

Physical education for individual and national developmentshould be provided as a required and continuous program of
effective instruction at all levels of public schooling to orthrough the university levels. There should be a' minimum of
three class meetings per week. Teaching should be by qualifiedteachers prepared in physical education.

Recreation programs which might include camping and outdoor
education should be initiated by educational and governmental
units, and facilities should be provided for the use of all people
through programs of land use and city planning.

2. To improve the professional preparation of teachers of health education,
physical education, sports, and recreation.

All teacher education institutions should include a programof health education, physical education and recreation forall students.
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All teachers of health' education, physical education and rec-

reation should participate in a preparation prograiii e9jvalent

in time and credit to those of others.
,..

All teachers of health education, physical education and rec-

reation in colleges and universities should qualify themselves as

academic and professional educators and colleges and universities

should recognize instruction and departments of health, physical

education and recreation in their academic status as equals in

the educational endeavor.

All teachers for the elementary schools should be giyen some

specialized courses and practical experiences in teaching physical

education, sports, and recreational activities. Education programs ,

of advanced status should provide a specialized program for

elementary teachers in these fields.

3. To foster and exchange research and professional information.

All professional educators in our fields should pursue activities

and studies which sustain and develop health education, physical

education, sports, and recreation. Competent research should be ,

conducted, reported, applied and presented at professional%

meetings on the local, national and international levels.

4. To encourage the exchange of both students and teachers.

Support should be given to planning for international programs

of tours and exchanges for professionals and for students in the

fields of health education, physical education, sports, and rec-

reation.

5. To cooperate with other international organizations concerned with health,

physical education, sprts, and recreation and related fields.

6. To initiate, sponsor and collaborate in international conferences and special

projects related to health education, physical education, sports, and rec-

reation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1973

It is recommended to the Executive Committee that : ,,

I. ways and means should be investigated to finance the positiOn and office of

a full time secretariat.
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2. the 'representation at future congresses should be broadened to include
agency, education and government officials as designated by national groups.

3. consideration shall be given to scheduling congreises in geographic or
calendar relationships to other events of professional importance.

4. papers which give individuals an opportunity to represent themselves and
national programs shall be prepared in advance for distribution. Papers of
major emphasis or universal application shall be prepared in advance for
distribution and,should be.kcheduled in sessions which plan for subsequent
small group discussior.

S. the secretariat should disseminiie informs ion, resolutions, etc. to approp-
riate education and government authorities:-

6. professional displays and gift and interchange materials should be invited
from individuals, institutions and national organizations.

7. future reports should be divided as is this one . resolutions, recommendations,
appreciations.

8. the London report of resolutions and recommendations should be briefed
into tidal of the first fourteen congresses.

9. the report of the XVI Congress and future congresses should be briefed
together in divisions of resolutions, recommendations, and appreciations.

10. the Executive Committee should continue to review past resolutions and
recommendations and to take approptiate action.

APPRECIATIONS FOR 1.973
ti

You, Dorothy S. Ainsworth, have brought the people of the world together in
a dedicated pursuit of professional endeavor. Through your vision and leader-
ship in health, physical education and recreation a strong alliance has been made
with education, and national and governmental recognitions have been achieved.

Your determination and dedication have shown us the .way. Your own coTrage
oand your encouragement to others have advanced us on our way.

At this meeting of the XVI Annual Congress of the International Council for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, we the members, meeting in Delegate
Assembly, express to you our full appreciation for your personal and professional
service to our fields and to the ICI IPER. You have played a significant
role in personal development, national development and international develop.
ment through the fields of health, physical education and recreation.

We send our greetings and we express our appreciation.
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ICHPER is highly appreciative of the excellent organization and program that

the Directorate General of Sports and Youth, Ministry of Education and
Culture of the Republic of Indonesia, and the Indonesian Coordinating Body

for Physical Education, Health and Recreation designed and administered for
the XVI International Congress. We would like to particularly thank the Vic
President of the Republic of Indonesia and the Indonesian government for

their wholehearted cooperation and support of this Congress.

Our special thanks are- extended to Mr. Syarnubi Said, Vice President of the
Indonesian Coordinating Body for Physical Education, Health and Recreation,

for his personal interest in and contribution to this Congress.

Finally, we wish to express a heartfelt terima kasih for the many thoughtful
courtesies and services rendered by our most gracious Indonesian hostesses and

hosts.

Committee : Mr. Graham Dempster, Director of Sport and Fitness, Depart-
ment of Tourism & Recreation, Canberra, Australia.

Dr. Fritz Pieth, Director, Institut fiir Lcibeserziehung der
Universifft Basel, Basel, Switzerland.

Dr. Sutarman, First Vice President of the Indonesian
Coordinating Body for Physical Education, Health and ,

Recreation, Jakarta, Indonesia.

Dr. Leona Holbrook, Professor, Brigham Young University,'
Provo, Utah, U.S.A. 84602.
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BYLAWS

OF
THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON HEALTH,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION

Founded 1958, Rome, Italy

(Revised 1973)

Article 1. NAME

Section I. The name of this organization shall be the International Council on
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (ICHPER); Conseil International
de l'Hygiene, de l'Education Physique et de la Recreation; Consejo Internacional de
Higiene, Educacion Fisica y Recreation; Internationaler Rat fiir Gesundheit,
Leibeserziehung and Freizeit.

Arta le II. ORGANIZATION

Section I. IGkPER shall be an international member of the World Confedera-
tion Of Organizations of the Teaching Profession (WCOTP).

Section 2. ICHPER shall be organized into six geographic areas : Africa, Asia,
AustriaNew Zealand, Europe, North America, and South America.

Article III. PURPOSES

Section I. The purpose of ICHPER shall be to bung togethek representatives
of educational organizations concerned with individuals professionally engaged
in health education, physical education, sports, or recreationboth in and out
of schoolsthroughout the world. The basic objective of ICHPER shall be to
strengthen international ties, appreciations, and understandings, and to further
the,purposes that follow :

1. To encourage the developme Cof programs in health education, physical
education, sports, and recreation throughout the world.

2. To imprhe professional preparation of teachers of health education,
.physical duration, sports, and recreation.

3 To foster and exchange research and professional information.

'o encourage the exchange of both students and teachers.

ti
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5. To cooperate with other international organizations concerned with
health education, physical education. sports, or recreation and re-

latedfields; and with official organizations working toward international
understanding, for example, the specialized agencies of the United

`Nations.

b. o initiate, sponsor, and collaborate in international conferences and
spe 'al -projects related to health education, physical education, sports,

61-rec anon.
7. To-assisV,COTIntributing to its aims and objectives.

Article 'IV. MEIPERS111P

Section I. Five types of membership shall be provided in ICHPER : (I) inter-
national, (2) national, (3) institutional, (4) individual, and (5) contributing.

Section 2. International members shall consist of any association organized on

a multinational basis with interests related to those of ICHPER.

Section 3. National members shall consist of (I) national organizations of
health.education, physical education, sports, or recreation, and (2) professionals

in health -education, physical education, sports, or recreation represented
collectively through national departments or ministries of education, or other
appropriate governmental bodies. Each national member shall have one voting

delegate in the Assembly of Delegates, the governing body of ICHPER.

Section 4, Institutional members shall consist of institutions, agencies, libraries,

research centers, and other institutionalized groups interested in health educa-

tion, physical education, sports, or recreation.

Section S. Individual members shall consist of persons who are professionally

engaged in health education, physical education, sports, or recreation.

Section 6. Contributing members shall consist of persons or organizations

making substantial financial contributions to the ICIIPER program.

Section 7. All five types of membership shall receive the WIPER periodical,
International Journal of Physical Education.

/ Section 8. All applications for membership shall be approved by the secretary-

/ general before membership is granted.
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Article V. GOVERNMENT

Section I. The authority for the administration and the conduct of the business
of ICHPER shall be vested in the Assembly of Delegates, thetxecutive Com-
mittee, and the Officers.

Section 2.. The. Executive Committee shall formulate policies concerning
ICHPER and the general nature and scope of its activities.

Article VI. FINANCE

Section I. Annual dues for each of the five types of membership shall be
assessed as follows :

1. International association membersa set annual fee of $15 (U.S.).

2. National organizations of health education, physical educatiOn, sports,
or recreation 50.10 (U.S.) for each member in the national organization,
except those national organizations unable to pay the per-member fee
as indicated shall he assessed minimum annual dues of S25 (U.S.).

Professionals in health education, physical education-, sports, or recrea-
tion represented collectively in a group through appropriate national
governmental bodies $0.10 (U.S.) for each professional employed by
the national governmental body or a minimum annual assessment of $25
(U.S.), whichever is greater.

3. Institutional membera set annual fee of $15 (U.S.).

4. Ihdividual membera set annual fee of $12 (U.S.).

5. Contributing membera contribution of S25 (U.S.) or more.

Section 2. The Executive Committee shall develop, approve, and administer the
annual budget in accordance with any priorities established by the Assembly of
Delegates.

Section 3. The secretary-general shall provide each international association,
national ,organization, and national group holding membership in ICHPER with
an annual financial report showing income and expenditures of ICHPER funds.

Article VII. OSEMBLY OF DELEGATES

Section 1. The Assembly of.Delegates shall be composed of the members of
the Executive Committee, one official delegate 'from each of the national
organizations and national groups holding national membership in ICHPER,
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and one official delegate from each ,of the international organizations holding

international membership in ICIIPER. Each delegate shall be appointed by the

national or international organization hefshe represents. Only official delegates

may vote in theAssembly of Delegates, however, only one vote for each country.

Section 2. To attempt to increase the number, of national organiiations and
national groups, holding memberships, the Executive Committee may appoint

delegates to the Assembly of Delegates to represent the fields of health educa-

tion, physical education, sports, or recreation in countries from which no

i national Organization or national group has membership in ICIIPER.
. , .

Section 3, Allother members of ICHPER may sit as observers without vote in

the Assembly of Delegates.

Section 4. The Assembly of Delegates shall :

1. Elect_ the president and the vice president of geographical areas.

2. Approve programs and projects'.

3. Establish priorities for the expenditure offunds.

4. Approve the assessment of dues from member organizations and indivi-

duals.

5. Further the purposes as listed in the BylaWs.

Section.S., The Assembly of Delegates shall meet in conjunction with inter-

. national congresses of WIPER.

Article VIII. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Section 1. The Executive Committee shall consist of the following :

1. The officers of the ICHPER. .1,

2. Uric person appointed by each national organization or national group
holding national membership in ICHPER.that,is assessed annual dues of
5150 (U.S.) or more, providedthat not indre than one seat shall be given-
to each country. The person to be seated from countries from which
more than one national orgai}ization or national group hold national
membership in ICHPER shall be decided by mutual agreement between
the organizations or groups concerned; otherwise, the committee seat
shall be rotated each two years between the organizations or groups in
question. The officers of ICHPER shall not be counted in assigning seats
on the Executive Committee.'

3. At the request of the Executive Committee, other members may serve
on the committee if the need arises.
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Section?. Appointed members of the Executive Committee shall serve for a
term of four years and may be re-appointed once.

Section 3. The Executive Committee shall :

1. Develop, approve, and administer the annual budget in accordance with
-the priorities established by the Assembly of Delegates.

2. .Serve in an advisory capacity to the Assembly of Delegates.

3. Act on behalf of the Assembly of Delegates on all matters arising be-
.

tween meetings of the ICHPER.

4. Set up- administrative and election procedures for the efficient conduct
of ICHPER business.

SeetiOn 4. Members of the Executive Committee may serve as chairmen of
committees appointed for special projects of ICHPER.

Section 5. The Executive Committee shall appoint the official ICHPER delegate
(s) to,the WCOTP Assembly of Delegates.

A. nide:IL-OFFICERS

Section 1. The officers of the ICHPER shall consist of the following : the
presidentof ICHPER, the first vice president 9f ICHPER; and the vice presidents
for geographical areas, i.e., the vice president for Africa; the vice president for
Asia; 8the vice president for AustraliaNew Zealand; the vice president for
Europe; the vice president for North America; the vice president for South
America; and the secretarygeneral.

Section 2. The president of 1CHPER Alai! : » ,

1. Preside at all meetings of the Assembly of Delegates and of the Exec-
utive Committee: .

2. Call Executive Committee meetings as needed.

3. Between international congresses, the presicVnt may conduct a mail
vote of the Executive Committee or the Assembly of Delegates, should
the need arise.

4. Appoint the first vice president of ICHPER from among the vice presidents
for geographical areas.

5. Appoint committees and chairmen with the advice of the Executive
Committee.
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6. Confer with appropriate officers and executive committees of mem
ber organizations and groups in regard to the work, practices, progress,
and projects of ICHPER.

7. Authorize expenditures ,before payment by the secretary-general.

8. Serve as an ex officio member of all committees.

9. Provide leadership in oordinating the.work of ICHPER with WCOTP.

, .Section 3. The first vice prefdent of ICHPER shall assume the duties 9f the
president -when necessary, and shall assist this officer when requested. He may
-be assigned special committee duties by the president.

Section 4. The vice presidents for geographical areas shall coordinate, promote,
and foster the work of ICIIPER in the geographical area for which each is

responsibl.

. Section 5. The secretary - general shall :

I. Arrange for minutes to be taken at each meeting of the Assembly of
Delegates and of the ,Executive Committee and have copies of the
m i nutes distributed to international member associations, national mem-
ber organiptionS and groups, and to WCOTP.

2. Receive all dues established by the Assembly of Delegates.

3. Present a proposed budget to the Executive Committee for consideration

and approval.

4. Prepare an annual financial report and distribute among national member
organizations andsgrouPs (see...Article VI, Section 3).

5. . Assist and work closely with., the president in the administration of
.1CHPER business and projects. ,

6. Serve as an ex officio member of all committees. _

7. Maintain close working relationships with WCOTP headquarters.

Article X. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Section I. The president of ICEPERiand the six vice presidents for geograph-

ical areas shall be elected for four-year rotating terms by the Assembly' of
Delegates, and may be re-elected once. When- electing the president, considera-

tion shall be given to geographic representation.

Section 2. The president shall appoint one of the vice presidents of geograph-

ical areas to serve also as the first vice president of ICHPER. The first Trice

president shall be appointed for a four-year term and may be re-appointed

.once.
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Section 3. The secretary-general shall be appointed and shall hold office at
the will of theTxecutive Committee.

Article XI. INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES

Sectiarr I. Beginning in 1973, international congresses of ICHPER shall he
held once each two years. The Executive Committee shall select the countries
in which- the congresses are held from among those countries that request
permission to serve as hosts for such congresses.

Section 2. Any member of international organizations, national organizations,
or national groups ,that hold membership in ICHPER, institutional members,
individual members, or contributing members may attend the international
congresses and may sit as observers without vote in the Assembly of Delegates.

Article XIL AMENDMENT

Section 4, These Bylaws may be amended at any official ;meting of the
Assembly 'of Delegates, or by mail vote of the Assembly of Delegates, upon the
recommendation of the Executive Committee. Proposed changes in the Bylaws
shall first be presented to the Executive Committee for such recommendation.
An affirmative vote of two-thirds of the official delegates present at an inter-
national .congress. or two - thirds of the official members of the Assembly of
Delegates replying to a mail vote, shall be iequired for the adoption of amend-
ments.

Section 2. Minor editorial changes in the Bylaws, or changes implied in the
actions taken by the Assembly of Delegates, may'' be made by the Executive
Committee., .
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AUSTRALIA

DELEGATES TO THE CONGRESS

EGYPT

Graitant.DENIPSTER
Director, Fitness Section
Department of Tourism & Recreation
Canberra A.C.T.
Office : 475122 (39)
HeinC: 882436

Evelyn McCLOUGHAN
Principal &Lecturer, Physical Education
S,-ditey Teachers Co !leg,
University Grotinds
Newtown N.S.W.
Office : 660'2855
Home : 449 3816

CHINA

Pei-Lin CHI
Professor and Director
Department of Physical Education
National Taiwan-University
Taipei, Taiwan

WU WenChung
Professor and Director
Graduate School of Physical Education
Taiwan Normal University
No. 88, Section 5
Roosevelt Road
Taipei, Taiwan
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Ibrahim flamed KANDIL
Chairman
Department of Physical Education
High Institute of Physical Education
3 Ismael' Barakat St., Agoza,dairo
Office : 27671, 852098
Home : 802763

GERMANY

Fritz BALZ
Langelohstr. 83
Hamburg
Office : (040) 801185

Herbert HAAG
63 Giessen
Kugelberg 62
Office : (0647) 702 2771
Home : (0641) 41330

Ottmar HECHT
Tannenweg
706 Schomdort
Office : 07181/5011

Christa B. ZIPPRICH
Igelbachstr. 17
7562 Gernsbach
Home : 07224/1710

HONG KONG

LOW Wing Kee
Director of Physical Education
University of Hong Kong
Office : H-465457



INDONESIA'

Arma ABDULLAII
Associate Professor, College
for Physical Education & Sports
Baluksumur C 10

Yogyakarta

Siminittio AGUSMANADJI
Lecturer, College for
Physical-Education & Sports
Bakuksumur
Yogyakarta

I. Wajan Pugh AWIDJA
:Lecturer, College for
Physical Education &Sports
Jlif. Kawung 9
Surabaya

Nini BAUTY
Chairman, International
Youth Centre Indonesia
Medan Merdeka Selatan 14
Jakarta.
Home : 456721

Maxono BROTOKARTONO
Direct or of Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture
Dit. Jen. Pertanian
Salemba Raya 16
Jakarta
Office : 81077/18

Soenarjono DANOEWIDJOJO
Director of Community
and Adult Education
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Salemba Raya 18
Jakarta

Richard fohn FIELD
c/o international Youth
Centre Indonesia
20 Jahn Sawo
Menteng
Jakarta
Office : 41091
Home : 46269

HARSUKI
Secretary General
Association of Indonesian Sport
& Physical Education Scientists
Ditjcn Olalleaga dam Pemuda
Jakarta
Office : 581 252

ishak IBRAHIM
Administrator for the Supreme
Advisory Council of the
Republic of Indonesia s.

Merdelyrt, Ulara 17
Jakarta
Office : 47705

R.M. Ignatius ISKANDAR
Instructor, Senior High School
for Physical'Education & Sports
Jalan Melati 48
Bat u, Malang.
Office : 84
Home : 84

KAMTOMO
Dean, College for Physical
Education-and Sports
JIn. Tamansiswo 71
Yogyakarta
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INDONESIA (iwritimreti)

Teuku KARIMOEDDIN
Chief Director of
Labor Protection
Taman Kimia 2
Jakarta
Office : 50054
Home: 81263

Moerni KEMAL
Lecturdr, Institute for Teacher
Training & Educational Sciences
Jalan Sungai Sambas 1X/2
Jakarta
Office : 81811

Adnjana MANUAI3A
!lead of the Dcpt. of Physiology
Udayana University
Jalan Senna Gde 10
Denpasar, Bali
Office : 2510
Home : 4533

MINARJO
Secretary of the Directorate
General of Sports and Youth
Senayan
Jakarta
Office : 581 988

Dangsina MOELOEK
Director of Health Education
Ministry of Health
J1n. Senopati 48
Kebayoran, Jakarta

Molt; MUSLIM
Secretary of the Institute for

'Physical Fitness and Research
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta
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1.A.G. OKA
Assistant to the Director
General of Sports & yolith for
the Province of Bali
c/o Perwakilan Dept. P. danK. - '
'Denpasar, Bali

Frederik Erns PATTIKAWA
Assistant to the Director.Generals
of Sports and youth for Maluku
Ambon

Wing Harjono POERWOSOEWARDJO
Associate Professor, College for

'Physical Education and Sports
Jim van Deventer 10
13andung
Office: 52055

Aris PONGTUI URAN
Physician of the Ministry of
Education and Culture for East Java

Gewtengkali 33
Surabaya
Office : 53232

Agus PRATJOJO
Second Director, Social Security
Fund Foundation
Ministry of Manpower, Transmigration
and Cooperatives
J1. Plaju No. 2
Jakarta
Office : 45880
Home : 53161



INDONESIA (continued)

M. Djoko PURWONO
I lead of General Services
Directorate of Art Education
Directorate General of Culture
Ditjen Kebudayaan
Jalan Kintia 12

'Jakarta
Office : 82440

RAIS
Head of Sports & Recreation
Pertamina Indonesian State
Oil Enterprises
Jalan Pelita No. 3 MPR Raya
Cila tidal() Jakarta
Office : 553363, 553516

Sugihwaras SADIKUN
Lieutenant Colonel of the
Police Forces of Bali
Jalan Taman Duputan 2
Denpasar, Bali
Office : 2906, 2048
home : 2573

Ilasnan SAID
Director, Institute for Physical
Fitness & Research
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Ditjen Olahraga dart Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta
Office : 582469

Syarnuhi SAID
Vice President, Indonesian
Coordinating Body for Physical
Education, Health & Recreation
11. Lembang 53/55
Jakarta

I. Wayan SI ANA
President
Dharma Tunggal Foundation
Badung, Bali

SIE Swanpo
Associate Professor
Personal Assistant & Adviser to
the Director General of Sports
and Youth
Vice President, Indonesian
Coordinating Body for Physical
Education. Health & Recreation
P.O. Box 489
Jakarta
Office : 582468

SMITE.
I lead of Research Publicity
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Senayan, Jakarta
Office : 582469

M. F: SIREGAR
Secretary General
Indonesian National Sports
Committee (K.O.N.1.)
Senayan, Jakarta

Sjamsubahri SIREGAR
Head of the Desk on 13th Section
Directorate for America
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Senayan, Jakarta
Office : 581439

SOEDARMINTO
Lecturer, College for Physical
Education and Sports
11n. Pemuda Utara
Solo
Office : 4957
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INDONESIA (continued)

SOEDJANAD1
Deputy I lead
Physical Education Center of the
Ministry of Defence and Security
J1n. Kesatrian VIII No. 27
Jakarta

SOEGIJONO
Lecturer, College for Physical
Education and Sports
Jim Redjosari VII/ii
Semarang

SOIiTA RJONO
Director of Youth Affairs
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta

SORWORO
Secretary, Directorate of Sports
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta

Muhammad SUBROTO
Head of the Institute for
Evaluation and Development
Directorate General of Sports
and Youth
Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta
Office : 581956

R. F. SOEDARD1
Director General of Sports & Youth
Ministry of Education and Culture
Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta
Office : 581436
Home : 52623
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SUI1ARTO
Ilead of the'Bureati for
Sports Health /1

NIinistry.of 1191111
Jim Maphilindo 10 i Ialim PK
Jakarta
Office : 49801.ext. 82

SUIIAIZTO
Director for Special Affairs
Difectorate General of Sports
aiid Youth
'Ditjen Olahraga dan Pemuda
Senayan, Jakarta

Antonins Nulls SUHASTJARJ A
Head, Service for Higher
Education in the Arts .

Ministry of Education and Culture
Taman Kimia No. 6
Jakarta
Offi& : 82440

Soemaryono SUKADIHARDJ A
Major of the Police Forces of Bali
Jalan Taman Puputan 7
Denpasar, Bali
Office : 2228

SOEPA RDI
Inspector General of the
Ministry of Education and Culture
crosDept. P. dan K. r.

JI. Cilacap 4
Jakarta
Home : 42984

SUPONO liadisudjatmo
Acting Head
Service for Cultural Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

/c/o DEP LU
Senayan, Jakarta



INDONESIA (tont:mud)

surAIZMAN
Professor Linerit us. Dept of
!Inman Physiolop
Univeisity of Indonesia
Vice_ hoiden t. !mimics:al i
Coordinating liod for Plisical
1..litcat ion, I lealth and Recication

Melawai 12* a 2"
Kehat oran Baru. J akar
Offwe . 787100
I loine 71716

1LS. SUIA12 NIA \1
Nleinbei of the Board Itu Dueciors
Prayuwatia Institute fill
jknenile 1)einolthlic
.11 Melaai Rava 27
Kebayoran 13:irt1, Jakarta
home : 717 16

largianto
flead of the Directorate for
International Organizations
Ministry of Foreign Mimi,
6 Vai St Jaka i t a

P. WASON()
Ilead of the Bineau of 11ii,111C
Dtrectorate General of Spin ts
and Youth
Senayan. Jakarta

Susilo ROW°
Deputy Surgeon General of the
Ministry of Defense and Security
Jakarta
Office: 46310/52920 / 52940

82370 ext. 5

lgde WISMAYA
Major Uf the Police l'oices of Bah
Jakin Styr:Julian 26
Denpasar. Bali
Office 2906'_2048
! Ionic : 4536

Sliinslitro lit \Sill

12 2S. t
kilt kaigan I Inhask.h.m
h.inacae..phi ii
phone i sit ft If, i '

Kano 110
Assistant Piotessol
Kyoto ( toveisit%
21-5. I tirtninkli. Dakso

Office Or; --51-2111(6$15)
Home (0-')-c-'1-11h4

hen IsAGh YANIA
v..-4.13111

1014 t, Nletropolnao t ofersit
3.37I l,unu. ii

Tokyo
Office (03171 ".01 I I

lloine 10423f-22-4-'0i

Yoshiaki M \ SCIM
l_eInter
()salsa GA um 1 enrersitt
3. I 5-16 SaLoc

ivonocka
Os.ik:t
Ot ILA.. (06) 381-8434
lionie (On; 334.6858
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JAPAN (continued)

MATSUNOI3U
- Professor..

1 okyo University of Education
1.40, Nishiliara, Shibuya
Tokyo - o

Office : 460:0511
home : 0424 - 84 -2258

Mamie Mildred DANIELS
Staff Director, Recreation Centers
USA KORSCOM. Special Set vices

A. P. 0. San Francisco 96212

LIB/R111

Sylvester J. TI IOMAS
Assistant Minister ut Defense for
Coast Guard Affairs
Department of Nattbhal Defense
Monrovia
Office : 2093

MALA YS/A

Mohamed Nor CI1E'N011
Director of Sports
Ministry of Culture, Youth & Sports
Gurney Road
Kuala Lumpur,
Office : 206011
ionic : 647637

Rahrnat 11USSIN
Lecturer in Physical Education
and !health Education.
26, Palau 1/41 .
Kwypting Tunku
Selangor
Office : 54501
home : 775620
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A/A L YS/A It ontuno I,

LIM flock 11.111

Sports Ad 11.1111,

1.21.IN .1

KI1.11.! I t1It111411

0111kT N I 4)0 k\
Monte : 172.21-1.

Manfred LOECK EN
Advisor, Physical Education
Ministry of Culture. Youtli & Sports
Kuala Lumpur
Office : 206011 ext. 250
llome : 563435

NET/MRLiiNDS

A. BEL! ERBERGEN van 11ENEGOUWEN
Assistant to the Director
Department of Gyinnoloy
Stag University of Utrecht
Ileidelberglaan 12
Utrecht
Office : 030 - 531897
1 lome : 030 - 942918

J. A. FLUKS
Director, Building Co.
Sports Accommodations
Watertoort I.
Asperen
Office : 04490 - 58010
Ilome : 03431 - 2591

Will. FREDRIKSZ.
Director, Physical Education
II. de Levijzerlaan 12
Leiderdam
FlOme : 01761 - 4684



THE NETHERLANDS '(,,struiue(L;

Simon vanGELDERFN
Physical Educator
Nlatrager. Building C'otp,
of Spt-vtsFacilittes
Groen van Prinstereslaati o5
Titt Ilague
Office : 070 - 462071
I Ionic 070 -.683102

Kills It 1.1S1)01iP
Professor. Dept, ot moology
Ulm ersit of Unecht
President. ICI
Lain watt trait 601

The Ilagut
1 lome : 395047

Amoral P..V R1EN DS
President
Catholic Dutch Sport Federation
Steijnlaan 37
Breda
Office : 01600 38117

Jan Casper WI LM ANS
Inspector General
Dutch Teacher Training Colleges
Peal. Borst r. 100
Meppel
Office :'05220 51334

IV OR Y

Thor VOLLt\
Director
Norges idrctIshogskole
Oslo
Office : 234685
l lome : 236066

/,R To

Sonia TORO' SEIM
Professor
Catholic University of
Puerto Rico
Ponce
Office : 842 - 4150

st,vc,ipoRE

A. Bakar AI1N1AD
Asst. Specialist. Inspector
Physical Education
Ministry of 1.:ducation
Dover Road Sports Complex
Singapore 5
01Iice : 636576

Michael 6011 Kwong Seng
lytecutive Officer
\alum! Stadium Corporation

ational Stadium Complex
Kallang. Singapore 14
Office : 467111
I lone : 498764

SIVITZERLA ND

Frit/. PI IITI I
Director
Institute of Physical Education,
University Basle
I Petersplatz
Bask
Office : (C11- 061) 253557
Home : 342615
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Tthl Mil ND

Punya SOMBOONS1LP
Vice Rector

ollege of Physkal Education
National Stadium
Rama-I Road
Bangkok 5
Office s 57542
(blue 4 917101

Barbara E. FORKER
Professor and head
Dept. of Physical Education Women
Iowa StateUniversity
Ames, Iowa

'Office z'(515) 294 - 1425
Home : '292 - 1331

Mary Jo FRESI-ILEY
Teacher, Elementary
Physical Education
`1566 Noe St.
Honolulu, Hawaii
'Office : 845 - 6631
Home . 847 - 3624

Myrtis Js. HERNDON
Associate Professor and Chairman
Dept. of Physical Education - Women
Hiram College,4112
Hiram, Ohio 44234
Office : (216) 569-3211 ext. 235
Home : (216) 569-7832

Leona HOLBROOK
Professor
Rtpresentative of American Academy
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utalt 84692
Office : (80I) 374 1311 ext. 3671
Home : (801) 374 - 0373
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Boris M. KAZIM1ROFF
Era tei nal YMCA Director
National Byrd YMCA of Indonesia

Cisadane II 7
-Jakarta. Indonesia
Offic'e : 59014

k
-Evelyn Eli/abeth LOCKMAN
Professor of Dance
California-State University
at San Diego
College Ave.
San Diego. California
Office : (714) 286 - 6821 or

(714) 286 - 6823
Home : (714) 284. 1941

Honey NASHMAN
Director
Office of Lab.. ExperienceThe G.W.U:
3609 Ridgeway-Terrace
Falls Church, Virginia 82044
Office : 676 - 6166
Home : 256 - 6419

Ann PATERSON
Professor of Physical Education
San Francisco State University
750 Gonzalez Dr. 172
San Francisco, California 94132'
Office : (415)469 - 1736
Home : (415) 334 - 6645

Carl A. TROESTER, Jr.
Secretary General. ICHPE
1201 - 16th St. N.7V.
Washington, D.C.

John WELDON
High School Principal
Turlock, California


